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THE PERFORMANCE 
HAS BEGUN. 

BUT IT'S JUST THE 
BEGINNING 

The Yamaha DX7. It's on just about 
every recent major album, and in just about 
every major band and studio in the country. 

And now, you can be out front, strutting 
your stuff, with the new KX5 MIDI-controlled, 
touch-sensitive remote keyboard. 

So all the incredible musical power and 
accurate, flexible voicing you get from a DX7 
can now be strapped around your shoulders. 

But wait folks, this is just the first act. 
There's more coming for the DX7. 

A whole series of products that will make the 

most amazing synthesizer ever heard into the 
most amazing music system ever heard. 

'Cause like the song says, "We've only 
just begun? 

In the meantime, why not visit your 
Yamaha dealer and check out the instrument 
that started it all—the DX7. 

Yamaha International Corporation, 
Combo Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, 
Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., 
Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1. 

YAMAHA 



Cool eke 

Enjoy the world's 
Heat  upebesustpjeaezzrlamtSivuesliscoiauennds in 

Vide°  and video. Only 

$16.95 
and up 
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dizzydraam band 

Dizzy Gillespie's 
Dream Band 

Rob McConnell 

SONY 

I he 
Evolurkmary Spiral 
WEATHER REPORT 

The Evolutionary Spiral 
with music by 
Weather Report 

Beta VHS 
hOe riiee 
SIE.E0 STUIE0 

some titles in VHS stereo 

Dizzy Gillespie 

Bill Watrous 

SONY 

THE 

JAll 
LIFE 71"1 

Chico 
Hamilton 

Chico Hannan. 
The Jazz Life 

Max Roach 

Freddie Hubbard 

r SONY  

Johnny Griffin 
The Jazz Life 

Johnny 
Griffin 

Lionel Hampton Gerry rvkilligan 

Visit your favorite record or video store or call 1-800-221-9982 

Art Blakey—Jazz at the 
Smithsonian featuring 
Wyntom Marsalis 

San Francisco 
Blue Festival 

Alberta Hunter 
Jazz at the Smithsonian 

(in NY 1-800-522-5229) 
Sony Beta and Beta hi•fi ore registered trademarks of lije Sony Corporation Video 45 is a registerec trademark c I the Sony Corporation of America 
Video EP is a trademark of the Sony Corporation of Am?.rica Video LP is a trademark of the Sony Ccrporcrion 
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Save up to $20 
on the most popular mies 

in the world. 
Shure's SM57 & SM58. 

60TH 
AINNIVFK--,ARY 

Save $15 on 
Shure's SM57 
Mie, S20 on the 
SM58 during 
Shure's 60th 
Anniversary 
Rebate Sale. 

Just fill out the 
coupon and 
send it to us 
with proof of 
purchase. (See 
details below) 

Don't Delay— 
Rebate ends July 19! 

Earn up to a $20 rebate during the Shure 60th Anniversary Rebate Sale! 

To receive your rebate on 
selected Shure micro-
phones, send: ( I)A copy of 
your dated sales receipt 
(non-returnable). ( 2) The 
model number label from 
the end of the outer carton, 
and (3) this completed 
coupon to: Shure Micro-
phone Rebate Offer, 
222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, IL 60204. 

(Please Print( 

Name   

Address 

City State Zip  

Phone (Area Code) (Number)  

Number of mics purchased: SM57 SM58  

Offer valid on purchases of all SM57 
and SM58 series mies made between 
April IS. 19/45 and July 19. 1985. All 

requests must he postmarked hs 
August 2. 1985. This is a consumer 

rebate offer only Shure dealers. 
companies and employees of Shure 

and their adveglising agencies. 
distributors and retailers are not 

eligible.This offer mill not be used in 
conjunction with any other rebate 

from Shure. Shure is not responsible 
for late, lost or misdirected mail. 

Offer good only on purchases made 
in U.S.A. Void where taxed or 

prohibited by law. Allow 6-8 weeks 
for delivery of check. 
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ON THE BEAT 

MMost db readers have probably seen a number of those fabulously success-
ful and popular Lite Beer commercials 
on television. The formula should be 
familiar by now: take a well-known ex-
athlete—Dick Butkus, Bubba Smith, 
Billy Martin, John Madden, Bert Jones, 
L. C. Greenwood, and so on—or an 
amusing unrecognizable one—Mary 
Thronberry, pool shooter Steve Mizerak, 
champion surfers, female body builders, 
and the like—and gently nudge their 
idiosyncrasies with a playful elbow in 
their ribs while selling beer. While some 
of the commercials have been genuinely 
humorous, a few could conceivably be 
considered demeaning—especially in 
the Butkus/Smith "dumb jock" category. 
The latest addition to these commer-

cials features—will miracles never 
cease?—a jazz musician instead of an 
athlete. This is no actor pretending to be 
a musician; it's saxophonist/tubaist 
Howard Johnson, in this case wielding a 
hefty baritone sax and bellying up to the 
bar to order the sponsor's brew. Nothing 
wrong with that—in fact, it could be a 

great step forward in mass-market ad-
vertising, proving that non-rock mu-
sicians have been accorded the same 
stature as athletes in terms of audience 
visibility and potential selling power. One 
wonders, though, if the ad couldn't have 
been re-designed to show the musician in 
a less-stereotyped, more favorable light. 
The gist of the commercial has 

Johnson rapping in a slangy dialect of 
apparent "jazzese" which needs a (white) 
bartender to translate for the general 
public. While it's true that the different 
sexes, different ethnic groups, and even 
different types of work have their own, 
private, particular jargon—does anyone 
who doesn't own a computer understand 
any of that computer lingo, for example; 
I don't—and it's further true that "hip" 
talk has been a jazz tradition almost since 
the music's inception, it's possible that 
such a depiction reinforces some damag-
ing stereotypes of the music and the 
musicians who play it. 
What is suggested is that jazz mu-

sicians speak a language unintelligible to 
the man on the street, and thus are in 

BY ART LANGE 

some basic way different from you and I. 
This leads to the implication that the 
music the jazz musician plays is also unin-
telligible to the average listener—in 
other words, a difficult, complex accu-
mulation of sounds that need to be ex-
plained instead of just felt and enjoyed, 
or that one needs to be an insider, with a 
private understanding of this secret lan-
guage. Such a false belief sets up musical 
barriers instead of knocking them down, 
and works to keep jazz in its misunder-
stood, mis-labeled role of a minority-
favored music. 
The commercial may have been in-

tended as a spoof on musical and racial 
caricatures. Perhaps. Nevertheless, the 
choice of Johnson—a fine, learned mu-
sician and an articulate man (see db, Jan. 
'83)—to portray this outsider is puzzling. 
Despite his talent, Johnson is not a 
"name" musician outside of the New 
York music scene, and wouldn't be recog-
nized by most tv watchers across Amer-
ica. Did other, more well-known, mu-
sicians turn down the role? If so, might 
this be the reason why? db 

MANHATTAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
SUMMER SCHOOL HN CRRESir  1985 

NEAL HATCH, DIRECTOR 

SUMMER 
JAZZ WORKSHOP 
DICK LOWENTHAL, DIRECTOR JULY 8-12, JULY 15-19 

High School—College—Advanced Students 

Instrumental-Vocal-Piano Workshops 

Large and small ensembles, improvisation, 
master classes in all instruments, history and arranging. 

EXPLORE THE NEW YORK JAZZ SCENE! 
Housing and meal plans available. 

For more information, 
write or telephone: 

Manhattan School of Music 
Summer School Office 

120 Claremont Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10027 
212/749-2802, extension 471 
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State of the art 
shouldn't create a 
state of confusion. 

Octave Plateau's new 
SEQUENCER PLUS 
makes music, not misery. 
If you're serious about your music, you've probably been looking 
at MIDI sequencers. And if you've really looked, you probably 
found that dedicated sequencers just don't do enough to justify 
all of the trouble and expense. Now comes the breakthrough 
you've been waiting for, as Octave Plateau introduces the 
studio-on-a-disk: SEQUENCER PLUS. By harnessing the power 
of IBM-compatible PC's, SEQUENCER PLUS offers more 
features and ease of use than any dedicated sequencer ever could. 

64 tracks. 60,000 notes. Punch-in/punch-out. Complete editing. 
And we mean complete. Track by track, and note by note. All 
of the flexibility you've wanted from a sequencer, but never 
thought you'd get. If you'd like to know more about SEQUENCER 
PLUS, or any of our other American-made products, like the 
Voyetra Eight synthesizer, drop us a line. We'll be glad to send 
you one of our informative brochures and a list of dealers in 
your area. And if you're still not convinced, go ahead, check out 
the competition. When your options are state of the art or a 
state of confusion, the choice is simple. 

Octave Plateau 

The sound approach to technology 

51 Main Street 
Yonkers, NY 10701 
914•964•0225 



CHORDS & DISCORDS 
DeJohnette deja vu 
1 enjoyed Howard Mandel's article about 
the world's greatest drummer (Jack De-
Johnette, db, Feb. '85). In that article, 
Mandel quotes DeJohnette as saying that 
he wrote New Orleans Strut for Album 
Album on purpose. Well, in June 1975 a 
tune New Orleans Strut (also composed by 
DeJohnette) was recorded for what 
turned out to be Cannonball Adderley's 
last album, Lovers (Fantasy 9505), and it 
sounds very similar to, and just as good 
as, the Album Album version. Remember 
now, fellas? 
Greg Turner Cincinnati 

Ars longa, speed brevis 
What a complete surprise to see John 
McLaughlin on the cover of your March 
issue (db, Mar. '85). With the treatment 
that he gets from music critics in general, 
in this throw-away society that glorifies 
an artist one year and puts him out on the 
street the next, [your coverage] is indeed 
welcome. A lot of criticism has been 
dished out (i.e. same old stuff, nothing 
new) rather unfairly. Granted, there are 
similarities in McLaughlin's approach 
and theme (stylistic), but what he has 

done in the last few years has not been 
stagnant. In my opinion, it is more re-
fined, more complex, and just as soulful. 
It is not all fast, uptempo material, and 
isn't all flash—besides, speed can be ex-
citing, you know. Religious aspirations 
seem to have hurt various musicians' 
popularity (Bob Dylan, for example). I 
can only hope that people put these 
biases aside and appreciate all gifted 
musicians for their work and not their 
beliefs. 
Vilnis Gredzens Minneapolis 

Brotherly love 
Thanks for the informative and illumi-
nating article on the Neville Brothers 
(db, Mar. '85). I first heard them in New 
Orleans during the 1984 Jazz and Heri-
tage Festival, at a midnight show on a 
riverboat, along with Fats Domino and 
Dr. John. I went to hear my idol, the Fat 
Man, and lost my heart to the Nevilles. 
The music had a sense of another place 
and time, unaffected by trends and com-
mercial considerations. It made a lasting 
impression on me. 
I saw them again in the fall of '84 in 

Palo Alto, CA. They gave an electrifying 

The Green Bullet 
is back! 

Great news for harmonica players! The legendary 
520D "Green Bullet" microphone is back. Delivering 
all the down home sound that's made it so popular 
with "harp players" for so many years. Same shape. 
Same sound. Same value. Pick up on it now. 

silugE 
THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS .WORLDWIDE 

performance that left me exhilarated, 
exhausted, and renewed. It was over-
whelming, too much! The new album is 
dynamite! 
Melvin Hodges San Francisco 

Celluloid heroes 
I just received the Mar. '85 issue of db, 
and noticed in the Potpourri section that 
Anita O'Day's bio is going to be filmed. 
That's really super; however it seems that 
a year or so ago it was also reported that 
Richard Pryor was going to star in The 
Charlie Parker Story. Wouldn't it be won-
derful if it were released this year, which 
marks 30 years of Bird's physical depar-
ture (his spirit is very much alive)? 
Robert Gonzalez Houston 

Fete update 
['hanks tor Bill Milkowski's review of the 
latest Fela Kuti LP Live In Amsterdam (db, 
Feb. '85). Too often Fela's work is over-
looked because it doesn't fit easily into 
any established category. Thanks too for 
having an open-enough mind not to 
judge the music against jazz standards, 
for despite his obvious jazz influences, 
Fela is not playing jazz. 
While I'm praising you, I'd like to 

correct one error. Milkowski states that 
the two studio LPs recently re-released 
by Capitol, Black President and Original 
Sufferhead, both date from 1977. This is 
incorrect. Except for side two of Black 
President, which probably does date from 
'77, all material dates from about '81, the 
year of their original European release. 
The recordings are not well docu-
mented, but having a fairly complete 
collection of Fela LPs—about 20—dat-
ing from the early '70s to the present, I 
can tell solely with my ears that it's all '80s 
material. The quieter percussion dy-
namics, the intensive integration of the 
female chorus into the arrangements, 
the use of a separate rhythm piano, and 
Fela's more fluid sax playing (since lost 
when his hand was broken by his keepers 
in a recent prison stay) are all clues. And 
Fela's son, Femi, is listed on alto, and he 
has only been playing with his father 
about four or five years. Finally, the 
classic I.TT from Black President was per-
formed during Fela's late '81 European 
tour, and he is known for playing only 
new material in concert. 

It is unfortunate that we will not be 
able to expect much new music from Fela 
in the near future. As you may know, he is 
serving a five-year prison sentence in 
Nigeria for some rather minor and ques-
tionable currency violations. 
Sean M. Kelly Cleveland 
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Axe and you'll receive 
Enjoyed your profile on Simon & Bard 
(db, Feb. '85). Can anyone tell me the 
name—and where I can purchase—the 
reed instrument that Michael Bard is 
playing in the photo on page 45? Thanks. 
Marty Howe Fairfield, IA 

Bard's blowing a Lyricon, but unless Tom 
Scott's pawned his it'll be tough to find one; the 
company went out of business some time back. 

—Ed. 

Simply perfect 
I began listening to jazz the same year I 
discovered about girls, an incredible 34 
years ago, and the flame still burns. I 
took two summer holidays in New York 
City, in 1957 and '58, and followed the 
Miles Davis Quintet, first with Rollins, 
then with Coltrane. The change divided 
the town into two camps, with the pro-
Rollins in majority at first. It was possible 
to get through a night at the Café 
Bohemia from 10 p.m. to 4 a.m. on two 
daiquiries at $ 1.25 each. 

Within walking distance the Vanguard 
offered Bill Evans, 26-years-old, playing 
to himself in a tweed jacket. Next time I 
heard Bill was in Stockholm in 1963, his 
teeth falling out, and speaking to no-
body. He played like a man possessed by 
beauty, though. I always liked him best 
with no-nonsense rhythm sections like 
the one he took to Sweden, Chuck 
Israels/Larry Bunker. What can you say? 
Perfection is so rare, and it sounds so 
simple. Bill Evans was a teacher to all 
musicians. 
I have read down beat since the '50s, 

and I am glad to see that the purists are 
still in charge. The tape recorder revolu-
tionized interviews, and I especially en-
joy these. They confirm what is evident 
in the music: jazz musicians are often 
warm, intelligent people, and they ex-
press themselves well in down beat. 
Jan Dahlstedt Santa Cruz, Brazil 

Help wanted 
111 the movie Moscow On The Hudson, 
there was a scene at a night club when a 
fine tenor saxist played for about a min-
ute. I didn't catch his name as he was 
introduced to the character played by 
Robin Williams. 
I would not only like to know his name, 

but also if he has recorded any albums. 
Bill Caron Sedona, AZ 

We didn't catch it either. Can any readers 
help? —Ed. 

LEARN GUITAR 
THE WAY EMILY REMLER DID. 

AT BERKLEE. 

"Berklee prepared me to earn my living doing what 
I love most. At Berklee, I made valuable professional con-
tacts - with inspiring teachers, talented classmates and 
alumni. For me, Berklee is the music school for a lifetime." 

-Emily Remler 
Concord Jazz Recording Artist Emily Remler has performed 
with Eddie Gomez, Bob Moses, Herb Ellis and Astrid Gilberto. 

Berklee has helped produce thousands of professionals 
who now enjoy successful careers in all aspects of today's music 
business. For a current catalog, contact the Berklee Admissions 
Office. Call toll-free: 1-800-421-0084 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST). 
In Massachusetts call: 617-266-1400. Or write: BERKLEE, 
Admissions Office, Dept.W10, 1140 Boylston Street, Boston, 
MA 02215. 

Berklee 
College of Music 

Where careers in music begin. 
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YELLOWJACKETS 
SAMURAI SAMBA 

The Samba, 
The Shuffle, 

And The Perfect 
Relationship. 

EARL KLUGH DAVID SAN8ORN 
SODA FOUNTAIN SHUFFLE STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART 

FEATURING THE HIT SINGLE "LOVE S HAPPINESS" 

Three Great Albums 
AVAILABLE ON WARNER BROS. RECORDS AND CASSETTES • c I955 WARNER BROS. RECORDS INC. 
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BENSON BOPS BENEFIT: Ethiopian famine relief efforts recently got a 
helping hand from guitarist George Benson (right) and his group during 
some weekend afternoon benefit performances at the Blue Note in New 
York's Greenwich Village. Pianist Chick Corea (left), the club's featured 
performer that week, stopped by-with drummer Lenny White to jam with 
Benson 

FEST SCENE 

Fests warm up 
The largest and oldest educa 
bonal jazz test in the States tufni, 
24, as the Reno International 
Jazz Festival takes over the Reno-
Sparks Convention Center 
4/18-20. Over 130 bands and 30 
vocal ensembles from elementary 
to high school level join featured 
artists Pieces Of A Dream, Janis 
Siegel, and Richie Cole for per-
formances and workshops; info 
from Youth Music Foundation at 
(704) 786-5409. 

Big bands climax the Manta Arts 
Festival on Piedmont Park's Pre-
mier Stage 5/19 with Grover 
Michell's Big Band, the Jazz Am-
bassadors of the U.S. Army Field 
Band, the U. of GA Jazz Band w/ 
Wilke Thomas, the GA State Jazz 
Ensemble w/ Ernie Watts, the 
DeKalb Community College Jazz 
Band. and the Clark College Jazz 
Ensemble. Local groups wilt play 
the ft 5/11-19. Details from Susan 
Rosmarin at (404) 885-1125. 

••••• 
The Pensacola (FL) Jazz Fast 
runs 5/3-5 this year, with guests 
Laurindo Almeida, Buddy 
DeFranco, Johnny Gimble, and 
Frank Wess among the partici-
pants; (904) 433..8382 for the 
lowdown 

A few clays later enjoy the fifth 
annual Sarasota Jazz Festival as 
it pays tribute to bassist Milt Hinton 

w/ guests Bud Freeman (above), 
Ralph Sutton, Peanuts Hucko, 
Warren Vache, Al Grey, Herb Ellis 
and others; dates are 5/8-10 at Van 
Wezel Performing Arts Hall, (813) 
366-1552 for further word. 

• • • • • 
Trad fans can find their fill at the 
12th Sacramento (CA) Dixieland 
Jazz Jubilee. Over 70 bands from 
the U.S., Japan, Australia, Europe, 
and behind the Iron Curtain will 
entertain 5/24-27; (916) 372-5277 
deals you the ducats 

The Spoleto Festival USA offers 
its eighth year at opera, dance, 
theater, and musical events 
5/24-6/9; jazz proceedings in-
clude Sarah Vaughan and Sir 
Roland Hanna at Gaillard Munici-
pal Auditorium 5/29; Jazz At Mag-
nolia Gardens, a restored planta-
tion outside Charleston with the 
Dirty Dozen Brass Band and Gerry 
Mulligan 6/1; Jaki Byard at the 
Garden Theatre 6/3; Abbey Lin-
coln at the Garden Theatre 6/5; 
and Oscar Peterson at Gaillard 
Auditorium 6/7; (803) 722-2764 for 
complete fest info. 

Satellite funding for jazz series 
BOSTON—The Jazz Coalition 
here recently received a grant from 
the Satellite Program Develop-
ment Fund to restore and re-
produce tapes of a landmark jazz 
radio show co-hosted and pro-
duced by Gunther Schuller and 
Nat Hentoff in 1957-61. 
The series, entitled The Sound 

Of Jazz, originally aired live on 
WBAI-FM in New York City and 
recently re-aired locally in the 
Boston area over WMBR-FM (MIT's 
campus station where Schuller's 
son George was jazz director), 
contains interviews and dis-
cussions between the hosts and 
groundbreaking artists like Or-
nette Coleman and Don Cherry, 
George Russell, Quincy Jones, 
and Jimmy Giuffre, as well as sem-
inal record producers like Colum-
bia's John Hammond and Blue 
Note's Alfred Lion, and knowl-
edgeable critics like Stanley 
Dance and Whitney Balliett. 
The 63 hour-long tapes, still in 

the possession of Schuller, have 
become brittle and fragile with age 
and need restoration, says 

spokesperson Carolyn Kelley of 
the Coalition. "They need immedi-
ate preparation and transfer to 
save them," says Kelley, "and then 
they'll be produced as a new se-
ries by Sally Placksin." 

Placksin, an independent radio 
producer whose series American 
Women In Jazz is based on her 
book of the same name, will 
choose and edit the best 25 of the 
tapes. Another plus will be a quar-
ter-century reassessment in panel 
discussion form involving prin-
cipals Schuller, Hentoff, Placksin, 
and guests. 

Certain of the tapes will be 
chosen for satellite transmission 
free-of-charge to affiliates of Na-
tional Public Radio which have sat-
ellite dishes. Arrangements for 
copies of the tapes may be made 
for other radio stations by contact-
ing C. J. Kelley, Boston Jazz Coali-
tion, POB 1498, Cambridge, MA 
02238, or by calling (617) 547-
3118. It is expected that the tapes 
will be ready for airing and distri-
bution by November 1985. 

—fred bouchard 

TWO DECADES OF INNOVATION: Founders and freeboppers will 
reunite for three weekends in early May to celebrate the 20th anniver-
sary of the Association For The Advancement Of Creative Musicians. 
Since its founding in 1965 on Chicago's South Side, the AACM has 
reached out into the world's musical consciousness, yet kept in touch 
with the community through the AACM school and local concerts. 
Internationally acclaimed artists Muhal Richard Abrams, Claudine 
Amina Myers, Leo Smith, Joseph Jarman, Fred Anderson, and Steve 
McCall (pictured), will join Chicago-chapter stalwarts Kahil El Zabar, 
Douglas Ewart, and Ed Wilkerson, among others, for concerts and 
exhibits at various locations including Chicago Filmmakers Gallery. 
Concurrent with the final weekend, May16-18, the University of Illinois at 
Chicago's fourth annual Jazz Festival will host Larry Coryell (with Stanley 
Cowell, Buster Williams, and Billy Hart), an afternoon workshop with 
Toshiko Akiyoshi fronting Dick Wang's UIC Jazz Band, Akiyoshi and her 
own New York Big Band in concert, and, in conjunction with the AACM, 
the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Call (312) 752-2212 for AACM and (312) 
996-4500 for UIC info. 
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NEWS 

". . . AND BE SURE TO SMILE, 
MILES:' Director Anthony J. Bar-
boza (left) runs over some last-
minute cues with Miles Davis as 
the trumpeter prepares to star in a 
commercial for Van Liquor (a new 
alcoholic beverage), slated to run 
on Japanese tv. Barboza is a well-
known photographer with a book, 
Black Orders, and Miles upcom-
ing album cover to his credit. 

BEATIN' DOWN THE HAUS: Italian solo drummer Andrea Centazzo 
(pictured), playing against pre-recorded tape music, was one of the 
highlights of the seventh annual Miner Jazz Haus Festival which 
attracted nearly 3,000 for three days in Köln recently. Other hits included 
the German group Drümmele Maa (built around percussionist 
Christoph Haberer) and violinist Billy Bang + Forbidden Planet. Over its 
seven years Jazz Haus has grown from a modest affair to an interna-
tional event. Unique among fests in that it is totally organized and 
programmed by musicians themselves. Jazz Haus enjoyed a high level 
of popularity and publicity this season (all concerts recorded by WDR 
and Deutschlandfunk radio and tv) while other German tests com-
plained of decreasing audiences, citing "festival fatigue." 

IN THE BRIG: Saxophonist Nick 
Brignola performs with the U.S. 
Navy Band "Commodores" jazz 
ensemble at the grand finale of the 
eighth International Saxophone 
Symposium held in Washington 
DC recently. Over 1000 saxists at-
tended the two-day classical and 
jazz event. 

POTPOURRI 
How blue can you get?: Willie 
Dixon, legendary composer of 
thousands of classic blues songs 
filed a complaint with a U.S. 
District Court against the now-de-
funct rock group Led Zeppelin 
charging copyright infringement; it 
seems Zep's Whole Lotta Love re-
sembles Dixon's You Need Love a 
tad too closely for Willie's taste. 
Dixon plans to donate a major 
portion of any money awarded to 
Blues Heaven Foundation, a not-
for-prof it, tax-exempt corporation 
recently formed to help protect the 
rights of blues artists and further 
the artform on a happier note: 
15 of the largest record companies 
and such too pop artists as Hall & 
Oates, Cyndi Lauper, Tina 
*flamer Pat Benetar, and the Po-
lice have rallied together to pro-
duce an album ana video cassette 
entitled MTVs Rock 'N Roll To Go; 
all profits of which will go to AMC 
Cancer Research ... speaking of 
music yids: Odyssey, the recently 
debuted 24-hour all-music cable-
tv channel, seeks video alter-
natives to standard rock fare; yids 
by reggae, jazz, latin, and other 
artists are being sought by pro-
gramming director Tom Shaw; ring 
him at (305) 632-1000 . on the 
big screen: win, plane, and show 
in the Los Angeles Times' poll for 
all-time best music film: the Bea-
tles' Hard Days Night, Bob Dylan's 
Don't Look Back, and Jimmy Cliff's 
Jamaican reggae classic, The 
Harder They Come . . . ra-

diowaves. WBEE-AM the Harvey, 
IL daytime-only, low-watter, dented 
the Arbitron ratings with a . 8, their 
best showing ever (they rarely 
even show); general manager 
Charles Sherrell credits the recent 
format switch to a contemporary 
jazz sound . . . and in the Apple: 
the Harlem YMCA recently in-
ducted the 10 debut members 
(five living, five deceasied) into its 
Jazz Hall of Fame—Duke 
Ellington, Count Basie, Louis Arm-
strong, Charlie Parker, Mary Lou 
Williams, Ella Fitzgerald, Miles 
Davis, Roy Eldridge, Dizzy Gilles-
pie, and Art Blakey . .. o'er the 
Atlantic: the National Jazz Centre 
—which includes performance 
space, practice rooms, bar/res-
taurant, library/archive, educa-
tional facilities, shopping, and the 
like— officially opens 5/8 at 9/10 
Floral St. in jolly ole Lcrndontown 
. . . back in the states. the well-
established Institute of Jazz 
Studies (Bradley Hall, Rutgers U., 
Newark, NJ 07102) received an 
$80,000 challenge grant from the 
National Endowment for the Hu-
manities; however the US needs to 
raise $240,000 to unleash the 
dough in the 3:1 match arrange-
ment; tax-deductible help will be 
greatly appreciated . . „ across 
the Hudson: the Manna House 
has announced its sixth season of 
community jazz concerts/work-
shops; still up are Gloria DeNard & 
the Fostina Dixon Quartet (5/19), 
the Jimmy Owens Big Band salute 

to Monk (6/9), and the Manna 
House Student Concert with guest 
Big Nick Nicholas (6/30), details 
on sites, etc., from (212) 722-8223 
. . . KC bound: the Count Basle 
Orchestra has returned to Kansas 
City for good; Aaron Woodward, 
adopted son of the late band-
leader, said Basie always consid-
ered KC, where he was "discov-
ered" by John Hammond, to be his 
second home; although the 17-
piece aggregation will be on the 
road some 40 weeks a year under 
the guidance of recently named 
director Thad Jones, they wilr an-
nually convene in KC for re-
hearsals. etc. . . . cash on the 
barrelhead: Philly Joe Jones, 
Ella Fitzgerald, and Gil Evans 
have been given $20,000 Jazz 
Masters Awards by the National 
Arts Council; past recipients in-
clude Dizzy Gillespie, Max Roach, 
Sonny Rollins, Roy Eldridge, 
Count Basie, Miles Davis, Theloni-
ous Monk (posthumously), and 
Sun Ra . . . and the U. of North-
ern Colorado Jazz Studies Pro-
gram has been awarded $12,900 
in grants by the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, to be divided up 
between the UNC/Greeley Jazz 
Festival, the UNC Faculty Jazz 
Quintet, and faculty members 
Dave Hanson, Steve Owen, and 
Paul Rinzler . . . still in school: 
former Blues Brother, Blood, 
Sweat & Tearer, and Saturday 
Night Liver Lou Marini will wield 
his sax with the East Stroudsburg 
(PA) High School Jazz Ensemble 
on 5/2 . . . on the way up?: word 
from Naw'lins is that teenage trum-
peter Leroy Jones may be follow-

ing in the footsteps of Wynton Mar-
salis. Terence Blanchard, Wailace 
Roney, et al; Jones recently fiew 
to New York to audition for Blue 
Note/Manhattan prez Bruce Lund-
yell . . . Message From The 
Maestro, Horace Silver's tribute to 
Duke Ellington, was recently per-
formed at the Wilshire Ebell The-
atre in Los Angeles; augmenting 
Silvers trio was full orchestra, a 
mini-chorus of singers, and nar-
rator William Marshall. On the 
same bilr was Silver's In Tribute, 
honoring W C. Handy and Scott 
Joplin among others. Silver's also 
gotten in on the education biz, 
teaching a course entitled The 
Art of Small Combo Jazz Playing, 
Composing, and Arranging at El 
Camino Co•Mege in L.A. . . . 
already a composer/performer? 
New Music America '86 is looking 
for "the most innovative and pro-
vocative trends in contemporary 
music and sound . . . works rang-
ing from avant garde jazz to elec-
tronic and computer-generated 
music, sourd installations, and 
performance art" to be offered at 
the Apr. '86 test in Houston. Propo-
sals are clue 6/1/85; call (713) 
521-9036 for the scoop. .. and 
finally, Dr. Demento, the man who 
first loosed Devo and "Weird Al" 
Yankovic on an unsuspecting pub-
lic via his nationally syndicated 
radio show rwhich reaches over a 
million listeners in 150 cities), has 
signed with Rhino Records ta 
compile four-volumes of " Dr. De-
mento Presents The Greatest Nov-
elty Records Of All Time." (Does 
Johnny Hodges Meets Lawrence 
Welk qualify?). . . 
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Picture yourself stepping nto the spotlight to perform at one of the world's most 
famous jazz festivals. The world's most civilized spirit, Hennessy, wroulci like to 
make this dream a reality for some talented jazz group. We're proud to announce 
The Hennessy Jazz Search 1985. A competition designed to show:ase some ef 
America's finest, yet undiscovered, azz musicians. 

The grand prize-winning group in The Hennessy Jazz Search will be invited :o 
share the stage with some cf the biggest names in jazz today. The event: the 
renowned Playboy Jazz Festival he'd on Sunday, June 16th. The place: The Holly-
wood Bowl, Los Angeles. 

So, if you( play in a jazz group, fill out an entry form and send in a 
cassette i.see contest rules for complete details). This 
could be the big break you've been waiting 
for. A chance to play L.A. the civilized way. PIAl» lAfZ FESTINM, 

CONTEST RULES. 1. As members of the group must be 21 years of age as of May 198ii 2. Size of group 
must be between 1 and 5 members Non-playing vocalist(s) roust be counted in group number 3. I# any 
member of the group is a party to a recording contract as of May 1. 1985, the eraire grow., is ineligitle to 
participate in this contest 4. Entries must be submated in cassette him only and must notemeed 20 minutes 
in length Tar:es should be labled clearly with the leader's name and address. The same minnUers on the tape 
must appear with the group :hould they place in the semi-finals or finals 5. A panel of e,ports will jucpe all 
entries on the basis of creative Jazz playing and/or singing. technique. sense of harmany.aral overall sound. 
The decision of thejudges will be final. 6. Hennessy will use the tapes solely for this collet The tapes will 
not be reprriduced for any purpose Tapes will be returned only if a self - addressed' stamped envelope is 
provided by the contestant 7. In each of three cities. New York. Chicago. and Lai Angeles three semi-
finalists wattle chosen. Contestants must indicate which preliminary contest they wish to enter. Semi-f Malists 
will be notibed no later than May 15. 1985. Semi-finalists must be able to appear for ruilges and invited quests 
on Tuesday, May 28. No few or expenses will be paid for appearance at the semPinals..Ore finalist ix each 
city will be i.hoserklo compete in the finals on Thu:sday. June 13. in Los Angeles a. eitnesmust be rweived 
no later than Wedpesclay. May 1, 1985. and mus' be accompanied by an of ficiat ernry Plank or reanable 
facsimile signed by the leaper of the group. 9. Employees (and their immediate families) m Festival Produc-
Lions Inc.. Schieffolin & Co_ Rogers & Cowan. Inc . Lord, Geller. Federico, Einstein Inc ...Playboy Enterprises 
Inc., wholesalers and retaeers of alcoholic beverages, or any divisions or subsidiares of the above are not 
eligible VT Void where pranibited by law. Contest coordinated by Festival Productions We 
PRIZES. Grand Prize: Appearance at the world-famous Playboy Jazz Festival on Sunday. June 10 1985. 
3 First Prkes: Catch airfare for regional semulinal winners to Los Angeles to corrigte in finals Hotel for 5 
nights $1 300 prize money for expenses Tickets to the Playboy Jazz Festival. 

• If winner of Los Angeles semi-finals is based in Los Angeles ama limousine service 
will be prainded in place &airfare 

the civilized way to play L.A. 
r-
HENNESSY JAll SEARCH ENTRY FORM 

Leadei 's um>  

Addres   

City   State   Zip   

Daytime Phone(s)   

I/We wish teenter the preliminary contest in (check one) 
New York ' Chicago L Los Angeles 

I have read the rules wove and affirm that this entry is in compliance with them 

Signature or Leader  

Mail To The Hennesey Jazz Search. Suite C. 28018 Ocean Park Blvd_ Santa Monica. CA 90405 
Imported by Schieffelin a. Co.. New York. NY 80 Proof. ia 1985 



RIFFS 
Lonnie Mack 
AUSTIN— When Lonnie Mack's Memphis, a 
barrelling locomotive of a guitar instrumental, hit 
the radio airwaves in 1963 it introduced a 
distinctive sound that was totally of Mack's 
making. He filtered the cross-cultural influences of 
his native Ohio River valley through a battered 
amp and an immense Gibson Flying V, mixing 
country blues, gospel, and funk in equal portions. 
The resultant sound was gritty but gripping, 
combining a perpetual rhythmic propulsion with 
intense bursts of biting solos. It was a formidable 
attack and it served Mack well for several years, 
but then the slick and sophisticated sound of 
British rock virtually forced it out of the national 
consciousness. Psychedelic rock only worsened 
the situation and Mack's basic, if electrified, rural 
blues were, despite their quality, increasingly out 
of the American musical mainstream. 

Mack worked with Elektra Records as an a&r 
man and even recorded with the Doors, but his 
down-to-earth demeanor just didn't seem cut out 
for the '60s high-flying California music business. 
When his last Elektra album came out in 1969 he 
took its title literally and packed up and went 
home to The Hills Of Indiana. For almost eight 
years Mack stayed out of the limelight, working on 
new songs and generally unwinding from his 
California experiences. He was still playing music, 
however, and says of the sabbatical that "I didn't 
want to get out of music, I just wanted to get out 
of the music business." In 1977 an "accidental" 
album of demo material, Home At Last, was 
released on Capitol, but a series of follow-up 
musical endeavors, including the formation of a 

TWO FCA TEXAS: Lonnie Mack (left) and Stevie Ray Vaughan. 

country/rock supergroup, never managed to come 
together. 

In early 1984 Mack moved to Austin, saying 
that "everybody down there plays the kind of 
music I like." The relocation put him in the middle 
of the city's thriving blues scene, but it also 
reunited him with a former protege, Stevie Ray 
Vaughan. Mack and Vaughan. were old friends and 
had previously planned a record project together 
back in the mid-' 70s. Last December they finally 
got their schedules synchronized and entered the 
studios in Austin to record the new Alligator 

Records album Strike Like Lightning. Mack's big, 
burry guitar tone romps through a variety of 
material with sympathetic support from several of 
his old Ohio River vaffey pals. Not too 
surprisingly, it also features an abundance of 
sizzling Stevie Ray Vaughan licks, as well as more 
than a few moments of inspired interplay. Mack's 
vocals, a considerable hut little-known strength, 
are also prominently displayed o P the album. 
Mack is waiting to gauge the macho to the album 
before making any major career plans, but he says 
he's "ready if they're waling:" — michael point 

C&W SOUL: Chet Atkins grins while George Benson (right) picks. 

Chet Atkins 
NASHVILLE— "Chet Atkins just might have a 
new career," said smiling keyboardist Clayton Ivey. 
Ivey and the rest of an all-star roster (Larry 
Carlton, Earl Klugh, George Benson, David 
Hungate, Mark O'Connor, Brent Mason, Terry 
McMillan, Larrie Londin) were there to help 
launch Atkins, if not into a new career, at least in a 
different direction. The occasion was a party for 
Atkins' new CBS record, Stay Tuned Having 
changed record labels (to Columbia from RCA), 
and having given up almost all of his producing 
duties, the premier country picker is playing and 
recording jazz-influenced instrumentals. And in 

typical Atkins style he is attracting the attention cif 
a loyal guitar-playing audience. 

The musician credits for the album read like a 
Who's Who in the guitar world—in addition to 
Carlton, Klugh, and Benson, Dire Strait's Mark 
Knopfler and Totes Steve Luthaker duet with 
Chet—and to a man it seemed that the players 
had rehearsed their expressions of respect for 
Chet Atkins as much as they had rehearsed the 
tunes. Said Earl Klugh, "He's the absolute best. 
I've been listening to him since L was 13. He made 
me want to play the guitar' Larry Carlton added, "t 
knew he was a gentleman before f ever met him. 
You can hear it in his music. I respect him as 
much for that as for the incredible things he's 

done on the guitar." And former Dixie Dregs fiddler 
Mark O'Connor was overwhelmed by " ... the feel 
of it all. He just makes the whole band feel the 

The performance at the party was a celebration, 
structured like a parade, with Atkins calling Brent 
Mason, Klugh, Carlton, and finally George 
Benson, one at a time to the stage. Using the 
songs from the album as a loose format, each 
guitarist offered a "thank you for the influence" 
performance that emphasized (perhaps more than 
the album does) the tremendous impact Chet 
Atkins has had on guitar music. 

David Hungate (of Toto fame) shared production 
with Atkins on the album, and you get the feeling 
that he brought a lot of LA. production technique 
with him when he showed up in Music City. What 
manages to emerge through the strong rhythm 
hacks and the very full background is Atkins' 
ctel2rmination to define the melody of a song. 
Hungate faced an admittedly difficult task in 
finding ways to showcase the mountain of guitar 
talent on the album, and at the same time produce 
a coherent vehicle for Atkins' unique melodic 
technique. Jazz fans will decide if he was 
successful or not, but whatever the verdict, it's 
exciting, te know that Chet Atkins is out of the 
office and back on the stage. 

—phil doss and phi! towne 
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Sting 
NEW YORK— No, Sting has not "gone jazz" on 
us. 

Yes, those were fer-real jazz musicians backing 
him recently at the Ritz in Manhattan (Kenny 
Kirkland at the keyboards. Branford Marsalis on 
saxes, Mile bassist Darryl Jones holding down 
the bottom, and Weather Report's Ornar Hakim on 
drums). But Mis was no jazz gig: just some 
harmless wish fulfillment by the charismatic 
frontman of the Police. And when you're a mega-
stew on the order of Mr. Sting, your fondest 
fantasies are easily realized. 

lis called "I Want To Get Down And Get Funky" 
This syndrome generally afflicts British rock stars 
who yearn to rise above their repressed, 
portentious tendencies and pursue a "blacker 
sound" than their Anglo bandmates can provide. 
This experiment paid off for Phil Collins, who 
broke away from the ponderous, Medieval suites of 
the art-rock band Genesis far a brief excursion 
into funk with the Earth. Wind & Fire horn section. 
"I guess I'm a little blacker than the Genesis 
bays," he told db last year, "so left to my own 
devices l' d bring in the horns:' His resulting LP 
from that first foray into funk, Face Value, plus the 
following duet with E, W&F vocalist Phillip Bailey, 
Easy Lover, not only said incredibly well, but 
ultimately influenced the overall sound of Genesis 
when Collins returned to the mathership. 

Such could be in store for Sting, who on guitar 
and vocals showed a natural affinity for James 
Brown-styled E7 chord vamps. The kid's got good 
rhythm, and he exercises subtle phrasing with his 
piercing hornlike voice, singing slightly behind 
me beat or over the bar. Sure, he's got talent, he's 
theatrically inclined, he moves well, and he's got a 
neat suit 

Of course, though his material's not exactly as 

tough as Giant Steps, two- and three-chord vamps 
are cool. Just lay it down, lock it in, get the jazz 
guys to blow on top of it, and there you have it— 
instant depth. The Stones called upon the services 
of Sonny Rollins and Ernie Watts to juice up their 
vamps. Joni Mitchell frequently uses Wayne 
Shorter's haunting soprano sax to lend more 
mystery to her sessions. The Brecker brothers and 
David Sanborn are regularly called on by rock 
stars to add spice to a two-chord stew. And so it 
is with Branford Marsalis, here playing the foil to 
Sting. 

Branford did get to express himself quite freely 
at the Ritz, given the harmonic confines he was 
forced to play within. Few in the audience of 
Police fans appreciated it, but the cat was blowing. 
While Jones and Hakim anchored the groove and 
Kirkland supplied the textures, Marsalis echoed 
and commented on Sting's eerie vocals with 
soprano unison lines, call-and-response patterns, 
and blending reed colors. 

This band was tight, adept, and funky, breathing 
new life into familiar Police fare from Zenyatta 
Mondatta, Ghost In The Machine, and 
Synchronicity. Further enhanced by the soulful 
background vocals of Jeanette McDonald and 
Janis Pendarviss, Sting's funkified version of 
Policework was not unlike Collins' "blacker" take 
on Genesis. Singing, dancing, and mugging while 
cutting chords on his Telecaster, he often 
resembled Talking Heads frontman David Byrne. 

Sting and his accomplished sidemen also 
premiered a few original pieces from his 
upcoming solo debut album to be released 
sometime this month by A&M. That, and the 
Police covers, were fine, but when Sting decided 
to tackle a Freddie King shuffle—Been Down So 
Long It Don't Bother Me—and a slow bluesy 
clone of Percy Mayfield's Please Send Me 
Someone To Love, the amiable Brit was treading 
thin ice. He may have a certain affinity for funk, 
but B. B. King he ain't. — bill milkowski 

John 
Abercrombie 
NEW YORK—Though he's far from being a 
shrinking violet, John Abercrombie has lately 
involved himself in more musical ventures than 
any guitarist on the Big Apple scene. Among 
others he's been working with two of his favorite 
fellow guitar players, Ralph Towner and John 
Scofield. "I played a mini-tour with Ralph. It's the 
same thing we've been doing for quite a while— 
like our ECM records together—but we have a lot 
of new material and it's feeling fresh. The thing 
with Ralph is it's not just guitars. Ralph is a 
travelling little orchestra I play with. On the other 
hand, there's not many electric players I like to 
play with, but Sco and I just seemed to gravitate 
toward each other. Our styles work well together. 
We're similar enough and different enough. The 
basic root is the same and we think a lot alike:' 

Abercrombie and Scofield recorded an album 
last year (Solar) for Palo Alto but there's no plans 
yet for another Abercrombie/Towner record. 
Abercrombie's recent Night LP is selling, and ECM 
is interested in recording again in the fall. "I don't 
know what I'll record, but it will probably include 
Marc Johnson (on bass) and Peter Erskine (at the 
drums). We've been trying to keep a little trio 
happening when schedules permit and when 
there's work. I'm hoping a tour of Brazil comes 
through in the spring. It's either Brazil or Chicago!" 

Trumpeter Randy Brecker often turns the trio 
into a quartet "We're playing soon at the 
Vanguard with Randy. I don't know how we'll bill 
it. That band's becoming on-going. Then I was 
asked to put together something for a benefit for 
Ethiopia, and I ended up putting together Jack 
DeJohnette's old New Directions band. I called 
Jack and Eddie Gomez and Lester Bowie and 
everybody was into it. That could be really 
interesting!' — michael boume 

ABERCROMBIE'S ITCH: John Abercrombie plays more guitar per mile. 
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By Gene Kalbacher 

ooner or later the river always wends its way back to 
the sea, and sooner or later tenor saxophonist 
Stanley Turrentine was bound to find his way back 
home. 
Turrentine has lived in the same big house in the 

suburbs of northern New Jersey for 18 years, but 
only now, on his 25th anniversary as a recording 
artist, has he truly brought his music back home to 
the straightahead, soul-tinged sound he debuted in 
1960 with organist Jimmy Smith on Midnight Spe-
cial. Downstairs in his music/rec room, the lanky, 
angular tenorman strides over to the window and 

peeks through the shades at his backyard swimming pool. It's a 
sunny, unseasonably mild day. Inside the rec room, richly 
paneled in shades of brown, the fireplace has been shut down 
and the only heat emanates from the warm glow of a tenor 
saxophone, the wispy chords of an organ, the resonant thump 
of an acoustic bass, and the gentle plinks of an electric guitar 
and hi-hat. 

Turrentine's new album, his first since he was dropped by 
Elektra Records three years ago, is flowing through the 
speakers. The tenorman returns to his leather armchair, his 
left hand holding a cigarette, the fingers of his right hand 
caressing the keys of an imaginary saxophone. Though Tur-
rentine doesn't come out and say it, his new album, for in-the-
pocket acoustic purists if not for him, represents a cleansing, a 
baptism of sorts. He says only that he is "very, very proud:' He 
stretches his long legs and explains his musical reorientation 
during the recording hiatus. "I decided, hey, let me go out and 
start playing again, just play some straightahead music that I 
feel." 
The album is aptly titled Straight Ahead and Turrentine, who 

has made several dozen albums over the years, has returned to 
where his recording career began—Blue Note Records, newly 
resuscitated by Bruce Lundvall. "I wanted to sit back and 
regroup," the 50-year-old musician says of his layoff from the 
recording studio. "I was doing a lot of recording with big 
orchestras and strings and a lot of things. I mean, I think the 
[Elektra] records were good. But I wanted to get back to really 
playing, instead of thinking about the contemporary, commer-
cial type of music." 

Turrentine's albums for Elektra, an extension of his success-
ful crossover sound with CT! and Fantasy Records in the '70s, 
were anchored in the shoals of pop and disco, employing as 
bait pop singers, synthesizers, and computerized rhythms. 
Whereas Turrentine's bluesy saxophone reference points in 
the '60s included Gene (Jug) Ammons, Eddie (Lockjaw) Davis, 
and Willis (Gator) Jackson, in the mid-'70s he navigated a 
course charted by the likes of David Sanborn and Grover 
Washington, Jr. In retrospect, Turrentine doesn't place his 
Elektra records among his career favorites, but he doesn't 
disavow them either. "I had complete control," he states flatly. 
"There wasn't any pressure. I was in the frame of mind of 
thinking about selling records. I took the suggestions of 
producers, managers, and so forth about "what's happening," 
and "This is what could be sold today," but I made the 
decisions. I can't blame it on anyone but me. I've stopped 
listening to the other producers:' 
And if the tenorman, whose '60s sound could be likened to 

freshly churned butter, needed further affirmation that a 
change of direction was in order, his longtime listeners pro-
vided it. "People would hear me playing with all the orchestras 
and strings," he admits. "I'd usually just state the melody, play 
a little light solo, then take it out. With the orchestras there 
were months and months of planning and overdubbing and 
re-doing things. A lot of people were saying, 'When are you 

gonna start playing some of the old type of things you used to 
play?" 
So when Lundvall invited him back home to Blue Note, 

Turrentine "jumped at the opportunity." Within weeks of 
signing, he entered the studio for a four-tune session with a 
core group of guitarist George Benson, bassist Ron Carter, 
organist Smith, and drummer Jimmy Madison; two additional 
tunes were cut with guitarist Jimmy Ponder, electric bassist 
Peter Brown, keyboardist Les McCann, and drummer Ger-
ryck King. "There was no pretense, no real planning," says 
Turrentine, pointing out that there were no overdubs and that 
most of the tunes were nailed on the first take, the notable 
exception being McCann's The Longer You Wait, which features 
subtle shifts of tempo and mood. Continues Turrentine, "We 
didn't sit down and say, 'We're gonna play this for a particular 
reason: We just wanted to play what we feel. No egos were 
involved. There was no plan to commercialize this album. 
There were no electronics, no gimmicks," he declares, adding, 
"and, as producer, I brought in it on time and within budget:' 
Throughout the album, Turrentine's tone is warm and 

luminous, yet also slightly brittle, vulnerable. "The album has 
a variety of different moods and sounds," says Turrentine, 
adjusting the top of his blue turtleneck sweater, "and," he 
emphasizes with a chuckle, "what else is there?" The tenorman 
takes a deep pull on his cigarette as Othersicle Of Time, a minor 
blues in which Turrentine goes for the Jug-ular, wafts through 
the rec room. "Welcome home," his guest intones. Turrentine 
exhales a stream of smoke and rises from his armchair. 

"To me," he explains, "music is a cycle, never ending. It's 
always going back. It might be a little different, but it always 
comes back in a cycle. That's why I love it so much. I can 
express myself musically where I can't express myself ver-
bally!' He leads his guest to a small wooden plaque on the wall. 
He reads aloud the opening words of Allan C. Inman's I Am 
Music: 
I am music, most ancient of the arts. I am more than ancient, I am 

eternal. Even before life commenced upon this earth, I was here in the 
winds and the waves. ..... 
ti

very wave begins with one drop of water, and music for 
Stanley Turrentine begins with one note. Asked about 
the origins of his phraseology—the way he bends, 
shapes, and twists notes into fluid solos—he recalls the 
lessons of his father, Thomas Turrentine, a tenor and 
clarinet player during the '30s with the Savoy Sultans. 

  "My lesson from my father, believe it or not," he 
remembers, "was to stand in the corner. I'd have to play each 
note, one note, from the B flat all the way up to the high F, and 
just hold that note. He used to ask me, 'Did you hear that note?' 
I'd say, 'Of course I heard it!' For a while I didn't understand 
what he meant. He was saying how to attack the note, how to 
breathe from the diaphragm, how much air to put into the 
horn—warm air or cold air—how to get different sounds and 
vibrato, how to control one note. If you can hear that one note, 
and control that note, then you have a better chance of having 
an even sound. 
"My father is the one who put the horn in my mouth. I used 

to get frustrated because I couldn't play like the records I 
heard of Don Byas or Lester Young. My father would say, 'Now 
listen, I have yet to hear a musician who could play everything.' 
He said, 'If you can play it the way you hear it, in your sound, 
that should be sufficient. But, always try to improve on that: 
And that laid with me all the years. I try to approach it in my 
way, the only way I can play:' 

Music was the primary entertainment in the Turrentine 
household in Pittsburgh. "We didn't have very much money," 
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he recalls. "We'd sit around the radio and listen to different 
bands and programs. And we'd all play." Besides his tenor-
playing father, his mother played piano and his brother 
Tommy blew the trumpet. Stanley began on the cello, but once 
he picked up the tenor saxophone at age 11, he vowed he 
would never work a job without it. Against the wishes of his 
parents, Turrentine quit high school at 16 and took to the road 
and the rhythm & blues circuit with Lowell Fulson's band. And 
how did Turrentine's father react? "I made sure he wasn't 
home when 1 left," he quips. 
"Your life, literally, was in danger just because you wanted to 

play down south in the early '50s," he recalls. "I saw people 
hanging in trees, I saw a lot of things as we went from town to 
town to play. Musicians then had to have more camaraderie in 
order to survive. Sometimes I didn't get paid on jobs. There 
were times I hardly ate for days; then you'd get on the 
bandstand and play like you'd had a seven-course meal!' After 
leaving Fulson's band, Turrentine joined Tadd Dameron for a 
year before hooking up with Earl Bostic's big band, replacing 
John Coltrane. The Army occupied Turrentine's time for the 
next three years, and then in 1959 he teamed up with his 
brother Tommy in Max Roach group. The next year, while he 
was living in Philadelphia, the tenorman received a portentous 
phone call from Jimmy Smith. 

* * * * * 
ey, man," Smith said over the wire. "I got a 
record date. You want to do a record date?" 

"Sure," came the reply 
Smith and Turrentine drove to Rudy Van 

Gelder's recording studio, not far from the 
tenorist's current residence. Once there, they 
set up their instruments and were ready to wail 

when an announcement was made: "Let's play the blues!" The 
1960 tune turned out to be Midnight Special, one of the biggest 
hits of Smith's career. 
During the '50s and early '60s, the "blowing date" reigned 

supreme for the top independent jazz labels. Musicians would 
enter the studio with little or no rehearsal—perhaps a few 
stock arrangements or heads—the microphones would be 
turned on, and the musicians would blow. Turrentine remem-
bers it this way: "Blowing dates were a way to keep costs down 
and spontaneity up. It was very much a learning experience, 

II 

because you never knew from one moment to the next what 
was going to be. So you kept blowing. I've gone into the studio 
for Blue Note with [former label chief and producer] Alfred 
Lion, and we did a complete album in less than four hours. 
Sometimes I'd go into the studio without knowing who was on 
the date. I wouldn't know who was playing bass, drums, or 
whatever. No music, no nothing—we'd go right into the studio 
and create. And some of those albums, man, were some of the 
best I've made:' 
By the latter part of the decade, especially for Turrentine's 

recordings with strings (such as The Look Of Love and the 
recently reissued Joyride, arranged and conducted by Oliver 
Nelson), rehearsals became common, according to the 
tenorist, who spent 11 years with Blue Note. Turrentine 
reminisces fondly about his early blowing dates. Yet, amid this 
uncertainty in the studio, he was asked, didn't someone have to 
play traffic cop? "Actually," he answers, "Alfred Lion was 
always a traffic cop. He didn't know anything about music per 
se, but he knew what he wanted to hear and he knew the 
individuals. He knew what my style was and he knew which 
musicians would be compatible:' 
A quarter-century, a bushel of albums, and several record 

BACKSTAGE: Drummer Jack DeJohnette (left) raps with Mr. 
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label changes after his first recording session, Turrentine is 
back with Blue Note. Despite commercial and artistic ups and 
downs, Turrentine has prospered during those 25 years. 
Nonetheless, he avers that he remains guided by the principles 
of compatibility and, more important, humility. "I tell [young 
musicians], 'If you don't love it, forget it.' There's so much 
adversity in this business that if you don't have any love for it, 
you'll soon find out that you won't be here long. I keep 
referring to my father, God rest his soul, but he said: 'Once you 
feel you can't learn anything off this instrument, I would 
suggest that you take it to the nearest river, throw it in—and 
follow it!" 

e! 
* * * * * 

IIey, man, I got a record date. You want to do a 
record date?" 

"Sure," came the reply. 
This time, however, it was Turrentine who 

invited Smith, returning the favor 25 years later. 
Knowing the session would be released on Blue 
Note, the two old friends had to detect a curious 

déjà vu. The two probably anticipated a blowing date, but they 
scarcely expected it to start in the leader's living room. 
Turrentine delights in the irony. "Jimmy was staying at my 
house, and as soon as he put his bags down, he went right to 
the piano in my living room," exults Turrentine, pointing out 
the 80-year-old Steinway that occupies a central position 
upstairs. "I was coming from my bedroom into the kitchen, I 
started playing, and Otherside Of Time came out. I don't 
consider myself a writer per se. But Jimmy said, 'Yeah, let's 
start doin' it:" 

Turrentine's other original composition, the title track, 
harkens back to Midnight Special in approach if not in sub-
stance. In the studio the leader simply called out, "Let's play a 
C-minor blues in 6/8 timer The consistency between the new 
Straight Ahead album and his earlier Blue Note offerings isn't 
lost on Turrentine: "The similarity is the way we constructed 
the album. We went in with no definite plan other than that we 
would play some jazz that was melodic and moving. It re-
minded me of the Midnight Special album I made with Jimmy." 
Moreover, in the true Blue Note spirit, Turrentine selected the 
musicians for his new album before he selected the material. 
The latter, he reasoned, would spring from the former. What's 
more, Turrentine upholds the Blue Note tradition by getting 
the maximum out of his sidemen. Benson, McCann, and 
Carter chip in a tune apiece, and solo space is apportioned in 
direct proportion to the assembled talent. Benson, in par-
ticular, is a standout, attacking each note with ferocious 
confidence. Listening to a Benson solo on the playback, 
Turrentine shakes his head in wonderment; "Little Georgie 
Benson," the youngster he watched play the ukulele on the 
streets of Pittsburgh, has come a long way. Terming Straight 
Ahead a group effort, Turrentine notes, "It's my record, but 
listen to all that talent. You'd subdue that talent?" he asks 
rhetorically. "You'd have to be mad!" 
Turrentine moves over to the piano and starts tinkling the 

keys, which he points out are genuine ivory. A sheaf of sheet 
music, The Compositions Off immy Heath, is perched on a stand. 
On the wall to Turrentine's left hangs a large framed photo-
graph. A silhouetted figure stands on the shoreline, his head 
bowed, his back turned to the raging waves pounding the 
rocks. Looking up at himself in the photograph, Turrentine 
remarks: "There's always something to learn. A lifètime, to me, 
isn't enough time to learn all about the music. I try to keep an 
open mind. I try to listen to all kinds of music. You look at my 
record collection and you'll see all kinds of music. I love 
country & western. There's no such thing, to me, as a wrong 
chord. It depends on how you approach it and the way you 
hear it." 
The lanky tenorman plunks one note on the piano, rises, 

and bids his guest good afternoon. One senses that having 
reclaimed his roots, having found the direction back home, 
Turrentine will pick up his horn—and follow it. db 

STANLEY TURRENTINE'S EQUIPMENT 
"I have no problem with horns," Stanley Turrentine says, matter-of-factly. "I 
hear guys say, 'This is my special horn, and I have to have it or else I won't be 
able to play' As long as the horn is in working order, I can usually play my own 
stuff." 

Turrentine's preferred tenor is a seven-year-old Selmer Mark VI, which he 
has had silver-plated. He uses a No. 8 Otto Link mouthpiece and a 31/2 Rico 
Royal reed. "That seems to be the best hookup for me." Though never much of 
a doubler, he recently began practicing on a Selmer soprano saxophone. 
But, he quickly adds with a chuckle, "I find I can't seem to play it in tune. So I 
really won't bring it out in public until I get the feel and sound I want. Those are 
the things I dwell on; mainly it's the sound. 

"I have no problems with horns," he repeats. "Would you believe it? I left 
home rushing last week to go to Caracas, Venezuela." He pauses. His voice 
drops an octave. "And I forgot to bring my horn!" He grimaces, then laughs 
heartily. " I'm going to work and I forget my horn! I've never done that in my 
entire life." Upon arrival, he found a replacement horn and made the gig. 

STANLEY TURRENTINE 
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 

as a leader 
STRAIGHT AHEAD—Blue Note 85105 
TURRENTINE AGAIN—Elektra 60201 
TENDER TOGETHERNESS!—Elektra 534 
INFLATION—Elektra 269 
BETCHA—Elektra 217 
USE THE STAIRS—Fantasy 9604 
WHAT ABOUT YOU'—Fantasy 9563 
WEST SIDE HIGHWAY—Fantasy 9548 
NIGHT WINGS—Fantasy 9534 
THE MAN WITH THE SAD FACE—Fantasy 
9519 

EVERYBODY COME ON OUT—Fantasy 
9508 

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE RAIN?—Fan-
tasy 9493 

IN THE POCKET—Fantasy 9478 
PIECES OF DREAMS—Fantasy 9465 
SALT SONG—CTI 6010 
CHERRY—CTI 6017 
DONT MESS WITH MR. T— Cil 6030 
THE SUGAR MAN—CTI 6052 
SUGAR—CTI 6005 
ANOTHER STORY—Blue Note 84336 
COMMON TOUCH—Blue Note 84315 
ALWAYS SOMETHING THERE—Blue Note with Jimmy Smith 
84298 OFF THE TOP—Elektra Musician 60175 

EASY WALKER—Blue Note 84268 MIDNIGHT SPECIAL—Blue Note 84078 

THE SPOILER—Blue Note 84256 
ROUGH 'N TUMBLE—Blue Note 84240 
JOYRIDE—Blue Note 84201 
HUSTLIN"—Blue Note 84162 
A CHIP OFF THE OW BLOCK—Blue Note 
84150 

NEVER LET ME GO—Blue Note 84129 
JUBILEE SHOUTS— Blue Note LA883-J2 
THAT'S WHERE IT'S AT—Blue Note 84096 
DEARLY BELOVED—Blue Note 4081 
UP AT MINTON'S, VOL. 1 & 2—Blue Note 
4069/4070 

BLUE HOUR—Blue Note 84057 
AIN'T NO WAY—Blue Note LT-1095 
MR. NATURAL— Blue Note LT-1075 
IN MEMORY OF—Blue Note LT-1037 
NEW TIME SHUFFLE—Blue Note LT-993 

with Shirley Scott 
THE SOUL IS WILLING—Prestige 7845 
FOR BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE—Prestige 7773 
THE BEST OF SHIRLEY SCOTT—Prestige 
7707 

BLUE FLAMES—Prestige 7338 
SOUL SHOUTIN.—Prestige 7312 
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Bobby McFerrin was singing at the Blue Note in New York. He'd performed 
several numbers with a trio (John Sco-
field on guitar, Will Lee on bass, Ken-
wood Dennard at the drums), but now he 
sang alone on the stage—just a micro-
phone and his voice. It wasn't the usual 
scat, not so much singing syllables, not 
oo-bop-sha-bam and such. It wasn't ex-
actly vocalese. When he sang Night In 
Tunisia he wasn't just imitating Dizzy's 
trumpet or Bird's sax or a horn at all. He 
played his voice sometimes like a guitar, 
bending or twisting notes; sometimes 
like a bass, more of a pulse than a mel-
ody—or something weirder, like a jew's 
harp on acid. Sometimes he sounded un-
like an instrument at all. "Sometimes it's 
like a dog," he said, "or a crying baby!' 

McFerrin breathes, as all singers do, 
but he sings as much when he inhales as 
when he exhales. He even gasps in tune. 
"When I started doing this experiment 
with the intervallic thing," he said, "I was 
doing a piece that sounded a little like 
Bach. This thing kept repeating over and 
over. It disturbed me that I had to stop 
and take a breath. I had to figure out a 
way to keep the notes going on while I 
was breathing, and the only thing I could 
think of was singing, intoning, while I 
was inhaling. Even though the sound 
changes, it's less disruptive than if I 
stopped everything entirely just to gasp 
for a breath. And from that I discovered 
that breathing plays as much a part as the 
rhythm and melody, that a singer should 
breathe musically:. 
He even drums on his voice, keeping 

the beat with his hand on his chest. Just 
as a conga player changes the sound of 
the drum with his fingers, so McFerrin 
plays on the very sound of his voice. "I 
like to feel the rhythm," he said, "and 
sometimes it helps the articulation, to 
hear notes a little better with that per-
cussive thump to it. I used to not do that, 
but it felt like something was missing. I 
discovered that not only does it help with 
the rhythm from within coming out, but 
that it was good to feel the rhythm actu-
ally on my body." 

It's standard in a down beat interview 
to talk about a musician's equipment, but 
McFerrin's equipment, his instrument, is 
himself. "I like to think of my voice as 
being my body," he said. "That's my 
equipment, and I'm pretty much aware 
of what I do with it, which isn't always the 
best thing. But I try to exercise, I'm 
conscious of what I eat, and I try to 
maintain a healthy mental attitude. A 
singer should use everything that's avail-
able, especially if you're singing solo. I 
have to, since I'm primarily a soloist!' 

McFerrin's "everything" becomes ka-
leidoscopic in performance. With every 
twist of his voice, new colors and shapes 
and feelings resound. It's baffled some 
critics to categorize McFerrin as a singer. 
"I did a gig in D.C. and an interesting 
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word came up to describe what I do," he 
said. "People are always asking me to 
describe what I do and to me it's just 
singing, but one of the reviews called it 

McFerrining." 

When he first became a professional 
musician, McFerrin didn't "McFer-

rin" at all. He played piano. He didn't 
sing. But it was almost inevitable that he 
become a vocalist. His father, Robert 
McFerrin, is an opera singer who per-
formed at New York's Metropolitan Op-
era in the '50s. His mother, Sara McFer-
rin, is a classical soprano, now the 
chairperson of the voice department at 
Fullerton College in California. 
Bobby was born March 11, 1950 in New 

York, and first studied music at age six. 
His family moved to Los Angeles in 1958 
where his father dubbed the singing 
voice of Sidney Poitier for the film Porgy 
And Bess. 
Was the fact that his parents were 

singers something that might have held 
Bobby back from singing himself? "I've 
always denied it," he said, "but I'm begin-
ning to wonder if that might have had 
something to do with it. Both my parents 
were singers, and I heard so much music 
that I didn't pay that much attention to it. 
I didn't decide on music as a career until 
I was a senior in high school and the 
counselor wanted to know what I wanted 
to do with my life, and I said music. It was 
the one thing I knew best. Prior to that, I 
didn't know what I wanted to do!' 

McFerrin attended Sacramento State 

and Cerritos College in California, and 
soon he was on the road, for a while 
playing piano for the Ice Follies, often 
with lounge bands. Then one day, while 
working with a dance troupe in Salt Lake 
City, he heard a voice. " It's the same voice 
everyone has," he said, "that still small 
voice we all strive to listen to but many of 
us don't. I was in a quiet moment when a 
simple thought just came into my head: 
'Why don't you sing?' It was as simple as 
that, but it must have had some force 
behind it because I acted on it imme-
diately. I wasted no time. That very day I 
called up the Salt Lake Hilton and made 
an appointment for an audition. I audi-
tioned the next day, and I got it." 
McFerrin worked for a while as a pian-

ist/vocalist, but then, in 1978 with his wife 
Debbie, he settled in New Orleans. He 
sang with Astral Project, his first real gig 
as a singer with a band. Later, they 
moved to San Francisco where he 
worked with a trio at Cadell Place and 
where he was discovered by Jon 
Hendricks. McFerrin joined Hendricks 
for a gig at Sweet Basil in New York, and 
they still enjoy singing together, espe-
cially impromptu duets. Bill Cosby heard 
McFerrin and arranged for him to sing 
in Las Vegas and at the Playboy Jazz 
Festival in Los Angeles. He was a sensa-
tion at the Kool Jazz Festival in New York, 
joining some of the greats for a tribute to 
the art of jazz singing. Later, he toured 
the Kool circuit with George Benson and 
an all-star band, and since then he's 
toured or recorded with the likes of 

Chico Freeman, Grover Washington Jr., 
and Herbie Hancock's VSOP. One high-
light was in 19e. singing with his father 
at the Berlin Jazz Festival. 
What do his parents think of Bobby's 

singing? "They think it's very musical," 
he said. "They taught me that I can listen 
to any kind of music if it feels musical, if 
there's something that comes through 
the music. It's not what you play, but 
what's behind it: 

His debut album, Bobby McFerrin, a 
cornucopia of music recorded for 
Sektra Musician in 1982, offers every-
thing from bop (Bud Powell's Hallucina-
tions and Horace Silver's Peace) to r&b 
(Smokey Robinson's You Really Got A Hold 
On Me), some backed by a band, some by 
himself. McFerrin's music on his second 

THREE YOUNG LIONS: From left, McFerrin, Avery Sharpe, and Wynton Marsalis rehearse for the '82 KpoiiNew York Jazz Festival. 
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BOBBY MzFERRIN 
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 
THE VOiCE—Elektra Musician 8II366 
BOBBY McFERRIN—Etektra Mustian 60023 
VOCAL eUMMIT—Moets Music 2D04 
THE YOUNG LIONS—EleVara Musician 60196 

with Chico Freeman 
TANGENTS—Elekt•a Musiciar 9,60344 1E 

with Pharoah Sanders 
JOURNEY TO THE ONE — Theresa 10W9 

with Bob Dorough 
1-1-64T'S THE WAY I FEEL NOW—A&M 6600 

Le The Voice, was all a capella, highlights 
from solo concerts he recorded in Ger-
many in the spring of 1984. 

He'd considered singing solo for some 
time, and when he felt the time was right 
he showed up on the European festival 
circuit in the summer of 1983 without the 
trio the promoters expected. He flab-
bergasted audiences immediately, and 
sang 50-some solo concerts before he 
recorded The Voice. 

D1‘ McFerrin's first inspiration to sing sans 
accompaniment was Keith Jarrett. 

"I owe a lot of my image of being a solo 
singer to Jarrett," he said. "The first time 
I heard him play was with Miles, and he 
blew me away. I 'didn't know who he was 
at first, but I loved the way he played and 
danced and moved. It just made sense to 
me. I was playing the piano at the time 
and was very influenced by his pianism. 
Then when I decided to sing and leave 
the piano behind, I still had the image of 
him in my mind as a soloist.I loved Facing 
You. I loved his attitude toward the piano, 
just sitting down and playing, just to see 
what would come out. Whether it worked 
or didn't work wasn't the point. It was 
simply doing it. So I started getting these 
images of being a solo vocalist and started 
tossing out everything- else, being a 
balladeer, working in front of an or-
chestra, being Johnny Hartman, Tom 
Jones, whatever. This image of being a 
solo singer kept coming back, so I de-
cided to explore it." 

Whatever he's doing, McFerrin wants 
to be spontaneous. "I like being an im-
proviser, expecting the unexpected," he 
said. "Even when something is re-
hearsed, I want it to be spontaneous." At 
the Blue Note, not much was rehearsed. 
He sang a la Miles on What It Is, then 
improvised some Slim Gaillard-ish jive. 
He wandered through the audience, 
conducting a singalong of a children's 
song, Don't Worry, Be Happy, then turned 
quiet with Jobim's Meditation— with trills 
Joan Sutherland might envy. He whistled 
the Colonel Bogey March as a prelude to 
everyone singing favorite tv themes, then 
rocked the house with a Sly Stone num-
ber. Later, he sang Foggy Day with 
Scofield's guitar backing, conducted a 
scatalong of Freedom Jazz Dance, and the 
whole audience became his choir for the 
spiritual The Victory Shall Be Mine. Even 
his "good night" became a song. 

It's obvious McFerrin loves to work for 
and with and even among an audience. "I 
like being off center stage," he said. 
"Many times I just get in the audience 
and sit down and sing from there, even 
when I'm doing a solo concert." 
He enjoys working with a band, but 

working solo is a whole other experience. 
"When I'm working with a band, I have a 
sideman attitude," he said. "I feel some-
how that my solos are sidebars to the 
tunes rather than my solos being the 
tunes. I feel more connected with music 
and with myself when I'm singing by 
myself. For one thing, it's softer and my 
technique is a lot more fluid. The louder 
the music gets the more I have to push, 
and the more I have to push the less ideas 
actually come out." 
When he sings solo, not only what one 

listens to changes, but the way one listens 
changes. "I worked in a wonderful hall in 
Atlanta, a church, and I didn't have to 
use amplification," he said. "The acous-
tics were so live that I could walk around 
and sing from anywhere, use the room as 
a microphone. Once you start shifting 
space, hearing is different. You'll hear 
with your right ear or your left ear, from 
above or below you. Also, when I'm 
working solo, I want people to listen to 
silence, not give the audience a clue that 
the piece might be over. That's one thing 
about singing solo, and especially acous-
tically. It offers you so many possibilities." 

Among other musical possibilities for 
II McFerrin is classical music. "I've 
been listening to Bach's Goldberg Varia-
tions," he said. "When I first listened to 
them I couldn't really hear what Bach 
was doing with the aria and the 30 varia-
tions. But I purposely kept listening to it. 
There was an inner drive in me to ex-
plore these pieces. Nadia Boulanger said 
the Goldberg Variations were her Bible. 
Philip Glass said everything he's doing 
now he learned from Bach. I thought 
Bach would be a good starting placer 

He's been invited to sing the Magnificat 

at the Bach Festival in Toronto. "They 
want me to learn it note-for-note the way 
it's written out," he said, "and then they 
want me to improvise on the themes. In 
fact, I've been getting a lot more requests 
from classical festivals," he said. " It's very 
exciting. It'll help me to expand. I don't 
think of myself as a jazz musician. 1 think 
of myself as a musician, a singer who's 
been influenced by many different types 
of music and who just loves to sing, 
particularly solo." 

Is he interested in the electronic pos-
sibilities of altering his voice? "I don't 
think so," he said. "I think it would be less 
special. It would be easy to fall back on 
electronics if, in the course of an im-
provisation, I got stuck, but I'd rather 
wait it out." And anyway, there isn't much 
a machine can do with his voice that 
McFerrin can't do by himself. 

"There aren't really many people us-
ing technology effectively," he said. "The 
only one I can think of who's doing an 
absolutely phenomenal job is Joe 
Zawinul. The sounds he comes up with 
seem to be so natural, they're like noth-
ing I've ever heard before. I just did 
some stuff on the new Weather Report 
album, improvisational stuff on a couple 
of tunes and a couple with Carl Ander-
son and two women." 
Along with all his other new projects, 

he's dreaming of a gig with Keith Jarrett. 
"I'd love to do some double-billed solo 
concerts with Jarrett," he said. "I'd do a 
solo section, he'd do a solo section, and if 
we could work something out we'd do 
something together. That would be won-
derful." 
What else? "I love to do visual things," 

he said. "I'd love to do some dance. 
There's a possibility of working with 
Alvin Ailey. I'm doing an arrangement of 
Night In Tunisia with Cheryl Bentine for 
Manhattan Transfer's new album. I 
haven't done any vocal arranging in 
quite some time, so that's been challeng-
ing. I'm interested in weird configura-
tions, maybe another singer and a per-
cussionist, or just voice with horns." 

It's obvious that McFerrin believes very 
much in himself and in what he's doing. 
"People should explore themselves," he 
said, "really figure out what it is they 
want to do and then explore it to the hilt." 
And what is it that McFerrin wants to 

explore now? "An artist is someone 
seeing something in himself that no one 
else sees," he said, "and I think it's a little 
chunk of eternity. What that eternity is 
I'm not sure, but I think a vast part of it 
must be peace—which brings me to the 
first line of Saint Francis' prayer, 'Lord, 
make me an instrument of peace.' Being 
a singer, being an instrument, anyone's 
role, my role, if I can help the world be a 
little more peaceful, that's all I want to 
do." 
Make the world peaceful and sing your 

brains out? "And have fun doing it," said 
Bobby McFerrin. "Exactly!" db 
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EMILY REM, PA 
Life After Ms 

hen Emily Remler appeared at the Concord 
Jazz Festival in 1978, her career was launched. She imme-
diately established herself as a musician with a new outlook on 
the electric guitar, as well as a healthy respect for past jazz 
pioneers. A graduate of Berklee College of Music, she contin-
ued to evolve in the years that followed as a member of the New 
Orleans musical community, where she "played every type of 
music. I believe God was putting me in these positions to make 
me learn these things because I learn best under pressure. I've 
always been put, not by my own choice, but by fate, in these 
situations to make me learn this style of music. I worked like a 
dog!' 
A three-year stint with vocalist Astrid Gilberto followed, as 

did frequent appearances with guitar greats like Herb Ellis, 
Barney Kessel, and Tal Farlow, who says "She has a great feel— 
she's so accomplished!' These, plus solo concerts as well as 
teaching clinics, have provided Emily with steady work and the 
opportunity for continued growth as a player. 

Future plans include records with guitarists Martin Taylor 
and Larry Coryell. A summer tour of Europe with Coryell is 
now in the making. At 27, Emily Remler has arrived. 

Julie Coryell: Since your last down beat article (May '82), you 
have continued to grow in popularity with both the critics and 
fans. Has this resulted in your feeling pressured to live up to 
the expectations imposed by the media or your audience? 
Emily Remler: Not at all, because I don't live up to any public 
expectation of me. I live up to the fact that Wes Montgomery 
and John Coltrane played the way they did. That's the absolute 
truth. Serious. I'm trying to live up to my own expectations, 
which were that at 21 I should be like John Coltrane—and I'm 
not. So I've got to give myself to 31 now. 
JC: In what respect are you modeling yourself after John 
Coltrane? What qualities of his would you like to realize in your 
playing? 
ER: To have a totally unique voice like Coltrane had. You hear 
two notes and you know that it's him. I want a totally unique 
voice, which I don't have now. People tell me they can 
recognize me, but I'm derivative. Of course, I have to be. I was 
not around in '52. I want to have my own voice, which means 
going through a personal maturity to be able to do that. 
JC: You're talking about life maturity? 
ER: Yeah. I think that is what you have to go through—that, 
plus a spiritual maturity like Coltrane did. I want to be 
innovative. I've written some things and I think that they are 
different. I think that they sound unique. Of course I'd love to 
make a contribution—the contribution that John Coltrane 
made was tremendous. I'd like to make a contribution like that 
to jazz guitar. 
JC: Do you still feel that you are a disciple of Wes [Montgom-
ery]? Do you still feel he's speaking through you? 
ER: No, I don't feel like that any more. I think that I got out of 
that crazy stage. I used to keep a picture of Wes. I never met 
him but I feel like I know him through the music. But 
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By Julie Coryell 

something happened. When I was 15 I discovered Larry 
Coryell and John McLaughlin, among other people. And I was 
also studying Indian music. I didn't like things that were 
always 32 bars. Of course I couldn't play in 4/4. I couldn't play 
the guitar very well at all. But I could listen to it and sing along 
with it. At first, I was headed in that direction—to play unique 
you know, avant garde-type music. I went to Berklee College of 
Music where mainstream was stressed at the time. So I got into 
that, and I fell in love with Wes. But what really happened was 
I met Herb Ellis. I got invited to the Concord Jazz Festival with 
Tal Farlow, Barney Kessel, and it seemed that my future would 
be secure in that realm. So, I went back to New Orleans and 
learned real quick how to play that style of music. And this is 
the truth. I didn't really play it that well before. I couldn't play 
like Wes. I went back and I figured "Hey, if I'm going to play 
this type of music from the '50s and early '60s, who do I want to 
copy?" And the answer was Wes and Coltrane. So I learned 
real quick how to play that way. 
JC: How did you do that? 
ER: I have a method of learning which works for me, which is 
some transcription—very little. A few bars, things like that. 
And transcribing melodies that Wes would play that were the 
essence of what he was doing—a few of his melodies that he 
would repeat that would sound like him, plus his octaves, of 
course, which I worked very hard on. Things that were the 
essence of Wes. 
JC: You mean his personal vocabulary? 
ER: His personal vocabulary in the most descriptive way—in a 
four-bar way, if it can be done. I copied that. I'd write it in 
music, I'd learn it on the guitar, and it would become a part of 
my vocabulary. And because I have somewhat of an imagina-
tion, I would vary it. Because I believe that my brain is like a 
computer. You put some data in and you get 500 variations. 
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But then there are some people who don't have the imagina-
tion who will just play Pat Martino lick number this and that. 
But I start with a Pat Martino lick and then I end up with my 
own ending to it. So, I copied Pat Martino and Wes Montgom-
ery in that way, and that got me better. Plus playing along with 
records. Plus working with a metronome. That is the biggest 
thing—rhythm and time. 1 don't care how many notes you can 
play. I don't care if you can play John Coltrane licks note for 
note. If you are not swinging, I don't care what realm it is. 
Fusion whatever. If it does not groove, if you cannot move your 
neck to it no matter if it's an 11/8. I've got a tune in 11/8. I move 
my neck very well. So, I discovered that about moving a part of 
my body to get my time better. I was 17 years old. The teacher 
told me that I had bad time. I rushed like a madman, like most 
guitarists rush. It's a problem because it's a technical problem. 
Anyway, I rushed. So, I went home crying. Crying, but I 
bought a metronome. I worked with the metronome on two 
and four. This is really important. It's the accent of the high hat 
in that type of mainstream swing music. And I learned—I 
practiced with that thing and nothing else behind me. I laid 
down my own rhythm tracks. Still, when I lay down my own 
tracks, I use the metronome to make sure that I'm correct. So, 
what happens is that your time gets so much better, you get so 
much more sensitive to the waves of time that you can feel 
rushing and dragging. And it also builds up your confidence 
that you have the right time. You're in the band and you can say 
"Here's where it is:' I know where it is. Don't tell me where it 
is—I know where it is. And especially in my case, being a 
woman, I've got to mention this, that I've had a few situa-
tions—let's say with drummers who didn't exactly trust right 
off the bat that my time would have good conviction to it. So, 
my time had to be really important so that they could trust me 
so that they could throw all their stuff at me, and not handle 
me with kid gloves, like they were scared. 
JC: As a woman, did you have to work harder to be accepted? 
ER: I still do. I didn't conquer it. Are you kidding? Now they 
know that I can play. But 1 still have to prove myself every 
single time. The only thing is that I'm not intimidated 
anymore. There was a time when I came fresh out of Berklee 
with the competitive frame of mind. I would ask to sit in. "Oh 
please, can I just play one tune? I won't screw things up:' I'll go 
up there and burn their asses off. That's how I felt then. Now 1 
realize that if you're thinking of that stuff you're not thinking 
of creativity and all these other things that I'm supposed to be 
doing in my solos. So I had to can that. I have to rise above it by 
playing good. You don't get angry, you don't get bitter, you 
don't get feminist about the thing. You don't try to make a 
statement for women. You just get so damn good that they'll 
forget about all that crap. 
JC: Are you still transcribing guitarists? 
ER: I'm trying to get myself to transcribe horn players. It took 
me about an hour to do this Michael Brecker lick (from Some 
Skunk Funk) and I still didn't get it. And I called him up and I 
left a message on his answering machine that I'm working on 
your thing and it's killing me. Because he can make it a little 
flat. He can make his horn a little flat and I can't find the triad. 
JC: Do you still feel that your main connection, musically 
speaking, is to mainstream bebop, or do you feel that you're 
moving in a direction that will now encompass more kinds of 
music? 
ER: This is so hard. I just talked about this with Tal [Farlow] 
last night. I said, "I have a real problem!' 1 listen to Wes and 
Coltrane—well, early Coltrane, and I love it. But I also love 
these tunes that I just wrote on my record Cal Walk. This is the 
best thing that I've ever done. And that is not mainstream—it's 
got Indian influence, African influences. I love Brazilian 
music—I mean, I get chills from it. I played with Astrid 
Gilberto for three years. Man, I had a great time. I love the 
rhythms. I tried to get the essence of that rhythm; they're hard 
to feel. There's not a whole lot of Americans really playing 
Brazilian rhythms. You can play the dum-dum-dum-da-da, 
the Cuban, or something like that. But to really get into how 

EMILY PEMLER'S EQUIPMENT 
Emily Remler has been paying a Gibson ES 330 hollow body electric guitar 
for 10 years. She recently added a Borys hollow body—"For my two musical 
personalities: the modern me, and the bebop me: She strings both with 
D'Addarios and uses Fender extra-heavy 1.21 mm. picks ("I used to have a 
piece of wood, then tupperware"). She owns Musicrran and Polytone amps. 
though also likes and has used a Waiter Woods, a Fende, Twin, and a Rand 
Chorus. "I buy amps that I can pick up, cause otnewise ; have to get strange 
men from the sreet to help me take it out of the car." 

EMILY REMLER SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 
as a leader with the Clayton Brothers 

CAT WALK—Concord Jazz 265 ITS ALL IN THE FAMILY--Concord Jazz 
TRANSITIONS—Concord Jazz 236 138 
TAKE TWO—Concord Jazz 195 
FIREFLY—Concord Jazz 162 

with Ray Brown 
SOULAR ENERGY—Concord Jazz 268 

they do it, to their culture and their frame of mind. where they 
are coming from, is amazing. I love the Brazilian—the way 
they do not do a 32-bar format. A lot of them seem to be more 
free about that. Especially Egberto Gismonti. I love Egberto. 
Romantic. The language of Portuguese is- romantic. Because 
music is relative to speech, the language lends itself to 
beautiful phrasing. It's romantic music. It's happy music. It 
makes you move. 
JC: Do you feel that you may be incorporating more classical 
influences into your music? 
ER: I use my fingers a lot. Everyone thinks I have classical 
training, which I don't. I took one classical lesson at Berklee, 
and we spent the whole time deciding how I was supposed to 
sit. That was too much authority for me. I do listen to a lot of 
Debussy and I hope some of it will sink in. 
JC: In terms of how you taught yourself to become a better 
player, do you feel that the work that you did on your own was 
more significant than what you got out of Berklee? 
ER: Berklee is instrumental because I was a total beginner. I 
came out not playing that great, but with a lot of knowledge of 
chords and theory. I would say that Berklee was good for me in 
theory and harmony and ear training. It was excellent. Then I 
had to take it from there, because no one can play your guitar 
for you. I partied a lot at Berklee. There were 50 men to every 
woman. You bring out a cigarette and you get 10 lights. You're 
in the lunchroom—you pick up a piece of food and it drops off 
your fork, you look up and there are 10 guys looking at you. It 
was incredible. It was fun. So, I didn't concentrate that hard. I 
was a child. I went to Berklee at 16. 
JC: You teach clinics and privately. What's your approach? 
ER: Fm a great believer in too much will not sink in. For in-
stance, four bars of someone's solo will sink in, but two whole 
choruses will not. I'm sort of proud of my teaching abilities 
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because people come to me from other teachers who have 
given them enough material for their whole life, and they can't 
play the blues. So I work on blues first. I work on the little 
things. Four bars, 16 bars, the time. That's how I absorbed 
things so that's how I think that other people must absorb 
them. 
JC: Do you use specific books? 
ER: Never used a book in my life, as a teacher. I feel like I have 
the ability to discern what that person needs to work on the 
most first, and we go on from there. If their rhythm is bad, we 
work on their rhythm. If the rhythm is good then we'll start on 
theory. And I use theory from Berklee—what I remember, 
and what I've discovered myself in these years of playing. Little 
tricks. I want to see my students be able to get better. 
Psychiatrists keep people in their office sick for years. I want to 
see my students go out and play. I want to feel good about that. 
JC: In Pat Metheny's recent interview for db (Jan. '85), he talks 
about the new technology and that he's been using the Syn-
clavier and it's unlimited in the sense that it's up to your imagi-
nation as to what you can get out of it. He also says that a whole 
new breed of musicians will emerge using new technology. 
What is your response to that? 
ER: Let me tell you first that in my aptitude test in high school 
I scored 98 and 99 in verbal usage and spelling, 35 in technical 
reading. Mechanical reasoning—I'm a moron. I plug the 
guitar into the amp and it's a big deal. When I get one of those 
pedals—chorus, Hanger, digital delay—I fool with it all night 
long. For me, maybe one day I will learn how to use that. I 
respect and envy Pat because he took the time to learn that 
stuff, and how can you compete with the beautiful sounds that 
you can get out of those machines? I mean, sounds like the sun 
coming up, for God's sake. Can I get the sun coming up with 
one note? That is the question. In a way, I guess I have to also 
respect the fact that the earlier players who I do love didn't use 
that and still got their own voice. I think there is too much 
emphasis in some of the schools on some of that technology, 
without the foundation and expression of natural humor. 
JC: What do you mean by natural humor? You said Wes had 
humor. 
ER: He cracks me up. I was listening to Wes with my parents, 
laughing hysterically. Because I can hear him quoting things. 
That's obvious humor. When someone quotes a little song, you 
laugh. But other things; just the way he did an ingenious 
turnaround. Came around the bend like that. Raised up to a 
climax—just like life. Joe Pass gets himself into hairy situa-
tions. He takes risks and then gets himself out of it. And I have 
to laugh about that. People's ease. Oscar Peterson's ease. His 
touch is so tickle-y it makes me laugh. There's a lot of humor 
missing, I think, from some of the younger players today. It's 
very serious stuff. And at the same time I love Pat Martino, 
who's somber and dark. But I guess that I like both things. I 
like some kind of emotion. Whether it be somber and dark and 
morose, or humorous and light and funny and clever. I'm 
laughing at Wee cleverness. If I go to see somebody play and 
they play a 15-minute solo, I think to myself "Wow." They must 
have been great because he played that long and he didn't 
quote the usual cliches and this and that. But I didn't feel a 
damn thing. He didn't take me anywhere. I started thinking 
about the check, or something. I want to be taken someplace. 
Bill Evans made me cry. I want to feel some emotion. Maybe 
that is old fashioned, I don't know. 
JC: Larry Coryell said in a db interview (May '84), "Until I was 
willing to take risks and make mistakes, I wasn't going to make 
any progress and it was hard to shed my perfectionist tenden-
cies:' Would you classify yourself as a perfectionist? 
ER: First of all, he's older than me, so maybe it's something that 
I'll get to. I know that if I expect perfection out of every solo, 
out of every record, I'm going to get very disappointed. I quit 
art because of that. I was an artist. I did sculpting and 
drawings. It was a choice of whether I could go to Berklee 
College of Music or Rhode Island School of Design. I had to 
make that choice. I was so frustrated with art. I couldn't get it 

the way that I wanted it. Music, at least you get more chances 
and a little more time and have the companionship of the 
other musicians. Other musicians make me play better. 
JC: If you had to define what the elements or the components 
of a great solo were, what would you say? 
ER: This is something that I'm working on. You know how 
things in life build up tension and release? Okay. Now I think 
that I can do tension-and-release on a small scale, let's say in a 
four-bar phrase. But to think on a longer scale, like from the 
beginning of my solo to the end to make a thematic statement, 
to develop it, to come to a climax and come to a natural down-
fall—that's a good solo. With those elements of happiness, 
sadness, moroseness. 
JC: How do you compose? 
ER: I come up with a fragment of something, out of nowhere. 
On a gig. It might be playing, usually with friends. "Wow, listen 
to that:' And I get very dedicated. That's what Steve Swallow 
says. The exact words. "I'm dedicated to my fragmente And I 
know what he means. They eventually become songs. It's 
almost like I wake up with the rest of the song. 
You know what my dream is? My dream is to write for 

movies, like John Williams. That is the ultimate, because he is 
making millions of people feel a certain way at the exact second 
that he wants them to. Now, it's not manipulation that I want. 
It's the joy of being able to do it. It's ingenious. My hero of all 
time is Leonard Bernstein. More than Wes, more than Col-
trane. 
JC: Why? 
ER: Because if it wasn't for West Side Story, I wouldn't be 
playing music. The music drove me crazy. I sang all the 
background parts. Besides that, another piece he wrote, The 
Age Of Anxiety, was very instrumental in me getting to love 
Leonard Bernstein the way that I do. I respect everything that 
he does. I saw him on television teaching a class in the most 
ingenious way. If I could switch with somebody right now, just 
for a couple of days, it would be Leonard. 
JC: Let's talk about your last record, Cat Walk. 
ER: First of all, I became, I guess, more of a leader in the way 
that this record has the guitar much more prominent than the 
Transitions record with the same group. It's more guitar-
oriented. I got a better sound on the guitar. I don't sound so 
muffled and introverted. I sound out. I'm out there. People 
would come to see me in concert and say that I sound nothing 
like my records. So, on this record I finally got to express five 
years' worth of my own tunes, and I love Carl Jefferson for it, 
because he trusted me, he likes my songs. They are not exactly 
mainstream. I don't know what the categories are. The 
Concord label gave me a total free hand with this. I'm very 
satisfied with that company because of that. 
On Transitions there is no piano, which means that I'm in 

control of all the harmony, which I like very much—the 
sparseness, to play over the chord changes of something as 
difficult as Transitions, which goes through three different time 
signatures, with no chords to push me to anything. But I had 
Eddie Gomez and Bob Moses. And I would say things to Bob, 
"Maybe I should get a piano player," or "Maybe I should get 
another guitar player:' And Bob said, "We'll comp for your He 
did. But on Cat Walk I have these tunes that I wanted some 
pushing behind me. And I didn't trust anybody to be able to 
do it the way that I wanted it done, so I double-tracked, 
because I had to improvise a few times over a written track that 
was already recorded so I couldn't get interplay within the 
group. Therefore, what I did was memorize the rhythm tracks 
as well, and it's rising and falling down and I went with it. It 
turned out very well. It was my first experience with overdub-
bing, which is a big thing for me, with all the studio stuff and 
electronics going on. 
We should call it This Is Me, Emily, Cat Walk because the other 

ones were: This Is How Much I Love Wes, that was the first one. 
The second one was This Is How Much I Love Don Thompson And 
Terry Clarke. The third one was Half Me And Half This Is How 
Much I Love Wes. Now, this is Me. db 
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Paul VIlenico's lium Obsession 
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By Bill Milkowski 

He can't explain it. He really has no idea where it came from. Certainly not 
from his parents, whose interest in music 
never went beyond the local easy-listen-
ing station on their car radio. 
Wherever it came from, Paud Wertico 

was deeply in touch with his muse from 
the time he picked updrums at age 12. It 
was 1966. Kids his age from his back-
ground—middle American family living 
simply in Cary, Illinois—were attuned to 
the sounds of the times: Beatles,. Beach 
Boys, Stones. A year later it would be 
Cream, Hendrix, the Who. 

Wertico heard these sounds on the 
radio and at parties. He was somewhat 
interested, particularly in Mitch Mitch-
ell's drumming with the Jimi Hendrix 
Experience. But when it came time to 
partake in that great adolescent rite— 
buying one's first album—young Wertico 
didn't choose the Beles  Revolver, the 
Beach Bay's Pet Sounds, the Rolling 
Stones' Aftermath, or the Who's My Gener-
ation. His unorthodox tastes told him to 
pick Charles Lloyd's Love In album. 

"I don't know why," he recalls. "I just 

had this iascination with playing over the 
bar rhythms, even though I probably 
didn't understand technically what it was 
all about. Still, I had this instinctive feel 
for it. That's just the way I heard things. I 
was hearing the drums as this free voice 
while everybody else my age was still 
playing Wipeout." 
At around the same time, tucked away 

in the rural solitude of Lee's Summit, 
Missouri, a young guitarist named Pat 
Metheny was eschewing the Beatles, the 
Beach Boys, and their ilk for the headier 
music of Omette Coleman. It was fated 
that these two free spirits be brought 
together. 

"Pat actually called me around '77-78 
to do some gigs at Amazingrace in 
Chicago, but I couldn't do them. I was 
playing at the Jazz Showcase with (saxo-
phonist) Joe Daley and (pianist) Muhal 
Richard Abrams at the time. I had been 
playing with Joe for about two years so I 
felt a loyalty thing there. I knew who Pat 
was and I really wanted to play with him, 
but I felt I had to stay with Joe. But Pat 
knew who I was from that point.' 

Wertico was on the road with the Si-
mon & Bard group when he finally met 
up with Metheny. " It was in Portland in 
November of '83," he recalls. "We were 
playing in town the same night Pat's band 
was. Pat's bass player, Steve Rodby (for-
merly of the Simon & Bard group) 
brought Pat down after their concert to 
check out the band. Pat heard me and I 
guess he liked what he heard." 
As Metheny told db (Jan. '85), "I have 

to say I've never been around any mu-
sician who has improved more dramat-
ically than this guy in a short period of 
time. He went from being real good to 
being one of the best drummers I've ever 
played with, which is saying something 
since I've played with many great drum-
mers. He can truly play in the variety of 
styles that we need, but he always sounds 
like himself, he always plays from the 
inside out. He puts everything he's got into 

Versatility was Paul's strongpoint all 
through his years of gigging around Chi-
cago before hooking up with Metheny. 
When he wasn't swinging with big bands 
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or bashing with rock groups, he was 
taking it all the way out in adventurous 
improvised settings. Consequently, his 
record collection is eclectic and his influ-
ences numerous—"Everybody from 
Baby Dodds to Milford Graves and ev-
erybody in-between." 
Among the rock drummers who made 

an impression on him were Michael Giles 
of early King Crimson, Robert Wyatt 
from Soft Machine, and Ginger Baker 
from Cream. But the single drummer he 
points to as a towering influence is Roy 
Haynes. "When I first heard him play, it 
epitomized the kind of thing that I 
wanted to do. For one thing, he's a really 
happy sounding drummer and I dig 
that. And he's crisp. He gets his message 
across in a clear way and makes the music 

PAUL WERTICO'S 
EQUIPMENT 

Paul Wertico uses and endorses Yamaha drums 
and hardware: rack toms are 8 x 12 and 9x13: 
floor toms are 14 x 14, 16 x 16, and another 16 x 16 
with a pedal; roto toms are 8-inch and 10-inch; 
snare is a metal 51/2 x 14. He also uses and 
endorses Paiste cymbals, which he says are vital 
for the Pat Metheny sound. "The light, airy-type 
cymbals go really well with the textures of the 
music. These cymbals stay out of the overtone 
range of the guitar and let Pat's sound be heard. 
Whereas, clangier cymbals tend to mush the 
sound up." He employs several Paistes: 14-inch 
high hat, Sound Creation dark; 16-, 17-, and 18-
inch crash cymbals from the 2002 series; 17-inch 
paper-thin crash from the 602 series; a 22-inch 
flat ride from the 2002 series; 11-inch splash from 
the 602 series; 8-inch splash from the 2002 
series; 22-inch Novo (Chinese) from the 2002 
series; 20-inch Color Sound (red) ride; 18-inch 
Color Sound (red) crash; a set of cup chimes from 
the 2002 series. 

After much trial-and-error he has settled on Pro 
Mark 808 golden oak wood tip drum sticks, 
"because they have the best overall overtone and 
undertone range for the ride cymbal—not too 
thin, yet crisp at the same time:' His various 
accessories include Latin Percussion cowbells 
and congas, a Chevy hubcap, and a pressure 
cooker (really!). On-stage he uses an Electro-
Harrnonix DeLuxe Memory Man for occasional 
berserk effects during his solos. He has Remo 
Ambassador heads, Gauger rims, and a Drum 
Workshop double bass drum pedal. Apart from 
the Metheny Group he uses talking drum, slit 
drum, various gongs, and chimes. At home he 
experiments with a Tama practice set hooked up 
to a Dynachord head and a Drumulator, though 
he says of his playful excursions into electronics: 
"It's fun. It's a neat thing to do. But I tell you, the 
real drums to me—there's nothing like it. The 
overtones that you get are so interesting—you 
could never create them with a machine" 

PAUL WERTICO 
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY 

with PM Metheny Group 
THE FALCON AND THE SNOWMAN—EMI SV-17150 
FIRST CIRCLE—ECM 25008-1 

with Paul Berliner and Kudu 
THE SUN RISES LATE HERE—Flying Fish 092 

with Ear Wax Control 
EAR WAX CONTROL—Depot 005 

with Spontaneous Composition 
SPONTANEOUS COMPOSITION—S poco 12101 

with Simon & Bard 
TEAR IT UP—Flying Fish 262 

with Ellen McIlwalne 
EVERYBODY NEEDS IT—Blind Pig 1081 

with Ken Nordine 
TRIPLE TALK—Snail Records 1002 

sound good all the time. That's what I 
want to do as a drummer. My attitude is, 
when I play music I want to make the 
other musicians feel as comfortable with 
themselves as I can." 
That collective approach fits into the 

Pat Metheny Group in particular. A 
hard-driven perfectionist, Metheny 
knows precisely what he wants in a group 
sound and he expects the band members 
to be good team players. Wertico was 
tailor-made for this band. "What Pat is 
looking for in a drummer, besides ver-
satility, is somebody who's going to be on 
all the time. When he goes out to play— 
man! I've never seen a night, even when 
he's sick, that he didn't go out there with 
the killer instinct. When he plays he's so 
serious about playing that it's all there is. 
And I think that's what he demands of 
the rest of the band." 

Wertico fills the bill. His relationship 
with drums borders on the ob-

sessive. During his pre-Metheny years 
he'd gig in Chicago until 3 a.m., drive to 
his home on the outskirts of town, put on 
headphones and practice until sunrise 
(much to the dismay of his next-door 
neighbor). "I was just so into playing that 
I couldn't get enough. I just didn't think 
about any reality. It's always been like that 
for me. The music has always been so 
important that everything else just kind 
of gets pushed aside, including some 
logic." 
Metheny tells a story that best illus-

trates Wertico's devotion to the music: 
"When that tv movie The Day After was on 
and the big question was, 'What would 
you do if the rockets were launched and 
you had 10 minutes left before the bombs 
came back from the other side?' Paul 
said, 'I know what I'd do. I'd practice.' 
And I knew right then that this was the 
guy I wanted to be playing with." 
One of the many side projects that 

Wertico cherishes is his ongoing rela-
tionship with the free music collective 
Ear Wax Control, with Jeff Czech on bass 
and Gordon James on keyboards. This 
improvising trio came together in 1972 
and the telepathy has been there ever 
since. They've built up a loyal following 
of listeners over the years who have come 
to expect the unexpected. 
"We just try to stay in touch with the 

raw essence of what we're doing," says 
Wertico. "It's not all processed and fig 
ured out. A lot of it sounds like subver-
sive music, but there's a tongue-in-cheek 
aspect to it. Musicians in town love us. We 
only do a handful of gigs and a lot of 
them come up to me afterwards and say, 
'Man, I only wish I had the balls to do this 
live—just to sit there and express your-
self collectively rather than having a tune 
to fall back on, or a light show, or some-
thing.' We literally go out with a blank 
tablet, and the stuff that comes out is a 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 59 
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RECORD REVIEWS ***** EXCELLENT **** VERY GOOD *** GOOD ** FAIR * POOR 

DUKE ELLINGTON 
FEATURING PAUL GONSALVES—Fantasy 
9636: CJAm BLUES; TAKE Ti-,E "A" TRAIN; HAPPY-
GO-LUCKY LOCAL; JAM WITH SAM; CARAVAN; JUST 
A-5mm' AND A-ROCKIN'; PARIS BLUES; READ); 
Go 
Personnel: Ellington, piano; Gonsalves, tenor 
saxophone; Roy Burrowes, Cat Anderson, Bill 

Berry, Ray Nance, trumpet; Lawrence Brown, 
Leon Cox, Chuck Connors, ftombone; Russell 
Procope, Johnny Hodges, alto saxophone; 

Jimmy Hamilton, clarinet, tenor saxophone; 

Harry Carney, baritone saxophone; Aaron Bell, 
bass; Sam Woodyard, drums. 

* * * * * 

CARNEGIE HALL CONCERT—Musicraft 
2004: JAM-A-DITTY; MAGENTA HAZE; HAPPY-GO-
LUCKY LOCAL, PARTS I & 2; GOLDEN FEATHER; IT 
SHOULDN'T HAPPEN To A DREAM; FLIPPANT FLURRY; 
DIMINUENDO IN BLUE; THE BEAUTIFUL INDIANS, 
PART I (HIAWATHA), PART 2 (MINNEHAHA); SULTRY 
SUNSET; TULIP OR TURNIP; OVERTURE To A JAM 
SESSION, PARTS I & 2; BLUE SKIFS (TRUMPET No 
END). 
Personnel: Ellington, piano; Cootie Williams, 
Taft Jordan, Harold Baker, Cat Anderson, Shel-

ton Hemphill, trumpet; Ray Nance, trumpet, 

violin, vocal; Lawrence Brown, Claude Jones, 

Wilbur DeParis, trombone; Russell Procope, 
Johnny Hodges, alto saxophone; Al Sears, tenor 

saxophone; Jimmy Hamilton, clarinet, tenor 

saxophone; Harry Carney, baritone saxophone, 
clarinet; Freddy Guy, guitar, Oscar Peftiford, 
bass; Sonny Greer, drums; Kay Davis, Al Hib-
bler, vocals. 

* * * * 

Recorded May 1, 1962, the previously unre-
leased performances from Fantasy depart rad-
ically from Ellington's customary concept of 
album programming in that they are all de-
signed to feature one performer at length, in 
this case Paul Gonsalves. This was a signal 
honor for the tenorman, since not even his 
more deeply entrenched and mare widely ven-
erated sectionmates, Hodges and Carney, 
had ever had, under the Ducal banner, an 
entire album placed at their disposal. In typical 
fashion, Duke did not let Gonsalves know of his 
plans beforehand; he simply catled out some 
long-familiar arrangements arid instructed the 
tenorman to play through all of the solos for-
merly given to others. The result is a set of 
documents that rank among the most perfectly 
realized of any in Paul's wide-ranging canon. 
He was in remarkably good form that day, 

with his deep, rich tone, though somewhat less 
flamboyant than Ben Webster's, nevertheless 
with the same readiness as that of his idol. 

Perhaps it is precisely because his sound did 
carry less weight than Webster's that he was 
able to deploy his enviable technique to swifter 
ends. 

There is a nice balance of tempos through-
out, but surprisingly, there are no out-and-out 
ballads; this is particularly regrettable be-
cause Paul was so skilled in this medium. 
However, there are ample opportunities other-
wise to savor the lush fullness of his lower 
register, especially on such relaxed medium-
tempoed numbers as Happy-Go-Lucky Local, 
Caravan, and Just A-Sittin' And A-Rockin'. By 
1962, already world famous for his endurance 
and consistency, Paul achieves his tour-de-
force here on Ready, Go, a bright blues upon 
which he plays 19 successive choruses and a 
tIong unaccompanied coda. Needless to say, 
though the intensity builds at an even rate 
throughout, there is never once a flagging of 
ideas or integrity. 
The Musicraft album represents something 

far different from the Fantasy LP. First of all, it is 
a reissue of a group of very familiar 78s re-
corded for the original Musicraft label between 
October 23 and December 11, 1946; second, 
this same material was released a few year's 
back in the Prestige two-fer The Golden Duke 
(P-24029), as well as having appeared on no 
fewer than 14 other labels during the '50s; third, 
the title of the album is flagrantly misleading, 
for not only were various selections recorded at 
five separate sessions between the dates indi-
cated (not in concert), but this fact is clearly 
spelled out in the liner notes. 

Musically, of course, there is nothing to 
complain about. These are all, if not genuine 
classics, then at least very respectable per-
formances by one of Duke's better post-War 
bands. Most of the selections are designed as 
showcases for one or more soloists, with 
Hodges quite understandably receiving the 
lion's (or should I say "rabbit's") share of the 
spotlight. The other featured artists are 
Hamilton (Flippant Flurry and Part 1 of the 
Overture), Carney (Golden Feather), Nance 
(Overture, Part 2 and Tulip Or Turnip), and the 
entire section on Trumpet No End. Jam-A-Ditty 
is especially interesting for its band-within-a-
band voicing for Jordan, Brown, Hamilton, and 
Carney. —jack sohmer 

ARVO PART 
TABULA RASA—ECM 1275: FRAMES (Fox VIO-
LIN AND PIANO); CANTUS IN MEMORY OF BEN-
JAMIN BRITTEN; FRATRES (FOR 12 CELLOS); TABULA 
RASA. 
Personnel: Gidon Kremer, violin (cut 1); Keith 

Jarrett, piano ( 1); Staatsorchester Stuttgart, 

Dennis Russell Davies, conductor (2); 12 cellists 
pf the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra (3); Tatjana 
Grindenko, violin (4); Alfred Schnittke, prepared 
piano (4); Lithuanian Chamber Orchestra, 
Soulus Sondeckis, conductor (4). 

* * 

There is a story that Anton Bruckner, the great 
19th century symphonist, was seen one day at 
the organ of an empty church. He pulled out all 
of the stops and played the C-major triad— 

C-E-G—sustaining the chord for several min-
utes as he shouted into the vacant room, "How 
beautiful it is!" The incident is typical of 
Bruckner, who is celebrated for the straightfor-
ward purity of his music. But, of course, he 
never relied on variations of a single simple 
chord to build a symphony. No matter how 
appealing its purity, Bruckner recognized the 
beauty of that C-major chord as a musical 
element rather than music itself. 
Arvo Part, born in Estonia, USSR, in 1935 and 

now living in West Berlin, is enamored of a 
similar purity and simplicity of expression, 
what Erik Satie called a "musique pauvre," 
basic and spare both of ornament and inven-
tion. I suppose achieving such a music is an 
admirable goal, especially to those of a pu-
ritanical or, in the case of Part, Russian 
Orthodox turn of mind. In the hands of a very 
few composers—Bruckner, Brahms, Anton 
Webern, and John Cage among them—such 
musical "poverty" can be even more univer-
sally inspiring, a successful realization of what 
the architect Mies van der Rohe called the 
principle of "less is more." In less gifted hands, 
however, the elements of simplicity and purity, 
while often impressive in the momentary ef-
fects they yield, fail to cohere into music. They 
remain elements. 

Fratres (1977) is played on this album in two 
versions, one for violin and piano and one for 
12 cellos. Simple, close harmonies built on the 
string family's natural interval—the f ifth— 
structure this piece, which is written in what 
Part calls his "tintinnabuli" style. It is elemental 
and tonal, motivic rather than melodic, and 
executed—on violin or cellos—without 
vibrato. Open strings and harmonics, some-
times soaring, sometimes curiously cramped 
and rustic in the manner of early John Cage, 
abound. Indeed, in both versions, the piece 
recalls Cage and Alan Hovhaness: the chaste, 
grainy, and pastoral quality of Cage's ineffable 
String Quartet In Four Parts (1950) and the 
pentatonic hollow harmonies that glide 
through many of Hovhaness' symphonic 
works. Like Cage, too, Part seems espe-
cially—even perversely—concerned with the 
tension between music, a temporal art form, 
and art itself, an aspiration to timelessness. His 
music attempts to express stasis. The result is 
about what one would expect when a medium 
tied to movement and change is forced to 
evoke motionlessness and permanence. Bor-
ing. 

This is not to say that it lacks impressive, 
even affecting gestures. The Cantus In Mem-
ory Of Benjamin Britten (1976) is a chromatic 
work that employs an entire string choir in one 
long crescendo built upon a droning pedal 
point—a great welling-up and a final sigh. Yet 
it, too, leaves the impression of incomplete-
ness, as if we've heard an element of music but 
not music itself. 

Tabula Rasa (1977) lasts almost a half-hour, 
but its two parts still fail to be more than 
fragments. The first segment has more tintin-
nabulation, with gongs and highly colorful 
string harmonics. But its cyclical structure, a 
series of melodramatic crescendos over a 
trudging pedal rhythm that uncannily recalls 
the last movement of Prokofiev's First Violin 
Concerto, goes—where else?—nowhere. The 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
second part is again allied to Cage's quest for 
stasis. It comes off, curiously enough, like the 
slow movement of Vivaldi's Winter (from The 
Four Seasons) distorted through some le-
thargic nightmare of dull obsession. 
Commissioned by violinist Gidon Kremer, 

the work elicited the following response from 
the orchestra musicians when they first saw 
the score: "Where is the music?" As hapless 
Hamlet says in the play, that is the question. 

-alan axe/rod 

GEORGE BENSON 
20/20-Warner Bros. 25178: No ONE EMO-
TION; PLEASE DON'T WALK AWAY; I JUST WANNA 
HANG AROUND You; NOTHING'S GONNA CHANGE 
MY LOVE FOR You; BEYOND THE SEA; 20/20; NEW 
DAY; How ME; STAND UP; You ARE THE LOVE OF 
MY LIFE. 
Personnel: Benson, guitar, vocals; Michael 
Sembello, guitar, vocals (cuts 1, 3, 8); Randy 
Waldman, synthesizers, keyboards ( 1, 3, 6); 
Rob Mounsey, Synclavier (8); Clifford Carter (2, 
8), Neil Larsen (9), James Newton Howard (2), 
synthesizers; Daniel Sembello, DX-7 Rhodes, 
bass synthesizer (3); Robbie Buchanan, synthe-
sizer programming (4); Randy Goodman, DMX 
drum machine, DSX sequencer programming, 
synthesizer programming (6); Steve Kipner, 
DMX drum machine, DSX sequencer program-
ming (6); Dave Grusin, flute synthesizer, string 
synthesizer (9); Richard Tee, bass synthesizer (8, 
9), Rhodes electric piano (2); Barnaby Finch, 
DX-7 Rhodes (9); Randy Kerber, keyboards (10); 
Paul Jackson (4, 10), Cecil Womack (7), Dan 
Huff (4), David Williams (9), guitars; Marcus 
Miller (2), Nathan East (3), Anthony Jackson 
(7), Neil Stubenhaus ( 10), bass; Paulinho Da 
Costa ( 1, 3, 6, 9), Ralph MacDonald (7, 8), 
percussion; Errol Crusher Bennett, finger cym-
bals (7); Dave Weckl (1), Steve Ferrone ( 1), 
Carlos Vega (4), John Robinson (9), Rick 
Schlosser (W), drums; Cliff Magness, Russ 
Titelman, drum machine programming ( 1); 
Bryan Lee Janszen, Simmons drum program-
ming (8); Jerry Hey, Gary Grant, Kim 
Hutchcroft, Gary Herbig, horns (1); George 
Young, flute (7); Patti Austin (1, 3, 6), James 
Taylor (6), Linda Womack (7), Lani Groves ( 1), 
Gordy Grody (1), Richard Marx (4), Deborah 
Thomas (4), Roberta Flack (10), Darryl Phin-
nessee (WI David Cochran ( 10), vocals. 

* * * 

Let's give Gorgeous George a break. Let's face 
facts. The man is a pop superstar. All you 
bebop curmudgeons can forget about Benson 
reprising It's Uptown or his burning sessions 

with Jack McDuff. That's like waiting around for 
the Great Pumpkin to show up on Halloween. I 
mean, that stuff happened more than 20 years 
ago when young George was hungry and 
struggling. Now he likes his cars and his big 
home just fine, thanks. The man has paid his 
dues, so let's not begrudge him his success. 

It's too easy to be cynical about this album. 
From a jazz perspective it would merit no stars. 
Maybe a half. But you can't listen to post-
Breezin' Benson with the same ears you re-
serve for Cookbook or Blue Benson. Save that 
attitude for his current work with Jimmy Smith 
(Off The Top on Elektra Musician) and Stanley 
Turrentine (Straight Ahead on Blue Note), for 
instance. That stuff holds up under the strictest 
jazz scrutiny. But this album-it just ain't jazz. 
What's more, it never pretends to be anything 
more than slick, contemporary pop music 
geared for the airwaves and mega-sales. On 
that level 20/20 succeeds greatly. George has 
been consistently cranking out the most pol-
ished, engaging, and catchy pop music this 
side of Toto, and I'm sure he'll continue in that 
vein until sales begin to lag (and they haven't 
let up yet). 

Interestingly enough, where Benson's early 
mentors and inspirations were his elders (Wes 
Montgomery and Charlie Christian), his current 
mentors are his juniors. Though his Wes-like 
guitar chops are still very much intact (when he 
does happen to pick up the instrument) 
George The Singer seems to emulate the vocal 
stylings of Michael McDonald, Kenny Loggins, 
James Ingram, and other popmeisters of their 
ilk. Not bad role models, if you want to sell 
records. 

Musically this album has much in common 
with Al Jarreau's latest album (also on WB), 
High Crime. Many of the same sidemen ap-
pear on both records (Nathan East, Steve 
Kipner, Robbie Buchanan, Jerry Hey) to give it 
that signature modern pop sound. The title cut 
is a Jarreau-ish romp to the bright accompani-
ment of DMX drum and synth programs. Dig 
the hooks. James Taylor and Patti Austin add 
harmony vocals. This one is spelled h-i-t. 

Guitarist/songwriter Michael Sembello fig-
ures prominently in this album. He penned 
Hold Me and the catchy I Just Want To Hang 
Around with his keyboard-playing brother 
Daniel. He also cranks out flashy Rockman-
inflected solos on Hold Me and No One Emo-
tion, a frantic little ditty that sounds not unlike 
another Sembello composition, Maniac from 
the dreadful movie Flashdance. Please Don't 
Walk Away is a breezy pop affair penned by 
Toto's guitarist/songwriter Steve Lukather. Eh, 
just so-so. Stand Up is a mildly engaging 
instrumental penned by Neil Larsen which 
pretends to be a showcase for Benson's scat-
and-pick technique. If we're gonna talk about 
flaunting chops, I prefer Cookbook. 
Crooner George gets schmaltzy to the max 

in a duet with Roberta Flack on You Are The 
Love Of My Life. The saccharine string ar-
rangement here is just begging for a grandiose 
piano crescendo from Richard Clayderman. 
New Day is a polished love ballad with a 
country feel, penned by Cecil and Linda 
Womack and featuring Benson's golden fal-
setto. It's basically The Staples without the funk 
of Pops and the oomph of Mavis. Beyond The 

ART ENSEMBLE OF 
CHICAGO 

Sea is the album's token nod to jazz, featuring 
a stellar cast of fer-real jazzmen covering this 
old pop hit by Bobby Darin with Basie-esque 
flair. This tune is getting massive airplay on jazz 
stations and is probably the only cut on 20/20 
that jazz programmers would touch. 

Still, George is cool. He has nothing to 
prove-not by me anyway. He's the baddest 
guitarist on the planet, period. You know it, I 
think he knows it. Of course, badness does not 
butter the bread. And Benson has been dining 
well lately, indeed. 

-bill milkowski 

The Third Decade 
A RT ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO 

THE THIRD DECADE-ECM 1273: PRAYER FOR 
JIA480 KWESI; FUNKY AECO; WALKING IN THE 
MOONUGHT; THE BELL PIECE; ZERO; THIRD DECADE. 
Personnel: Lester Bowie, trumpet, flugelhom, 
bass drum, cymbal rack; Joseph Jarman, sopra-
nino, soprano, alto, tenor, baritone saxophone, 
bass clarinet, clarinet piccolo, Eb flute, C flute, 
conch shell, gongs, congas, tom-tom drums, 
whistles, bell rock, siren, bike horns, bass pan 
drum, synthesizer; Roscoe Mitchell, soprano, 
alto, tenor, bass saxophone, piccolo, C flute, 
clarinet bongos, conga, gongs, glockenspiel, 
whistles, bells, pans, bike horns, dinner chimes, 
wood blocks; Malachi Favors Maghostut acous-
tic bass, percussion, melodica, bass pan drums, 
electric bass, cymbals, belafon, cans; Fam-
oudou Don Moye, "Sun Percussion" (trap 
drums, bendir, bike horns, whistles, congas, 
djimbe, djun-djun, donno, bongos, timpani, 
chekere, conch shell, long horn, elephant horn, 
gongs; cymbals, chimes, wood blocks, belafon, 
bass pan drums). 

* * * 

Third decade? I thought it was the AACM, not 
the 17-year-old Art Ensemble of Chicago, that 
was born in 1965. A quibble maybe, but self-
consciousness about one's place in history is 
always a bad sign. For, just as the AEC falls to 
memorializing its own longevity, it also releases 
an album that, like its recent concerts, steers 
away from the process improvisation that once 
made it so provocative and toward a formated 
repertory. 

Four of the six tracks on The Third Decade 
course along fixed, old-fashioned paths: cere-
monious Celtic three-step on Prayer For Jimbo 
Kwesi; disco kick-drum on Funky AECO; slow 
foxtrot on Walking In The Moonlight; and me-
dium-fast bop on Zero. Even the transportive, 
ancestral chimes of The Bell Piece and the 
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aggressive group improv of the title cut 
backtrack familiar territory. Still, it's patented 
AEC country nonetheless, and there are some 
sweet if not world-shaking views along the way. 
Roscoe Mitchell's cat-footed rendition of a 

slow-dance big band romance written by his 
father (also named Roscoe, and pictured as a 
young man on the back cover) wobbles like a 
delicate, sentimental pond in the wind, com-
plete with out-of-tune "section" sound and 
wide vibrato, taking the ear directly to the 
heart. Lester Bowie's five amazing straight-
ahead bebop choruses on his Zero are as 
harmonically intelligent and articulate as any-
thing I've heard from any quarter—"avant 
garde" or otherwise—in a long time. Joseph 
Jarman's airy new synthesizer is promising, 
too, although here he only uses it to invoke that 
sentimental, two-chord schtick that Brit "new 
folk" groups like Silly Wizard milk a living from. 
And though the doodads and squiggles Jar-
man adds to the funnily appropriate tincan 
percussion on Funky AECO (a homemade 
Rockit?) are "correct," the tune itself seems 
merely a formal exercise to prove you can funk 
out without a million-dollar studio. 

Surely the Art Ensemble hasn't endured this 
long just to prove a point. (The passage of time 
hangs thematically over this album in every 
respect; it is dedicated to the late European 
roadie, Jo Harting, who died last fall in the 
same crash that killed Collin Walcott.) My own 
"third decade" wish to this unflinching quintet 
is that they not only continue to hold the 
enchanted ground they obviously have 
gained, but unearth new worlds as well. 

—paul de barros 

JAMES WILLIAMS 
ALTER EGO—Sunnyside 1007: BfACK SCHOL-
ARS; ALTER EGO; HAVANA DAYS; FOURPLAY; A 
TOUCHING AFFAIR; WALTZ FOR MONK; BEAUTY 

Personnel: Williams, piano; Bill Pierce, so-
prano, tenor saxophone; Bill Easley, alto, tenor 
saxophone, flute, alto flute, clarinet; Kevin Eu-
banks, guitar; Ray Drummond, bass; Tony Re-
edus, drums. 

* * * * 

ROBERT WATSON! 
CURTIS LUNDY 

BEATITUDES—New Note 11867: To SEE HER 
FACE; KARITA; JEWEL; E.T.A.; MINORITY; ORANGE 
BLOSSOM; BEATITUDES. 
Personnel: Watson, alto saxophone; Lundy, 
bass; Mu!grew Miller, piano; Kenny Washing-
ton, drums. 

* * * 1/2 

These two LPs are by and large the product of 
alumni of the University of Art (Blakey, that is): 
leader Williams and saxist Pierce from the 
Sunnyside album (also represented by pianist 
Donald Brown, who was Williams' replacement 
with Blakey and who composed this date's 

Havana Days and Waltz For Monk), and co-
leader Watson and pianist Miller from the New 
Note album. 

There's an edge of excitement to Williams' 
record that's as palpable as its aural mes-
sage—not only for the pianist's solos, but also 
for the protagonist's touch in his writing and 
leadership. The sidemen ignite brilliantly and 
the ensemble varies nicely from the standard 
Messengers-derived small group. The corn-

"ALL THE PEOPLE ARE 

SCREAMING FOR JOHN 

MCLAUGHLIN. AND THEY 

DON'T KNOW WHO I AM... 

PLAY THREE LONG IIELI) 

NOTES, AS IF I AM REACHING 

OUT TO YOU TO SHAKE YOUR 

HAND, ANI) SAY I AM YOUR 

FRIEND. AND THEY ARE 

WITH ME RI(iIIT AWAY," 
(Shioilior to 71re Record. 1982) 

Inventor of the 10-string 
stereophonic double violin. 
L. Slunikar has been a 
featured player with such 
diverse artists as Peter 
(;abriel. David Urne. 
Phil Collins. Prank Zappa 
and John McLaughlin. 
Shankar now steps to the 
front of the stage with Song 
For Everyone, his new 
tillnun with saxophonist 
Jan Garbarek. 

IMO 

posers (Williams and the aforementioned 
Brown) have voiced abstract, modal, latin, 
lyrical, and angular elements for the combo. 
Williams combines soprano sax, guitar, and 
flute or alto flute on the title cut and A Touching 
Affair— an obvious but little-used blend. 
Easley's flute solo on Alter Ego shows that 
certain distinctions between jazz and classical 
flute are often imaginary. (This album should 
open up some doors for Easley, who sounds 

SHANKAR 
Song For Everyone 

I '4-25016 

EC M  n si Ranordn and l'areannac Mandantunal and di•aribus,d h, Wank, Un. Ren.enb Inn. 1)55. K,:SI Ittvord. 
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George Duvivier, Butch Miles and the 
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jazz's greatest composers. 
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KIM STONE of 
SPYRO GYRA 
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The first bass of its kind 
designed to play like an 
acoustic bass. The Vertical 
Bass features Spruce Spring 
Bars (Patent Pending ) which 
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to vibrate as freely as they 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
adept on all his horns.) Pierce tempers his 
soprano tone to inhabit the mood of each 
tune—sylvan on Alter Ego, oboeish-Mid-East-
em-nasal on A Touching Affair—and his tenor 
solo on Waltz For Monk is a monumental outing 
recalling Coltrane's Someday My Prince Will 
Come solo from the Miles Davis LP of the same 
name. 
Eubanks guitar also functions as a single-

line instrument voiced with the horns on Black 
Scholars, Waltz, and Havana Days. The guitar 
solos are almost visual—tracer bullets of 
sound. Meanwhile, as a soloist Williams proj-
ects the intensity of McCoy Tyner and the 
springiness of George Cables. Excitement 
mounts cumulatively in his solos, rhythms 
dance on the edge of propulsion. Drummond 
and Reedus make all the soul, sweat, energy, 
and intellectual connections expected of a hip, 
1985 rhythm section. The Muse was on duty for 
this album. 
The first thing to say about the Watson/ 

Lundy album is that it's very clean. This in-
cludes a clear definition of ideas, an unim-
peded sense of direction, and fumble-free 
playing. It's largely Watson's showcase, as 
chief composer and expositor of themes. 
Lundy plays a supporting role; his is a selfless 
part, not a flamboyant one. Miller and Wash-
ington are good contributors to the overall 
design. 

Watson's years with Blakey saw him develop 
into an articulate improviser and composer of 
substantial contemporary tunes. To See Her 
Face and ETA. were previously recorded by 
Blakey and the Jazz Messengers on In My 
Prime Vol. 1 (Timeless Muse 301) and Straight 
Ahead (Concord Jazz 168) respectively. Here 
they receive the kind of concentrated perform-
ance discernible in a character study. If ETA. 
went any faster, the beats would blur together, 
but Watson would separate them with his 
crispness and metric balance. Washington's 
dry-sounding drums heat up the background 
like a brush fire on this tune. Gig Gryce's 
Minority burns, too. 

Karita, Jewel, and the title tune are Watson's 
other written themes. On Karita, a bossa nova, 
he spins thoughtful double-time lines in a 
singing tone. He and Miller carefully essay the 
ballad Jewel's dynamics and pretty se-
quences. The title cut involves some modality 
in its form and repeated licks by the soloists to 
generate excitement. 

But there's another principal here—Lundy— 
and he has composed a sad, sort of longing 
piece called Orange Blossom. Miller's solo has 
an intimately soulful, late-night feel. Watson 
gets about as blue as anywhere on the rec-
ord—he's not inclined to much tonal expres-
sion of the "blue" variety, which is one of the few 
drawbacks to his style. Lundy digs deep into 
his only solo on the album and lets the low 
notes hang in place and res000000nate. The 
contours of this solo recall the late Paul Cham-
bers. 
Lundy and Washington were once the 

elasticity and snap behind singer Betty Carter. 
Add Miller's crackling sound and laidback 
approach and Watson's pure alto tone, defini-
tive articulation, and strong compositional 
sense and you've formed a solid combo with a 
certain eloquence. — owen cordle 

ARTHUR BLYTHE 
PUT SUNSHINE IN IT—Columbia 39411: 
TUMALUMAH; PUT SUNSHINE IN IT; UPTOWN STRUT; 
SILHOUETTE; #5; SENTIMENTAL WALK (THEME FROM 
"DIVA"). 
Personnel: Blythe, alto saxophone; Todd 
Cochran, synthesizer, synthesizer bass, com-
puter drums, keyboards; Alphonso Johnson, 
bass, electric stick, bass pedal synthesizer; Stan-
ley Clarke, bass (6); Leon "Ndugu" Chancelor, 
drums (2); Michael O'Neill, guitar (2, 6); 

Paulinho da Costa, percussion (2, 6); Bruce 
Purse, 088 synthesizer (3); Gerry Brown, 
drums (6). 

* * 

DAVID SAN BORN 
STRAIGHT TO THE HEART -Warner Bros. 
25150: HIDEAWAY; STRAIGHT To THE HEART; RUN 
For: COVER; SMILE; LISA; LOVE & HAPPINESS; LOTUS 
BLOSSOM; ONE HUNDRED WAYS. 
Personnel: Sanborn, alto saxophone; Don 
Grolnick, keyboards; Hiram Bullock, guitar, vo-
cals; Marcus Miller, bass guitar, synthesizer, 
vocals; Buddy Williams drums, vocals; Ralph 
MacDonald, percussion (cuts 3, 5, 8); Errol 
Bennett, percussion (2); Michael Brecker, tenor 
saxophone (8); Randy Brecker, Jon Foddis, 
trumpet (8); Michael White, percussion (6); 
Hamish Stuart (6), Lani Groves, Vivian Cherry, 
Frank Floyd, vocals (8). 

* * * * 

As readers of Billboard are well aware, com-
mercially oriented pop-jazz sells. Despite a 
consistent hammering from the critics, a lot of 
unimaginative but slickly produced music— 
much of it bland fuzak—is bought every day. 
This is not necessarily such a bad thing: pop-
jazz certainly serves a purpose in the market-
place, and listenting to it can be the first step 
towards a deeper appreciation of jazz. 

Given that, it's enlightening to listen to these 
two albums and compare their effectiveness 
within the realm of commercial pop-jazz. The 
Sanborn album is certainly no surprise—he's 
been making LPs like this for years, and he has 
a large and loyal audience that knows exactly 
what to expect from him. The Blythe album is a 
shocker, though; it's totally unlike his previous 
work and aimed squarely at the pop market. 

If you're familiar at all with Blythe's work, the 
jolt on hearing Put Sunshine In It is consider-
able. There's no mistaking the keen edge on 
Blythe's sound, but here it's set against a 
cushion of synthesizers over a mechanical 
funk beat. As I listened for the first time, I found 
myself thinking that maybe this wasn't so bad 
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after all, that maybe listeners would go on from 
this album to strong albums like Light Blue or 
Lenox Avenue Breakdown. But the more I 
listened, the more I began to doubt it. Put 
Sunshine In It is, well. . . limp. It's funk with no 
spunk, all jive and no drive. 
From start to finish, Blythe sounds bored. His 

solos are distressingly monochromatic, and he 
never even pushes this material (weak to begin 
with) to its limits. It's positively irritating to listen 
to, and I get the unpleasant feeling that Blythe 
was pushed into this (or at least encouraged) 
by his record company. There's just no feeling 
of commitment here—it's hard to believe that 
the guy plodding through these tunes is the 
fervid improviser who made Bush Baby and In 
The Tradition. Worst of all, Blythe sounds un-
comfortable—heck, he even looks uncomfor-
table in the cover photo, as if someone had 
pointed a gun at him and said, "Smiler This 
record has no heart, and I don't see how it can 
do anything positive for Arthur Blythe, who 
deserves better. 

Sanborn's album, on the other hand, may not 
be much more profound, but at least it's got 
some guts. Sanborn injects emotion into even 
the simplest two-chord vamps, and he's cer-
tainly not afraid to take some chances when he 
solos. (Wouldn't it be interesting to hear him 
play with someone like Wynton Marsalis?) 

While much of Sanborn's music (and pop-
jazz in general) suffers from too much studio 
polishing, Straight To The Heart is a bit rougher 
and consequently more likeable. Most of it was 
recorded "live" in the studio, with a friendly 
audience on hand, and it has the sound of a 
gig in a small club. With Marcus Miller anchor-
ing a band of ace session players, the grooves 
are solid and sharp (if familiar), and there is just 
enough textural variety to make the tunes 
seem less formulaic. And Sanborn wails. 
Straight To The Heart may not be great art, but 
at least it's good music. Unfortunately, the 
Blythe album is neither. —jim roberts 

JOHNNY COLES 
NEW MORNING—Criss Cross Jazz 1005: SU-
PER 80; SOUND OF LOVE; MISTER 8; NEW MORN-
ING; UNITED; I DON'T KNOW YET. 
Personnel: Coles, flugelhorn; Horace Potion, 
piano; Reggie Johnson, bass; Billy Hart, drums. 

* * * * 

THAD JONES 
THREE AND ONE—SteepleChose 1197: IN-
STANT BLUES DISINSTANT; MY ONE AND ONLY 
LOVE; BUT NOT FOR ME; NIGHT MIST BLUES; MY 
ROMANCE; THREE AND ONE. 
Personnel: Jones, cornet; Ole Kock Hansen, 
piano; Jesper Lundgaard, bass; Ed Thigpen, 
drums. 

* * * 

One seldom gets the chance to hear Johnny 
Coles or Thad Jones leading a quartet. Both 
are highly respected musicians and reliable 
soloists in any setting, ana the foursome set-

ting highlights what they're made of. Coles has 
been a sideman in several important bands 
including Ray Charles and Charles Mingus, 
and he's risen from occasional obscurity to 
lead inauspicious album dates on which he's 
been accompanied by at least another horn. 
New Morning, recorded in 1982, is only Coles' 
fourth album as a leader—and he's approach-
ing 60. Jones, of course, has long-standing 
orchestra associations (he's recently returned 
to the Basie band as leader) and for all his 

For Contemporary Musicians 

subtle skill as an improvisor, albums like Three 
And One by him are virtually non-existent. 
The two here play cousins of the trumpet: 

Jones wields his customary cornet to achieve 
fat brassy notes, sassy in aspect and abstract 
in the designs they make; Coles seems to be 
playing a flugelhorn with either a shallow 
mouthpiece or a smaller than usual bore, 
getting a sharper definition of tone in his 
middle and upper registers. Coles' selection of 
tunes makes his album delightfully successful, 
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for there are sparely written compositions by 
himself and by saxist friends Charles Davis 
and Wayne Shorter. Only Mingus' Sound Of 
Love is an "extended" work, but it is enough of 
a ballad for Coles to extemporize on its reflec-
tive properties and develop it with a mellow 
reverence. Davis Super 80 and in particular 
Shorter's United are excellent brass vehicles. 
Coles wrote the title track, an intriguing 
thematic line based apparently on an E 
Phrygian scale that sustains a disturbingly 
beautiful atmosphere and coaxes "Eastern" 
sensitivities from Horace Parlan, who in typical 
self-amusement interpolates I Didn't Know 
What Time It Was into his solo. The joy and ease 
of this performance are evident on all the 
selections, and Coles has a tight sound and 
concentration of focus in his long improvisa-
tional lines. 
The Jones album leaves one a bit befud-

dled, though Jones' harmonic sensibility, once 
in the vanguard, is certainly a healthy charac-
teristic. But the uptempo selections fare much 
better than the ballads. Paradoxically, Jones' 
bent notes, substitute chordal progressions, 
suspensions, and his general inclination to-
ward the abstract—his standard arsenal of 
improvisational equipment—might have come 
off altogether better if My One And Only Love, 
But Not For Me, and My Romance didn't drag 
but were taken at slightly faster tempos. The 
brilliant interjections that ought to make his 
creations soar tend to result here in languor 
and meandering; inconclusive phrases stand 
out, and not because of Jones harmonic bent. 
He struts out to good advantage on pieces that 
allow him the pacing that serves his cajoling 
and range of humor. The crux of the paradox 
lies in his resilience to rise above the very 
phrase that boxes him in—one of the momen-
tary regenerative potentials of vacillation. 
The rhythm section for Jones responds per-

fectly to his broad cornet strokes, and pianist 
Kock Hansen should be credited for making 
the ballads lively. Billy Hart drives the Coles 
set, and I wish someone would mic Reggie 
Johnson louder (his sound isn't that big, and 
for 20 years engineers haven't helped him 
much). This rhythm team is fine for Coles 
nevertheless, for its support of his web-like 
designs. In Parlan, Coles couldn't have found a 
more sympathetic pianist. — ron we/burn 

IKE QUEBEC/ 
JOHN HARDEE 

THE COMPLETE BLUE NOTE FORTIES RECORD-
INGS—Mosaic MR4-107: TIRED; BLUE SKIES; 
HARDEE'S PARTEE; HARDEE'S PARTEE (alternate 
take); IDAHO (alternate take); IDAHO; WHAT IS 
THIS THING CALLED LOVE; NERVOUS FROM THE 
SERVICE; RIVER EDGE ROCK; SWEET AND LOVELY; 
RIVER EDGE ROCK (alternate take); C JAM BLUES; 
FLYING HOME (Part One); FLYING HOME (Part 
Two); TINY'S BOOGIE WOOGIE (alternate take); 
TINY'S BOOGIE WOOG/E; TINY'S EXERCISE; TINY'S 
EXERCISE (alternate take); SHE'S FUNNY THAT 
WAY; INDIANA (alternate take); BLUE HARLEM 
(alternate take); BLUE HARLEM; INDIANA; HARD 
TACK; HARD TACK (alternate take); IF I HAD You; 
MAD ABOUT You; FACIN' THE FACE (alternate 
take); FIN 'THE FACE; BLUE TURNING GREY OVER 
YOU (take one); BLUE TURNING GREY OVER You 
(take two); DOLORES; THE DAY You CAME ALONG; 
SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE (alternate take); 
SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE; I FOUND A NEW BABY 
(alternate take); I FOUND A NEW BABY; I 
SURRENDER DEAR; I SURRENDER DEAR (alternate 
take); TOPSY; CUP-MUTE CLAYTON; THE MASQUER-
ADE Is OVER (alternate one); THE MASQUERADE IS 
OVER; THE MASQUERADE IS OVER (alternate two); 
BASICALLY BLUE; SOMEONE To WATCH OVER ME 
(take one); SOMEONE To WATCH OVER ME (take 
two); ZIG BILLION (alternate take); ZIG BILLION. 
Personnel: Hardee, tenor saxophone ( 1-16); The 
John Hardee Swingtet (cuts 1-6)—Tiny Grimes, 
guitar; Sammy Benskin, piano; John Simmons, 
bass; Sid Catlett, drums; The John Hardee Sextet 
(7-11)—Bill Bivens, vibes; Jimmy Shirley, guitar; 
Benskin, piano; Gene Ramey, bass; Catlett, 
drums; The Tiny Grimes Swingtet (12-16)— 
Trummy Young, trombone; Grimes, guitar; 
Marlowe Morris, piano; Jimmy Butts, bass; 

LEATHERfœ your 
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ment. Fully padded for complete 
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L. send $3.00 to (Seu n ion 
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475 Valencia St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 

Eddie Nicholson, drums; Quebec, tenor saxo-
phone ( 17-49); The Ike Quebec Quintet 
(17-23)—Grimes, guitar; Roger "Ram" 
Ramirez, piano; Milt Hinton, bass; J. C. Heard, 
drums; The Ike Quebec Swingtet (24-29)— 
Jonah Jones, trumpet; Tyree Glenn, trombone; 
Grimes, guitar; Ramirez, piano; Oscar Pettiforcl, 
bass; Heard, drums; The Ike Quebec Quintet 
(30-35)—Napoleon Allen, guitar; Dave Rivera, 
piano; Hinton, bass; Heard, drums; The Ike 
Quebec Swing Seven (36-41)—Buck Clayton, 
trumpet; Keg Johnson, trombone; Grimes, 
guitar; Ramirez, piano; Grachan Moncur, bass; 
Heard, drums; The Ike Quebec Swing Seven 
(42-49)—Shad Collins, trumpet; Johnson, 
trombone; John Collins, guitar; Ramirez, piano; 
Hinton, bass; Heard, drums. 

* * * * 

This 1944-46 compilation covers a decidedly 
transitional period in jazz. Ike Quebec and 
John Hardee were tenor masters who matured 
under the influence of swing, and the Quebec 
sides signalled Blue Note's switch from tradi-
tional jazz and boogie woogie to modern 
swing; fittingly, since the saxophonist had 
worked with such well-known figures as Roy 
Eldridge, Benny Carter, and Cab Calloway. In 
the course of his career, Texas tenor Hardee 
recorded with Earl Bostic, Helen Humes, and 
Russell Procope, sitting in on one occasion 
with the Duke Ellington Orchestra. Ironically, 
both hornmen practiced an idiom that was 
being crowded out by bop on one side and r&b 
on the other. By the late 1940's, they were the 
victims of diminishing playing opportunities 
and waning interest. Quebec fell prey to heroin 
addiction but saw a revival of his career start-
ing in 1959 that produced Blue And Sentimen-
tal (Blue Note 84098), a should-be textbook on 
ballads. Hardee returned to his native Lone 
Star State to become the band director at a 
high school. 
The style-setting impact of Coleman 

Hawkins is implicit in both players, though 
annotator Dan Morgenstern also identifies Ben 
Webster's "arsenal of licks, growls, and 
shakes" in the unfairly neglected work of Que-
bec and Hardee. The formal verities of 
swing—vigorous full-bodied melody state-
ments followed by impassioned solos—are 
here in full-force and three-minute concision. 
The high points are many and there are f ive-
star performances scattered over the eight 
sessions—ultimately, not one selection falls 
short of interest. Through both takes of Blue 
Harlem, Quebec's laidback after-hours attack 
itself becomes the blues; relaxed modulation 
and great flaps of breath waving up from the 
undersides of phrases. Indiana's two takes, in 
contrast, find him urgent, blazing, hard-ac-
cented. 
The deep-toned Hardee displays compara-

ble approaches in River Edge Rock, Tiny's 
Boogie Woogie, and C Jam Blues, among 
other situations. Sidemen including Milt Hinton 
(whose rare bass solos stood out in the '40s), 
"Ram" Ramirez, Buck Clayton, Trummy Young, 
Big Sid Catlett, and Oscar Pettiford make their 
own notable contributions. But the springy 
note-bending guitar of Tiny Grimes, so elas-
tically inventive on Blue Harlem, leaves the 
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deepest impression. 
The Mosaic box contains 49 selections, of 

which 14 were never before issued, 14 availa-
ble only on the original 78s, and 21 intermit-
tently available on anthologies. Quebec has 
the larger representation (33 cuts) within the 
three hours of music that spans from funky 
blues and hard-swung romps to lit-from-within 
ballads. The lavishly illustrated booklet offers 
Morgenstern's track-by-track commentary 
along with biographies by producer Michael 
Cuscuna and a 1959-62 Ike Quebec discogra-
phy. General sound quality is good, although 
my pressing suffered from sporadic surface 
noise. 
The easy-to-love music gathered on these 

four records deserves renewed critical ap-
praisal and public enjoyment. Mosaic limited 
edition albums are available only through the 
mail: Mosaic Records, 197 Strawberry Hill Ave, 
Stamford, CT 06902. 

—peter kostakis 

VAN MORRISON 
A SENSE OF WONDER—Mercury 822 895-1 
MI: TORE DOWN A LA RIMBAUD; ANCIENT OF 
DAYS; EVENING MEDITATION; THE MASTER'S EYES; 
WHAT WOULD I Do WITHOUT You; A SENSE OF 
WONDER; BOFFYFLOW AND SPIKE; IF You ONLY 
KNEW; LET THE SLAVE/THE PRICE OF EXPERIENCE; A 
NEW KIND OF MAN. 
Personnel: Morrison, vocals, guitar, piano; Pee 
Wee Ellis, tenor saxophone; Bob Doll, trumpet; 
Chris Michie, guitar; David Hayes, bass; John 
AIlaire, organ; Tom Donlinger, drums; Moving 
Hearts band (6, 7); Bianco Thornton, Pauline 
Lazano, vocals 

* * * * 

Van Morrison has long held two public images: 
the accessible rock maestro and the arcane 
visionary. The mid-'60s had the young Irish-
man nurturing deep respect for black music 
that would soon, starting with the would-be 
five-star Moondance (Warner Bros. 3103), ex-
pand into a highly personal form of rhythm & 
blues. His acute yearnings to understand tran-
scendental matters, especially his Gaelic life 
force, were first revealed on the haunting '68 
classic Astral Weeks (Warner Bros. 1768). 
Through the years, recordmaker Morrison has 
seldom reconciled celebratory music with 
emotionalism enveloped in mysticism (vocal 
trances, poetic and jazz inclinations). Only St. 
Dominic's Preview (Warner Bros. 2633) and 
Into The Music (Warner Bros. 3390) of his past 
15 albums have fully caught his marvelous 
expressions of both music and vision. 

A Sense Of Wonder delivers on the promise 
of its title. An oft-stunning rapprochement of 
ecstasies, the new release actually has its 
beginnings in Morrison's late-'70s religious 
regeneration (Into The Music) and the spiritual 
motifs carried in the moody Common One 
(Warner Bros. 3462), and pop-fresh Beautiful 
Vision (Warner Bros. 3652). Morrison's typically 
fey romanticism inhabits A Sense Of Wonder, 
but his verbal excesses have been curbed and 
his introspection leavened by that strengthen-
ing faith in Creator and world. The forward-
propelled songs are immediately approacha-
ble without any evidence of pandering to 

commercial considerations. 
Two songs here are extraordinary. The 

rocker Tore Down A La Rimbaud explodes with 
a Morrison vocal startling in its authority, a 
gutsy tunefulness supported by a strong 
backbeat, glorious Moondance-era horn ar-
rangement, Pee Wee Ellis' apt saxophone spot, 
and febrile backup testifying. On the pensive 
title piece Morrison uses references to the 
seasons and an Ireland of yore as symbols of 
the state of his soul. Don't be put off: his 
committed lilt and brief recitation, above the 
band's restrained blend of folk, jazz, and rock, 
are inviting and hardly pretentious. 

New Orleans Piano and The Roots of Rock 
on Homespun Tapes 

Now you can learn blues, rock, jazz, and boogie woogie 
piano from a master! 

Here are five solid hours of Mac ( Dr. John) Rebennack playing, 
singing, and teaching, imparting his vast knowledge of music 
in a way that will make it valuable to all musicians. Although it is 
the keyboard player who will benefit most from these tapes, this 
is more than a series of piano lessons—it is an oral documentary 
of American popular music, and will be of wide interest to 
everyone who hears it. 

On these cassettes, Dr. John guides the player through the 
styles of great pianists such as Professor Longhair, Huey Smith, 
Fats Domino, Lloyd Glenn, Ray Charles, James Booker, 
Charles Brown, and many others. You'll also learn: 
• Lead and rhythm styles • Right hand improvisation • 
Walking basses • Turnarounds • Licks • Great solos 

More importantly, you'll learn the feel of the New 
Orleans and Mississippi Delta style, as well as 
numerous tips such as how to play 
with a drummer, making a band 
swing, song accompaniment, and 
much, much more. 

This package also contains a 
cassette of Dr. John's critically 
acclaimed solo album, Dr.John 
Plays Mac Rebennack! 

HOMESPUN TAPES • BOX 694 • WOODSTOCK, NY 12498 

Enclosed is $69.95 for Dr. John's five one-hour tapes and music booklet plus solo album on cassette 

packaged in deluxe vinyl binder (cassettes without binder $65), plus post. & hand. $4.00 U.S. & Canada. 

Europe $11.50 airmail (without binder $7.00), Asia & Australia $ 15.50 airmail (without binder $9.50). NY 

State residents add 7% tax. D Enclosed is $1 for full catalog of guitar, banjo, fiddle, mandolin, and 

other cassette-tape lessons on HOMESPUN TAPES. (Sent free with any tape order.) C.O.D. or credit 
cards accepted. Write or call (914) 679-7832, weekdays 9-4 p.m. D Visa D MasterCard 

Card number  Exp. date 

Signature  

Name  

Address   

City  State  Zip  

Send To. Homespun Tapes", Box 694D, Woodstock, NY 12498 
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AVAILABLE FOR 
THE FIRST TIME 
AT MIDPRICE 
($5.98 LIST) 

(Contemporary 3501) OJC - 151 

OJC • 152 (Contemporary 3507) 

01C • 153 (Contemporary 3511) 

OJC - 154 (Contemporary 3520) 

01C - 155 (Contemporary 7534) 

OJC - 156 (Contemporary 7535) 

OJC - 157 (Contemporary 7537) 

OJC • 156 (Contemporary 7536) 

01C-159 (Contemporary 7539) 

01C-160 

01C-161 

OJC • 162 

OJC - 163 

OJC - 164 

01C-165 

OJC • 166 

OJC - 187 

01C - 168 

01C - 169 

01C-170 

OJC - 171 

0)C-172 

01C-173 

OJC - 174 

01C-175 

OJC • 176 

OJC • 177 

OJC • 1713 

01C • 179 

0.)C • 180 

(Contemporary 7542) 

(Contemporary 7544) 

(Contemporary 7550) 

(Contemporary 7551) 

(Contemporary 3552) 

(Contemporary 7553) 

(Contemporary 7554) 

(Contemporary 7555) 

(Conternporary 7565) 

(Contemporary 7573) 

(Contemporary 7575) 

(Contemporary 7582) 

(Contemporary 3584) 

(Contemporary 7595) 

(Contemporary 7597) 

(Contemporary 7600) 

(Contemporary 7602) 

(Contemporary 7608) 

(Contemporary 7618) 

(Contemporary 7618) 

(Contemporary 7632) 

Howard Rumsey's 
Lighthouse All-Stars 
Sunday la, a La Lightho,,c 
Shelly Manne & His Men 
Vol I The West Coast Sound 

Barney Kessel, Vol. 1 
Easy Like 
Howard Rumsey's 
Lighthouse All-Stars 
Oboe/Flute 
Red Norse 
Music to Lysten to Red Nono By 

Barney Kassel with Shelly 
Manna, Ray Brown 
The Poll Winners 
Andre PresIn & Russ 
Freemen 
Double Play, 

Red Mitchell 
Presenting Red Mitchell 

Curtis Couacs 
You Get More Bounce oath 
Curbs Counce, 
Leroy VI Sextet 
Leroy Walks, 
Bob Cooper 
Coop' The Music ol Bob Cooper 

Harold Land 
Harold rn the Land of Jazs 
Ornette Coleman 
The Music of °matte Coleman 
Something Else, 
Benny Golson 
Benny Golson S New York Scene 
Hampton Hawes 
Four' 

Art Farmer 
Portrait of Art Farmer 

ttn eeee 
Gaol 

Barney Kassel 
Some Like b Hot 

GttretP1 of Together' 
André Preylnis Trlo 
bibs Prem.,' 
Helen Humes 
Songs j Like to Sing 
Shelly Manne 
• The Three • 6 'The Two' 
Gerry Wiggins 
Relax and Enjoy ill 

Joe Gordon 
Looter,' Good, 
Phineas Newborn, Jr. 
A World 01 Reno' 
Art Pepper Quintet 

,na  

Teddy Edwards 
Heart et Soul 
Hampton Hawes Trio 
Here and Now 
Berney Kessel 
Feeling Free 

Woody Shaw 
Sono Songs 

Send for a free 
discriptive brochure to: 

Fantasy, Inc., Dept. 585 
Tenth and Parker 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

RECORD REVIEWS 
Morrison originals A New Kind Of Man and 

The Master's Eyes are pleasant, straightfor-
ward notices of devotion, but they're under-
mined by banal lyrics no degree of feeling for 
Jehovah can right. Two instrumentals (a fairly 
new wrinkle to Morrison's songcraft) are de-
lightful: Boffyflow And Spike, a folk-rock reel, 
bounces along in the estimable fashion of 
British guitarist Richard Thompson or the Al-
bion Band, while Evening Meditation, with 
Morrison humming in quiet rapture, evokes the 
mystery of the night. 

His superb treatments of Ray Charles' What 
Would I Do Without You and Mose Allison's If 
You Only Knew come from the deepest re-
cesses of his heart and, er, soul. Choosing to 
cover Let The Slave, off Mike Westbrook's 
masterly album of William Blake's apocalyptic 
poesy (The Westbrook Blake, Europa 2006), is 
an inspired move by Morrison. He successfully 
lends drama to the allegory-heavy verse 
despite a somewhat strained and unfocused 
voice. His band, for once, seems lost. 

—frank-john hadley 

CRITICS' CHOICE 

Art Lange 
NEW RELEASE: Horace Silver, Live 1964 (Emerald). As familiar, warm, and comfortable as your 
favorite jacket; this never-before-released session sports a probing front line of Carmell Jones 
and Joe Henderson alongside the sterling Silver piano. 
OLD FAVORITE: Rahsaan Roland Kirk/AI Hibbler, A Meeting Of The Times (Atlantic). The ex-
Ellington crooner's regal Cary-Grant-cum-Johnny-Hodges phrasing is awe inspiring, and Kirk 
provides roller-coaster reeds and on-the-money obbligato. Hank Jones, Ron Carter, and Oliver 
Jackson are the satin-toned rhythm. 
RARA AVIS: J. B. Lenoir, J. B. Lenoir (Chess). Reissue of a two-fer from the '50s Chicago-style 
bluesman who combined topicality (I'm In Korea, Eisenhower Blues) with humor (Don't Touch 
My Head) and a wickedly biting introspection (Let Me Die With The One I Love—played as a 
jump boogie!). 
SCENE: The String Trio Of New York's resourceful, wry interaction surprises like a banker's 
three-piece suit atop red sneakers; at Chicago's NAME. Gallery. 

Michael Bourne 
NEW RELEASE: Ivan Lins, Juntos (Philips). Some of the best songs from one of Brazil's best 
songwriters; jazzily tropical hits revisited with Patti Austin, George Benson, Djavan, and 
others, 
OLD FAVORITE: Hoagy Carmichael, The Stardust Road (MCA). Some of the best songs from 
one of America's best songwriters; jazzily heartful hits revisited in the '40s, his first, Riverboat 
Shuffle, and greatest, Stardust, among others. 
RARA AVIS: Harvey Phillips, indefatigable and always fun, whether conducting 350 tubas 
playing Christmas music at Rockefeller Center or remembering his friend Alec Wilder with a 
Carnegie Hall concert and birthday bash at the Algonquin. 
SCENE: Bob Dorough and Bill Takas at Panache in New York City; jazz and songs and laughs 
and panache aplenty. 

Frank-John Hadley 
NEW RELEASE: Pablo Moses, Tension (Alligator). More incisive roots reggae from one of the 
masters. No matter if it's not as strong overall as his recent A Song and In The Future. 
OLD FAVORITE: Billie Holiday, The Golden Years (Columbia). Billie's " blues" feeling pervades 48 
evergreens from 1932-41. Sui generis. 
RARA Avis: Pam Windo and the Shades, It (Bearsville). Were life fair, Pam, not Madonna, would 
be the racy heartthrob of America. Ah ... wild, eccentric r&b (sorta) with hubby Gary on tenor 
sax. 
SCENE: Linda Dahl's Stormy Weather (Pantheon) is a well-written, informative, and thoroughly 
enjoyable book on famous and forgotten jazzwomen. Read it with Jazz Women (Stash) 
spinning on the turntable. 

Paul DeBarres 
NEW RELEASE: Alvin Batiste, Musique D'Afrique Nouvel! Orleans (India Navigation). The great 
clarinetist unifies a stunning variety of musical styles in this wild excursion, from classical to 
modern jazz to Old Time, under the shimmering banner of his New Orleans tone and wit. 
OLD FAVORITE: Ben Webster, Saturday Night At The Montmartre (Black Lion). Only Big Ben 
could have rung out such sounds on Londonderry Air. The perfect romantic dinner record, live 
from Copenhagen, with Kenny Drew on piano. 
RARA Avis: Docteur Nico, Mikalay (Africa New Sound). The reputed father of the chimey 
Congolese guitar picking we've been hearing so much of lately turns out a crisply produced 
and infectious new LP with Zairean singer Abeti's crackerjack band, Les Redoutables. 
SCENE: Orchestre Jazira at Brunel University, London. Ingenuous folksy stage presence, 
tightly wrought but roomy arrangements, and a huge range of musical savvy make this 
rainbow coalition of Ghanaians, Londoners, and Europeans one of the most endearing of the 
new London Afro-pop hybrids. 
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IVISIIINUON 7 
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DINAH WASHINGTON 
WISE WOMAN BLUES—Rosetta 1313: WISE 
WOMAN BLUES; No VOOT, No BOOT; MY LOVIN' 
PAPA; SHOO SHOO BABY; BLUES FOR A RAINY DAY; 
ARKANSAS; No LOVE, No NOTHIN'; Do NOTHING 
TIL You HEAR FROM ME; MELLOW MAMA BLUES; 
THERE'LL Be A JUBILEE; MY VOOT IS REALLY VOUT; 
MILLION DOLLAR SMILE; Au. OR NOTH/N.; AND HER 
TEARS FLOWED LIKE WINE; CHE WIN' MAMA BLUES. 
Pers I. Washington, vocals; Lucky 
Thompson 's All-Stars (cuts 1-3,5,9,11,13,15)— 
Thompson, tenor saxophone; Wilbert Baranco, 
piano; Karl George, trumpet; Jewel Grant, alto 
saxophone, clarinet; Gene Porter, baritone saxo-
phone; Milt Jackson, vibes; Charles Mingus, 
bass; Lee Young, drums; Lionel Hampton & His 
Orchestra (4,6,7,10,12,14)—Hampton, vibes; 
Snooky Young, Wendell Culley, Joe Morris, Dave 
Page, Lamar Wright, trumpet; Vernon Porter, 

Fred Beckett, Andrew Penn, Sonny Craven, 
Allen Durham, trombone; George Dorsey, Gus 
Evans, alto saxophone; Arnett Cobb, Fred Si-
mon, tenor saxophone; Charles Fowlkes, 
baritone saxophone; Milt Buckner, piano; Billy 
MackeII, guitar; Charles Harris, Ted Sinclair, 
bass; Fred Radcliffe, drums; Duke Ellington & 
His Orchestra (8)—Ellington, piano; Cootie 
Williams, Rolf Ericson, Cat Anderson, Willie 
Cook, trumpet; Lawrence Brown, Chuck Con-
nors, Buster Cooper, trombone; Jimmy 
Hamilton, tenor saxophone, clarinet; Hilton 
Jefferson, alto saxophone, clarinet; Johnny 
Hodges, alto saxophone; Paul Gonsalves, tenor 
saxophone; Harry Carney, baritone saxophone, 
bass clarinet; Ernie Shephard, bass; Sam Wood-
yard, drums. 

THE FATS WALLER SONGBOOK—Emarcy 818 
930-1: CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS; T'AIN'T No-
BODY'S BIZ-NESS IF I Do; JITTERBUG WALTZ; 
SOMEONE 'S ROCKING MY DREAM BOAT; AIN'T CHA 
GLAD; SQUEEZE ME; AIN'T MISBEHAVIN'; BLACK 
AND BLUE; EVERYBODY LOVES MY BABY; I'VE GOT 
A FEELING I'M FALLING; HONEYSUCKLE ROSE; 
KEEPIN' OUT OF MISCHIEF Now. 
Personnel: Washington, vocals; Eddie Cham-
blee, vocals (9,11), reeds; Charlie Shavers, Ray 
Copeland, Doc Severinsen (1-6), Reunald Jones 
(1-9,11), Clark Terry ( 10,12), Ernie Royal, Johnny 

• 

Interface 

Coles, Joe Newman (7-12), trumpet; Chauncey 
Welsh ( 1-7,11), Jimmy Cleveland (1-6,10,12), 
Sonny Russo (8,9), Melba Liston (7-12), Julian 
Priester, Rod Levitt, trombone; Hal McKusick 
(1-6), Frank Wess, Sahib Shihab (7-12), Jerome 
Richardson, Benny Golson, reeds; Jack Wilson, 
piano; Sebastian Muro (1-6), Freddie Green 
(7-12), guitar; Richard Evans, bass; Charlie 
Persip, Wesley Landers, drums. 

* * * * * 

Dinah Washington's talent was prodigious and 
diversified. There was no hollow ring to her 
boast that she could sing "anything, anything 
at all" for she bent musical genres to her will, 
commanding blues, jazz, r&b, gospel, pop, 
and even country. The newly issued Wise 
Woman Blues evinces young Dinah's artistry 
on mid-'40s ballroom pop fare and saucy 
blues; and long-buried The Fats Waller Song-
book (originally Dinah Washington Sings Fats 
Waller, 1958) besieges the entrenched canard 
that she was less a convincing jazz singer than 
a dynamic dilettante. 
When Dinah joined the Lionel Hampton or-

chestra in 1943, at age 19, she brought with her 
an astonishingly mature singing style, a fusion 
of righteous gospel-trained voice and the sen-
suousness of devil's music. Soon she was 
recording blues sides with Lucky Thompson's 
capable octet for Apollo, eight of which resur-

NEW 
DENON CD 
RELEASE! 

GOMEZ 
CN‘CK COREP, and SIEVE GADD 

featunng 

From the world's greatest jazz innovators 
comes an award-winning collaboration. Eddie 

Corea 
Gomez, Chick  and Steve Gadd join their 

unique talents to cre Japan 
ate GOMEZ. 

lhis unprecedented jazz recording received the"Gold Disc" Award from SWING JOURNAL, 

the pre-erninent jazz publication.lhis Reference Denon CD release was produced in  

bv Kiyoshi Ito u 32-track dig:1i» recorder sing a. 

Nippon Columbia Co Ltd 14 14. 4 Choine. Akasaka. Minato Eu. Tokyo. 10/ Japan Denon America, ro. .. re, Drive. Fdirtield. 
Audio Markel r rry,.  
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RECORD REVIEWS 
face on Wise Woman Blues. Dinah's clearly 
enunciated, piquant vocals, delivered with fa-
cility, make the tunes resound with urgency, no 
matter whether the lyrics are perceptive or 
banal. Especially incisive are her bald plea for 
affection in Blues For A Rainy Day and the 
emotionally complex lament over a profligate 
lover that is the title song. A suggestive novelty 
like No Voot, No Boot is explosive for showing 
her intense pride in womanhood. 
The album also includes several radio-

broadcasted numbers featuring Dinah with 
Hampton's band. The sound quality is some-
what uneven but of no hindrance to experienc-

ing Dinah's winning spontaneity; she elevates 
the commercial, jitterbug-happy material with 
characteristic warmth and glorious traces of 
blues tonality. Wise Woman Blues also has one 
number of Dinah performing with Duke Elling-
ton's orchestra, only weeks before her whirl-
wind life ended in late 1963. 
The late-'50s found popular, queenly Dinah 

brimming over with self-confidence and élan. 
So goes The Fats Waller Songbook. Mar-
velously mirrored in spirit by the powerfully 
swinging big band led by Ernie Wilkins, Dinah 
pays bright homage to the mischievous pian-
ist/songwriter whom she had worked beside 

back in 1942 in Chicago. Yet she seizes the 
songs as her own, in rapture to new husband 
Eddie Chamblee, seated within her loving 
gaze in the reed section. Ain't Cha Glad, then, 
becomes her (their) celebration of romance 
and Squeeze Me blossoms as a heart-flutter-
ing invitation to you-know-who. Ain't Mis-
behavin' comes across as her testimonial to 
the virtues of fidelity; Honeysuckle Rose, a 
duet with Eddie, makes for bandstand erot-
icism. Dinah's singing, with phrasing, intona-
tion, and all jazz powers in order, is altogether 
free of mawkishness. The marriage, by the way, 
didn't last long. — frank-john hadley 

Big Rigs, Diverse Cargo 

You get too many players, it's hard to keep 
that thing!" A gathering of musicians in a 
cafeteria, all elbows and feet amid instru-
ment cases, random patterns of black and 
white floor tiles, cups, spoons, ashtrays, 
remnants of sweet potato pie. They hum 
beneath the ceiling fan, talking shop, having 
just completed a difficult big band rehearsal. 

"That rhythm thing." 
The flow, the suppleness. 
"Look here," a trombonist directs, " it's like 

vehicles. Automotive vehicles. Cars and 
trucks have different functions, understand 
what I'm saying? Cars carry people. Trucks 
are designed to haul cargo." 
The half-dozen big bands reviewed herein 

move rather specific freight. They are con-
temporary because their music reflects cur-
rent trends and influences but also because 
they operate without the dance/entertain-
ment obligation which characterized bands 
of earlier eras. All six exist primarily to play 
the compositions and arrangements of their 
leaders. Judging by Papa Lips (CBS/Sony 
28AP 2881), the Bob Mintzer Horn Man 
Band may be heavier equipment than the 
charts of tenor saxophonist Mintzer merit. 
Convened in a New York studio, the 17-man 
band includes the Brecker brothers, Lou 
Soloff, Dave Sanborn, Pete Yellin, Will Lee, 
Peter Erskine. Execution is professional. 
Solos are capable and routine, although 
Marvin Stamm rips open a few seams near 
the end of the album. If this were furniture, it 
would be styled Studio Modern. 
The Williamsburgh Contemporary Com-

posers' Orchestra, on the other hand, is 
grass roots. Produced by Brooklyn's Wil-
liamsburgh Music Center, Contemporary 
Composers' Orchestra, Vol. 1 (WMC 3098) 
presents compositions by the band's co-
leaders, bassist/guitarist Gerry Eastman and 
saxophonist Joe Ford. The material is mod-
ern, with pleasant outer contours while within 
it's thick with dark voicings and particularly 
effective use of strings. The 15-member band 
includes two violinists (one doubles viola) 
and a cellist. There's an attractive trumpet 
solo by Longineu Parsons. I wish his section-
mate, Ambrose Jackson, whom I recall as a 
fine player, also had a spot. Ellington's I Got It 
Bad is sung, impressively, by Priscilla 

Cleaves. It's obvious that this band is impor-
tant to its members. Section and solo, these 
folks play like they mean it. 
The remaining bands are European-based 

outfits of the "international" sort, drawing 
inspiration and players from the global vil-
lage. The predominately Dutch Gilts 
Hendriks Construction Company, Sàmer 
(Vara Jazz 4215), was formed by augmenting 
saxophonist Hendriks' strong working quar-
tet (Stan Tracey, piano; Bert van Erk, bass; 
John Engels, drums) with six reeds and three 
brass. Hendriks looks like he deals pork 
chops by day and polkas by night, but is a 
first-rate jazz player and composer. The 
charts are reedy, pastel, austere—a breeze 
blowing through a sculpture garden. With the 
exception of turns on bass clarinet by Mi-
chael Moore and tuba by Tjeerd Oostendorp 
(an appropriate name for a brass bassist), 
solos are handled by the quartet. Tracey 
stands out, a clear, authoritative player with a 
natural affinity for Monk, early Cecil Taylor, 
and boppers like Kenny Drew. Hendrik's play-
ing is as thoughtful and fresh as his writing. 
His tenor solo on Berlin Dreiviertel sounds 
spontaneous, yet displays a preconceived 
logic, made all the more telling by his hollow, 
spookhouse sound. 

In this electronic age, acculturation is 
rapid and, too often, superficial. Mathias 
Rüegg, composer and conductor of the 
Vienna Art Orchestra, dabbles in music 
from a multiplicity of cultures behind a pos-
ture of "reverent irreverence" which denotes 
that it's all good fun, not to mention quite 
avant garde. Listening to Tango From 
Obango (Art 1002), a 1979 sampler of the 
group's efforts, is like watching a juggler 
keep an assortment of objects in the air. It's 
entertaining for awhile. Solos are generally 
uninteresting. Easily the best is Herbert Joos' 
fluegelhorn statement on Panta Rhei. The 
difference between this band's clever games 
and the Art Ensemble of Chicago paraphras-
ing and parodying their own heritage is the 
difference between a minstrel show and 
Richard Pryor. The orchestra is far closer to 
home with their recent The Minimalism Of 
Erik Satie (hat Art 2005), a two-record set that 
deals with works by the oddball French 
composer who died in 1925. The first record 
features orchestrations of Satie's brief piano 
works which then seque into "reflections" 
upon them penned by Rüegg. Sides three 
and four contain separate and lengthy ex-

temporizations upon Satie's Vexations by Ro-
man Schwaller (tenor sax), Lauren Newton 
(vocal), and Wolfgang Puschnig (bass 
clarinet) respectively, each accompanied by 
vibist Woody Schabata. The album is at it's 
best on side one, charming and playful, 
when sticking closest to Satie, but begins to 
drag even before the second record. Newton 
has considerable technique, but I find her 
free-form vocals nagging and the sound of 
her voice unpleasant, even chilling. 
Nevertheless, the value of Satie's music and 
the imaginative concept of this album make it 
significant. For a more positive view of this 
orchestra (and reasons why Europe is fertile 
ground for large "international" bands), see 
the feature article by Francis Davis in db, 
February 1985. 
The sizeable American contingent in the 

George Gruntz Concert Jazz Band '83 
includes Marcus Belgrave, Tom Harrell, 
Julian Priester, Charlie Mariano, Howard 
Johnson, Bob Moses, Sheila Jordan. This 18-
piece band has the resonance and benign 
might of a cathedral organ and Gruntz plays 
it like one. Much of Theatre (ECM 1265) is 
given over to theatrical pieces, an excerpt 
from World Jazz Opera, with lyrics by Amini 
Baraka, and The Holy Grail Of Jazz And Joy, 
with lyrics "after Alfred Lord Tennyson" and 
seats assigned at the Round Table to 
soloists. Sheila Jordan stars as Queen 
Guinevere, singing with all the warmth and 
humanity which Newton's voice lacks 
Mariano (Prince Gahmuret) is especially 
moving, but Belgrave's spot as Sir Gawain is 
far too brief. Program pieces like these could 
easily become affected, even silly, but corn-
poser/keyboardist Gruntz and his band han-
dle them with grace. 

Liveliest and most successful of these 
recordings is Brikama (SteepleChase 1188) 
by the Pierre Dorge New Jungle Orchestra. 
Where Rüegg seeks novelty, guitarist Dorge 
seems led to other musics by discovery of 
commonality. A striking symbol of his blend 
of European, African, and Afro-American ele-
ments into an organic (if unusual) whole is at 
hand in the band's most compelling soloist, 
saxophonist John Tchicai. Tchicai, who was 
born in Denmark of a Danish mother and a 
Zairean father, lived briefly in the U.S. during 
the '60s goldrush days of the new music. He 
became one of the music's heroes (The Jazz 
Composers Guild, NYC5, New York Art Quar-
tet) but remained a somewhat enigmatic 
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figure. His gritty tenor work on this LP, quite 
different from the translucent, snakeskin 
sound of his more familiar atto, reaffirms him 
as a major voice. Dorge, however, is much 
the leader of this Danish-African band. His 
curious guitar style keeps things percolating 
along with echoes of The Brotherhood of 
Breath and tipsy allusions to Sunny Adé. His 
strength of pen and personality subsume all 
sources into a loony, charming meld of jazz, 
African melody, and rhythm (the 14-member 
band has a six-piece rhythm section which 

includes bassist Johnny Mbizo Dyani), and 
lyric Danish melancholy. 
Back at the cafeteria, the trombonist has 

been going on about tones, colors, vo;cings, 
orchestrations, the weight and power of 
massed horns. The drummer crumples a 
pack of Pall Malls. "I hear what you're say-
ing," he grants, then makes one of those soft-
shoe gestures, a shoulder shrug of non-
chalant eloquence, the way Prez used to 
count off a tune, and adds, "but it's a bear to 
swing." —j. b. fig/ 

WAXING ON 

BIG BAND BLAST 

ERNIE WILKINS' ALMOST BIG BAND: MONTREUX 
(SteepleChase 1190) * * * * 1/2 
GAIT MacDERMOT'S NEW PULSE JAZZ BAND: 
BOOGIE MAN (Kilmarnock 8501) * * * 1/2 
ROB McCONNELL AND THE BOSS BRASS: ALL IN 
GOOD TIME (Palo Alto 8074) * * * * 1/2 
BLUE WISP BIG BAND: LIVE AT CARMELO'S (MoPro 
109) * * * * 
JOHN VON OHLENSTEVE ALLEE BIG BAND: LIVE 
(MoPro 106) * * * * 
PHIL WILSON AND THE BIG BAND MACHINE: LIVE 
AT JOE SEGAL'S JAZZ SHOWCASE (Shicih 116) 
* * * * 1/2 
DALLAS JAZZ ORCHESTRA: FAT MAMMA'S REVENGE 
(Unnamed record label) * * * * 
PETE PETERSEN AND THE COLLECTION JAZZ 
ORCHESTRA: JAZZ JOURNEY (Pausa 7163) 
* * * * 1/2 
ASHLEY ALEXANDER BIG BAND: PLAYS FRANK 
MANTOOTH (AM-PM 12) * * * 
BOB FLORENCE LIMITED EDITION: MAGIC TIME 
(Trend 536) * * * * * 
LOUIE BELLSON AND EXPLOSION: LOUIE BELLSON 
AND EXPLOSION (Pausa 7160) * * * 
MARK MASTERS' JAZZ COMPOSERS OR-
CHESTRA: EARLY START (SeaBreeze 2022) 
* * * * 

It is 1960-something, and the band—a dance 
band playing stock charts and other leftovers 
from the '40s—is sweltering on a parachute-
draped stage at one end of a college gym-
nasium. The leader counts off another dreamy 
ballad. Halfway through it, one of the trumpet 
players stands in his chair and delivers a 
dizzying solo where there never have been 
trumpets before. Later, the errant trumpeter 
explains, "I thought the music said, 'Take it." 
The musicians on these records aren't likely 

to mistake "Tacet" for "Take it"—or one note or 
rhythmic subdivision for another, for that mat-
ter. They're ferocious readers. They're knowl-
edgeable interpreters, too. And some are very 
young. 
One youthful influence that seldom made it 

to most of these records is fusion—the union of 
jazz and whatever, usually to the detriment of 
jazz. Not much wild, avant garde experimenta-
tion happens, either. It's a pretty traditional 
batch of records—conservative, you might 
say. Recent influences? Thad Jones crops up 

in lots of hair-raising ensemble passages. 
Elsewhere, certain corkscrew rhythms may 
have come via Toshiko Akiyoshi. These are two 
of the most innovative writers-for and leaders-
of big bands to emerge in the last 20 years. 
Earlier assimilations include the standard 
Fletcher Henderson reeds-vs.-brass format 
(perhaps updated by Quincy Jones), Gil 
Evans harmonic colors, some Kentonesque 
density, the basic Basie feeling of swing, an 
occasional Benny Carter-like lilting saxophone 
soli (mostly with soprano lead today), fleeting 
glimpses of Ellington's part-writing, and a taste 
of Mulligan's lovely counterpoint. Every ar-
ranger puts them together differently. What 
results is not a copy but a personal interpreta-
tion of tradition, sometimes an extension. Dig 
it, from East to West. 

Ernie Wilkins' Almost Big Band presents 
something different in its live-at-Montreux set: 
a 12-piece band (the leader's tenor makes it a 
baker's dozen) with the looseness of a 
combo—there are long stretches of soloist-
plus-rhythm only—and the power and depth of 
a big band. Wilkins contributed to the Basie 
book during the '50s (hence, the looseness), 
but he has added beautiful harmonic colors 
since then (e.g., his A Song For Ben Webster). 
Former Basie trombonist Richard Boone sings 
a moody blue portrait, Bird In A World Of 
People, with Sahib Shihab's alto quoting Bird 
and moving on to Eric Dolphy. Shihab (stun-
ning ballad bop), Jesper Thilo (warm running 
tenor arpeggios), and Wilkins (tenor romance) 
take solo honors on Webster. Bassist Mads 
Vinding has several solos (could Europe be the 
acoustic bass center of the future?), and drum-
mer Aage Tanggard, subbing for Ed Thigpen, 
electrifies (pre-plug-in terminology) every-
thing. Per Goldschmidt's bah work is strong 
throughout. The main attraction is the way 
everything—ensemble passages, solos, 
rhythms, colors, spirit—comes together. 
Galt MacDermot's New Pulse Jazz Band. 

another 12- piece group—this one based in 
New York and led by the keyboard player and 
Broadway composer (Hair)—is the exception 
to the rule in this list of bands. Rather than 
following Swing Era and post-Swing Era big 
band tradition, MacDermot mixes eras and 
styles—mournful New Orleans brass band 
dirges, German brass band music, Charles-
ton-era saxophones (MacDermot's use of the 
soprano, played by Allen "Wing" Won, owes a 
lot more to Sidney Bechet than to John Col-
trane), Ellington-like "jungle'. sounds, rock 
beats from the '60s, energetic electric bass 
lines from the '80s, and synthesizer sounds. 
His 15 compositions and charts follow "The 
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Legend of Boogie Man," as printed on the 
album cover, but more than this theatrical unity, 
there is the linear integrity of each tune. Mac-
Dermot conceives of arrangements as shifting 
foci of bass configurations superimposed with 
solo melodies, ensemble melodies, and vari-
ous countermelodies and dovetailing rhythms. 
The writing recalls Carla Bley—probably a 
case of mutually independent development— 
in its broad humor and harmonic gravity. Mac-
Dermot's synthesizer approximates wolves, 
birds, and the loneliness of the old West—all 
very appropriate to the story and all very 
rhythmically solid. The writing almost over-
powers the improvised solos—the best are by 
Seldon Powell on alto—and improvisation isn't 
much of an emphasis of this music, anyway. 
The writing is definitely interesting. 
Up in Canada, we get to Toronto-based 

Rob McConnell And The Boss Brass, a 
modern/mainstream band whose influence is 
spreading via the wide availability of valve 
trombonist McConnell's charts and records 
such as this one. The 22-piece band boasts 
french horns, which contribute to the cool-
brass quality of Darn That Dream. It's a band 
that can play an airy chart such as the leader's 
Phil Not Bill and turn around and shout the 
blues righteously (McConnell's Can't Stop My 
Leg). Soloists? They're all over the place, but 
guitarist Ed Bickert on Leg and flugelhornist 
John MacLeod on Ecaroh sound especially 

meaningful. Loonis McGlohon's Songbird gets 
a royal ensemble treatment full of beautiful 
lines and counterlines. So . . . this is a mature 
band that covers a variety of music very con-
vincingly. 

Cincinnati's Blue Whip Big Band explores a 
wide range of material, too, on its live-in-
California disc. Ernie Wilkins arranged a delib-
erately dated-sounding Rockin' In Rhythm, but 
band members Al Kiger and Larry Dickson 
scored the rest, including Strayhorn's Blood-
count, Konitz' Subconscious-Lee, Cedar 
Walton's Bolivia, and others. The charts feature 
lots of leads and solos by alto and soprano 
saxophonist Mike Andres, a warm, fluid player. 
Pianist Steve Schmidt enlivens Bolivia with 
dancing fingers. In fact, Schmidt, bassist Lynn 
Seaton, and drummer John Von Ohlen are 
among the ensemble strongholds of this 
album. The charts are efficient and well played 
and reflect the middle of the mainstream. 
The Indianapolis- based John Von Ohlen/ 

Steve Allee Big Band has, in addition to the 
usual big band horn sections, a six-man 
rhythm section (including Von Ohlen's drums 
and Allee's acoustic and electric piano). Allee's 
writing intersperses vibes/organ/piano block 
chord passages among latin percussion, 
unison horn lines, thick chord voicings a la 
Thad Jones or Gil Evans, and driving drum 
accents. The program ranges from subtle, 
tone poem-like material (Allee's Danse Of 

CHICK CoREA 
wrrit STEVE KUJAIA 

%lee 

V4-25013 

"I don't think of it as a 

mystery, where someone 

takes over and plays the 

music through me. I'm 

doing the playing, but 

I'm deciding not to know 

what I'm going to play... 

It's like walking a tight 

wire, where each deci-

sion about balance is 

made instant by instant:' 

(Chick Corea to 

Keyboard Magazine, 

1983) 

Pianist and six- time Grammy-winner Chick Corea is 
known for bringing compositional clarity to impnreisa 
tion.  Voyage brings Corea into die studio with flute 
player Stew Kujakt for their first-ever duet LP 
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Siam) to straightahead shouting and swinging 
(Fats Waller's The Joint Is Jumpin'). In between 
come charts that are a bit more modern (more 
modal, floating, and spacious) than the Blue 
Wisp's program. Tenor saxophonist Harry 
Miedema brings back Coltrane's sheets-of-
sound period in a pair of outstanding solos. 
One of those occurs on Allee's Algeria, an 
atmospheric tune that shows just how good 
this band can sound. 
The third Midwestern band in this series is 

the Big Band Machine. a Chicago-based 
outfit that often invites guest soloists to its gigs. 
Trombonist and jazz educator Phil Wilson. in 
his stint with BBM, reminds us that his instru-
ment operates on the physical principle of a 
slide and that the traditional principles of big 
band writing are far from exhausted. His charts 
emphasize swing, the blues in jazz, antiphonal 
voices, humor, and fresh rhythmic ideas. There 
are five Wilson originals plus 01' Man River 
(great 12/8 feeling here) and There's A Boat 
Oat's Leavin' Soon For New York. The band 
(average age in the horns is 23) engages in 
some fancy no-fault playing, with sterling trum-
pets, a slugging rhythm section that keeps 
things limber like a whip just before it cracks, 
and the leader—his name is Rich Daniels; he's 
24—adding Budd Johnson-inflected soprano 
saxophone solos. Ah, but Wilson is the spice, a 
man who covers the whole history of his instru-
ment and has a great time doing it. He's a 
monster. 
Heading southwest, this big band tour ar-

rives in Texas, home of the Dallas Jazz Or-
chestra. Leaders and trumpeters Galen Jeter 
and Byron Parks employ a variety of compos-
ers and arrangers from outside the band, but 
the writers are like-minded in their uses of 
contemporary devices—soprano-led saxo-
phone solis, ensemble passages where the 
rhythm section drops out, spread voicings and 
tight brass choir motion, a smattering of funk-
rock (Pete Lengyel's title cut), and a hyperac-
tive rhythm section. Trumpeter Chuck Willis 
brings a cutting edge and an airborne fire to 
his superb darting solos on Paul Baker's Merlin 
and Dave Robertson's Rackafracker. Mack 
Dougherty's guitar is prominent in a George 
Benson hum-cum-single line bit on Baker's 
ballad Elise. Like the Von Ohlen/Allee band, 
the DJO gets most of its inspiration from the 
'60s forward. 
Some of the musicians from the DJO appear 

with Pete Petersen And The Collection Jazz 
Orchestra, another Dallas-based band, this 
one led by a baritone saxophone-playing com-
mercial airline pilot. The charts—seven by Don 
Schamber, one by Rick Stitzel—are friendly 
brass-vs.-reeds variations, mostly on standard 
pop tunes. The rhythm section (including 
rhythm guitar—always a help in a big band— 
played by Kim Platko) is first-rate in terms of 
swing, unity, blend with the horns, and dynam-
ics. On a lot of Schamber's arrangements, an 
occasional voicing reminiscent of Henry Man-
cini floats breezily through the horns. Good 
soloists abound—alto saxophonist Phil 
Chester on Time After Time, tenor saxophonist 
Pete Whitman on Schamber's jazz waltz Pass-
ing Fancy, trumpeter Dave Alexander on l 
Can't Get Started, and trombonist (superbon-
ist!) Ashley Alexander (father of Dave) on How 
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Deep Is The Ocean. The album subtitle says, 
"Featuring Ashley Alexander." The credits say, 
"Rehearsed, Conducted, and Produced by 
Ashley Alexander," but Ocean is his only solo 
appearance. The band is a good one for 
togetherness. 
The Ashley Alexander Big Band, based in 

California, where the trombonist resides and 
juggles positions with Mt. San Antonio Col-
lege, the Saskatchewan School of the Arts, the 
Matteson-Phillips Tubajazz Consort, and the 
National Stage Band Camps, seems aca-
demic after the Petersen band. Frank Man-
tooth's writing has a Kentonish cast at times, 
but he has listened to Thad Jones, too. The 
charts are competent but not all that interesting 
one after the other. Alexander has a larger solo 
role here than on the Petersen album, and he 
jumps from the superbone's slide to its valves 
smoothly. Compared to Phil Wilson, he has a 
tighter tone and a more compact boppish solo 
style (e.g., Secret Love, Spring Can Really 
Hang You Up The Most, and Mantooth's Mixoly-
dian Soul Frog). Alto saxophonist Matt 
Catingub's solo on Outside St. Louis, a takeoff 
on St. Louis Blues, is brash, boppish, and 
excellent. The best performance is Mantooth's 
Latin Schizophrenia, which gibes the notion 
that all bossas are cool—this one has its share 
of aggressive, stimulating lines—and which 
gives the composer a nice, vibes-like outing on 
electric piano. Nick Ceroli plays drums. Re-
member that name. 

If Ceroli sounds good on the Alexander 
album, he sounds like the best big band 
drummer in the world with the Bob Florence 
Limited Edition, another California band. And 
Florence's band sounds like one of the best 
bands in the world. All six compositions and 
arrangements are by the pianist/leader, and 
they're full of neat melodies, subtle ensemble 
details (check out the bubbling clarinets on the 
title track), mesmerizing and surprising colors, 
controlled dynamics, clear part-writing, and 
excellent solos. One thing that separates this 
band and this album from some of the others, 
as fine as they are, is the maturity of the 
soloists. They're all West Coast studio veter-
ans. Alto saxophonist Lanny Morgan flies non-
stop through the scary uptempo of Rhythm 
And Blues. Bob Cooper simply hangs a lyrical 
minor-key tenor solo in place on Industrial 
Strength Stomp, and trumpeter Steve Huff-
steter follows him with equal artistry. How many 
players have the patience and reserve to build 
such solos? Baritone saxophonist Bob Efford, 
trombonist Charlie Loper, reedman Dick 
Mitchell, and trumpeter Warren Luening are 
others. The rhythm section of Florence, Ceroli, 
and bassist Joel Di Bartolo isn't a trio, it's a 
triumvirate, one that gives this band Magic 
Time to match magic writing. A beautiful, beau-
tiful album. 
Louie Bellson And Explosion, another 

group of West Coast studio monsters, suffers 
by comparison with the Florence band be-
cause of the various arrangers' attempt to get a 
"contemporary" sound. The charts don't al-
ways serve the best interests of jazz. A funky 
almost-disco beat inserted into I Can't Get 
Started cheapens a good Conte Candoli 
trumpet solo, for example. Bellson meanwhile 
reminds us that it's a drummer's band. His 
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RECORD REVIEWS 
driving, flamboyant stickwork on his Skin Deep 
and his tuned-drums melody on former boss 
Duke Ellington's Don't Get Around Much Any-
more carry flash and precision to a fine art. The 
other soloists—Chuck Findley and Ron King 
(trumpet and flugelhorn), Ted Nash and Joe 
Romano (altos), Pete Christlieb and Don 
Menza (tenors), and Ross Tompkins (piano)— 
are hip enough, but the charts by John 
Bambridge, Sammy Nestico, and others could 
have given them more inspiration. 
Mark Masters' Jazz Composers Or-

chestra employs charts by various arrangers 
associated with Stan Kenton. This fourth West 
Coast band expertly recaps those cliff-hang-
ing cutoffs, add-an-instrument entrances, high 
brass parts, and melancholy trombone combi-

nations purveyed by the late pianist and 
bandleader. The ballads—Ken Hanna's Sep-
tember Morn and arrangement of You Must 
Believe in Spring and Hank Levy's version of A 
Time For Love—top the program. Dan House's 
alto is the strongest solo voice (memories of 
early Art Pepper here), but the others are 
certainly respectable. Masters doesn't play, 
but he knows how to direct and bring out the 
best in the music. 
Coda: The ratings are high because most of 

the bands deserve stars for integrity and 
craftsmanship. The distinctions between stars 
and half-stars reflect maturity, originality, ex-
citement, surprise, variety, and the ability to 
swing together. "Take it" for what it's worth: this 
is a healthy batch of bands. —owen cordie 

NEW RELEASES 

(Record Companies: For listing in the 
monthly New Releases column, send two 
copies of each new release to Art Lange, 
db, 222 W. Adams, Chicago, IL 60606.) 

SAVOY 

Dizzy Gillespie, reissue of '46 octet and '50 
orchestral sides in original packaging plus 
updated notes, THE DIZZY GILLESPIE STORY. 
Cannonball Adderley, debut disc from the 
Floridian altoist, circa '55, PRESENTING CAN-
NONBALL. Milt Jackson, vibist's '56 quintet 
includes Lucky Thompson, THE JAZZ SKYLINE. 
Wild Bill Davison, and the usual '51-52 
Chicago-style crew originating RINGSIDE AT 
CONDON'S. Yusef Lateef, exotic changes, 
mid-'50s style, with roots in the blues, JAZZ 
FOR THE THINKER. Joe Turner, premier blues 
shouter wails a dozen '46-47 tracks, AND THE 
BLUES'LL MAKE YOU HAPPY TOO. Boyd 
Raeburn, adventurous big band charts high-
light this '45-46 reissue, MAN WITH THE HORNS. 
Various Artists, Wardell Gray, Dexter Gor-
don, Hampton Hawes, Sonny Criss and oth-
ers from '47 jam a JAzz CONCERT WEST COAST. 
Various Artists, '57 varieties of tunes from 
Frank Wess, Sonny Redd, Sahib Shihab, Yu-
sef Lateef and others, JAZZ IS BUSTING OUT ALL 
OVER. Sahib Shihab, fronts two '57 sextets w/ 
the same front line (his bah, Phil Woods & 
Benny Golson), JAZZ SAHIB. 

CONCORD JAZZ 

Various Artists, George Wein leads from the 
keyboard Scott Hamilton, Slam Stewart, Nor-
ris Turney, Warren Vache, & Oliver Jackson, 
THE NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL ALL-STARS. Joe 
Newman/Joe Wilder, impeccable swing 
trumpeters team up in quintet material ar-
ranged by Franks Wess & Foster, HANGIN' 
OUT. Tania Marla, fiery latin stylings caught 
live, WILD! Dave Brubeck, a half-dozen orig-
inals and one standard dedicated to the 
pianist's wife, FOR IOLA. Jeannie/Jimmy 
Cheatham, soulful songstress/pianist and 
tromboning husband join all-star cast for 
blues-drenched outing, SWEET BABY BLUES. 

DISCOVERY 

Clare Fischer, keyboarder joins Salsa 
Picante for a latin romp, CRAZY BIRD. Nash-
ville Jazz Machine, big band swing from the 
c&w capitol, WHERE'S ELI. Sarah Vaughan, 10 
classic '45-47 numbers including the title 
track w/ Bird & Diz, LOVER MAN. Lisa Rich, 
appealing singer's debut reissued, LISTEN 

HERE. 

LANDMARK 

Yusef Lateef, exotic reedman returns to 
African roots with indigenous drum backing, 
IN NIGERIA. Bobby Hutcherson, West Coast 
vibes vet joins Branford Marsalis' saxes and 
Philly Joe Jones' drums, GOOD BAIT. Keith 
MacDonald, premiere recording of stan-
dards by well-rounded pianist, THIS IS. 

CRISS CROSS 

Kirk Lightsey, pianist's '83 trio outing fea-
tures tunes by saxists Shorter, Rollins, Hen-
derson, and Griffin, ISOTOPE. Kenny Barron, 
'83 trio with Buster Williams and Ben Riley 
tackles standards, GREEN CHIMNEYS. Jimmy 
Raney, plectrist's '81 quartet includes son 
Doug's guitar, RANEY '81. Warne Marsh, '82 
querying quartet (Hank Jones, George Mraz, 
Mel Lewis) reaches STAR HIGHS. Doug 
Raney, guitarist's '83 sextet adds a pair of 
Scandinavian saxists, MEETING THE TENORS. 
Johnny Coles, trumpeter's '82 quartet in-
cludes the ubiquitous Parlan piano, NEW 
MORNING 

STASH 

Various Artists, '30-41 recordings by Ray 
Noble, Artie Shaw, the Dorseys, and the like, 
compiling A COLE PORTER COLLECTION. Max-

ine Sullivan, ageless singer newly waxes 
THE GREAT SONGS FROM THE COTTON CLUB. Earl 
Coleman, romantic vocalist returns to re-
cording with 10 chestnuts, STARDUST. Greg 
Packham, guitarist fronts kinetic septet in 
search of ACTION-REACTION. 
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INDEPENDENTS 
Horace Silver, first release of classic comps 
by Silver/Joe Henderson/Carmell Jones 
quintet, from Emerald Records, LIVE 1964. Ray 
Drummond, strong, versatile bassist leads 
quintet w/ Branford Marsalis/Manny Boyd 
front line, from Nilva Records, SUSANITA 
Charles Davis, Big Apple vet blows straight-
ahead tenor, from Nilva, SUPER BO. Bill Sax-
ton, underrated saxist debuts w/ trio/quartet 
accompaniment, from Nilva, BENEATH THE 
SURFACE. Victor Mendoza, vibist/marimbist 
and a gang of cohorts hit vinyl w/ latin beat, 
from Tortilla Records, VICTOR MENDOZA. 
David Matthews, all-star cast cuts the charts 
of this popular arranger/composer, from GNP 
Crescendo, ICE—FUSE ONE. 
Jerry Coker, saxist/teacher plays live in 

Florida and molds, via Revelation Records, A 
RE-EMERGENCE. Per Henrik Wallin, Swedish 
pianist and his trio are introduced to an 
American audience, from Revelation, 4TH 
BALCONY JUMP. Danny Mixon, former Mingus 
keyboarder premieres his trio ( plus guests), 
from Cinderella Records, MOON' WITH MIXON. 
Roseanne Vitro, songstress pops up with 
sterling accompaniment, from Texas Rose 
MUSIC, LISTEN HERE. Scott Robinson, plays 
all manner of brass and reeds in mostly 
mainstream outing, from MultiJazz Records, 
MULTIPLE INSTRUMENTS. Joy Spring Jazz 
Quintet, Clifford Brown-inspired band does 
their independent thing, from Njoy Records, 
RETRY. Jimmy McConnell, K.C. trumpet/ 
flugelist backed by big band, from Fifth 
Street Records, IN THE WIND. 

Charlie Rouse, Monk's main man bops 
out with Red Rodney in tow, from Uptown 
Records, SOCIAL CALL. Claude Bolling, high-
charting classical/jazz fusionist seduces an 
old love—big bands, from CBS Records, LIVE 
AT THE MERIDIEN. Bob Thompson, key-
boarder composes lyrical settings for John 
Blake's violin and others, from Rainbow Rec-
ords, 7 IN 7 our. Bill Reichenbach, highly 
thought-of Hollywood trombonist fronts fast 
company, from Silver Seven Records, QUAR-
TET. Hot Mustard Jazz Band, good-time 
music from a veteran bunch of swingers, 
from Dave Burns Music, HAPPY FEET. Carl 
Arter, Pittsburgh pianist plunders his 
songbag for eight originals, from Earwig 
Records, SONG FROM FAR AWAY. 
Shad Weathersby, guitarist/vocalist wrote 

all the songs 'cept one by guest George 
Winston, from Dancing Cat Records, LIGHT 
OUTSIDE THAT DOOR. David Onderdonk, styl-
istically varied mostly acoustic guitarist plays 
solos and a pair of duets w/ synth, from 
Quaver Records, CLOSE CALL. Fred Simon, 
multifaceted keyboarder from Simon & Bard 
cuts solo album, from Quaver, sHoFrr STORY. 
Wall Matthews, all-but-one original pieces 
from the Baltimorean, via Clean Cuts Rec-
ords, SOLO PIANO AND GUITAR. Norman 
Salant, new wave saxist straddles rock and 
jazz styles, from C.D. Presents, SAX TALK. Bill 
Hodges, guitarist's trio creates " sonic 
shapes," from Expansion Records, EXPAN-
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10 
REASONS WHY A 

CREATIVE MUSICIAN 
CANNOT AFFORD TO BE 
WITHOUT THIS BOOK! 

I. If yo are a creative player from the "self.taught school who some 
tunes regrets not having a formal musical education, THIS IS THE 
BOOK FOR YOU! 

2. If you are a creative talent who has a formal education but came to 
find out that you were taught in a manner ,inapplicable to 90% of the 
work available to professional musicians. THIS IS THE BOOK FOR 
YOU! 

3. If you are a classically trained musician who would like to supple. 
ment your income with gigs that require improvising but you lack an 
improviser's understanding of music. THIS IS THE BOOK FOR YOU! 

4. Not a mere presentation of facts: you receive a course of study in 20 
lessons with homework assignments. 

5. You receive the same information taught in conservatories ex. 
plained so that you can understand it from o practical application to 
the American musical idioms. 

6. You will find that this book communicates with the intuitive nature 
of a creative musician, providing you with the type of insight and un-
derstanding that builds self.confidence. 

7. This is the type of book that actually helps you to grow musically. 
Many musicians are already proclaiming how they found themselves in 
a "different place upon completion of the course. 

8. Some of the world's most highly acclaimed jazz artists are presently 
studying from this book. Saxophone and flute great JAMES MOODY 
was quoted recently as saying, "This book has helped me already — I 
take it with me when I go on the road. I recommend it highly to any 
serious musician on any level." 

9. EARN EXTRA INCOME! Book can be used as a textbook in 
private reaching practice. 

10. You receive a thorough education in basic skills and how to apply 
them for less than the price of a fake book of the same volume and 
thickness! "Theory and Musicianship for the creative Jazz 
Improvisor" comes with over 200 pages of clear, double spaced print 
and over 400 professionally notated examples. You learn: 

HOW TO UNDERSTAND KEY CENTERS 
THE PRINCIPLES BEHIND MODULATION 
THE THEORY OF CHORD PROGRESSION 
HOW TO ANALYZE TUNES PROPERLY 
HOW TO MANIPULATE THE HARMONY OF A TUNE 
HOW TO TRAIN YOUR EAR 
HOW TO MEMORIZE TUNES EASILY 
HOW TO INCREASE YOUR REPERTOIRE 
HOW TO PLAY IN ALL KEYS 
HOW MODES WORK AND HOW TO USE THEM 
HOW TO CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN ORIGINAL SCALES 
HOW TO CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN RUNS 

Plus many more of the professional skills necessary for successful im 
provising! 

FREE GIFT 
You can receive a current stereophonic jazz LP by simply including a 
modest postage and handling fee with your order. " Solo Recital- by 
Michael Longo is currently being played on JAZZ RADIO and selling 
in retail stores for $7.95. 

This fine jam piano album can be yours ABSOLUTELY FREE by in. 
cluding 21.50 postage and handling with your order. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
If for any reason you are dissatisfied with "Theory and Musicianship 
for the creative Jazz Improviser" you may return it to us within four. 
teen days for a full refund (less postage and handling charges( and keep 
the FREE GIFT to boot! 

HOW TO ORDER 
Send check or Money Order for $23 50 to. 

CONSOLIDATED ARTISTS PUBLISHING 
290 RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
SUITE 11D, DEPT. C 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10025 

Be sure to include the $ 1.50 postage and handling charge if you wish to 
take advantage of the $795 FREE GIFT offer. 

Foreign orders met include pontage for 2 lb. parcel. 
•NY State residents are required to include sales tax Failure to do so will 
cause delay in shipment 
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THEORY AND 
MUSICIANSHIP FOR THE 

CREATIVE JAll IMPROVISER 

Stanley Drucker 
and what he calls 

the new World-Class 
Leblanc. 

"This new clarinet — this 
L-300 — sounds the way 
all clarinets should 
sound" The New York 
Philharmonic's Principal 
Clarinetist continues, "It's 
a World-Class instrument 
— worthy of being on 
any stage." 

For details, call Leblanc, 
toll-free, at (800) 
558-9421 
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RECORD REVIEWS 

Pr! 

a 

a 

F.A-11‘11». 

SION. George Sopuch, guitarists electric 
quintet out L.A. way, from Seven/P.M. Rec-
ords, SEVEN. 
Various Artists, Taj Mahal, Allen Tous-

saint, David Murray, Carla Bley and others 
musically energize words by Ishmael Reed, 
from American Clave Records, CONJURE. 
James Newton, flutist creates nine solo tone 
poems, from Celestial Harmonies, ECHO CAN-
YON. Zeitgeist, new music ensemble per-
forms two haunting compositions by Tristan 
Fuentes, from Time Ghost Records, -roo 
MANY. Pablo Moses, reggae with a Rasta-
farian slant on social issues, from Alligator 
Records, TENSION. Various Artists, an-
thology of reggae tracks from Jamaica's 
Rockers International Records, via Alligator, 
FXPLOSION, 

Bud Freeman, first American LP in too-
long from the pioneer tenorman, from Prin-
cipally Jazz Records, THE REAL BUD FREEMAN 
1984. Hal Russell, Windy City's Woody Her-
man of the avant garde fronts youthful crew of 
experimenters, from Principally Jazz, CON-
SERVING NRG. John Shaw, reedman's second 
self-produced outing supplies good vibes, 
from Aisha Records, SPIRITS FLY WITH THE 

WIND. Oliver Griffith, multi-reed'er wraps his 
horns around Dave Friedman's vibes in 
quintet, from Red House Records, PICTURES. 
Gerard Marais, fronts nine guitarists (plus 
bass & drums) in provocative, mostly original 
program, from Open Records, B.B.G. Joel 
Futterman, energetic new music pianist 
prodded by Jimmy Lyons' alto and Richard 
Davis' bass, from JOF Music, INTERACTION. 
Rodney Jones/Tommy Flanagan, guitar-

ist/pianist share leader duties in '81 quartet, 
from Timeless Records, MY FUNNY VALENTINE. 
Enrico Pleranunzi, Italian swing pianist 
backed by American rhythm (Marc Johnson 
& Joey Baron), from Timeless, NEW LANDS. 
Various Artists, Billy Butterfield, Peanuts 
Hucko, Trummy Young, et al, from Timeless, 
in a TRIBUTE TO LOUIS ARMSTRONG. Various 
Artists, '80 live ' gig in Montreal brings to-
gether Dizzy, Moody, PhiIly Joe, Hank Jones, 
Milt Jackson, Ray Brown, from Black Tiger 
Productions, CONCERT OF THE CENTURY. Vari-
ous Artists, Big Mama Thornton, Lightnin' 
Hopkins, Rahsaan Roland Kirk, and Esther 
Phillips alternate '76-80 tracks, from Black 
Tiger, THE GREAT BLUES IMMORTALS. Primitive 
Art Group, New Zealand quintet confronts 

their creative daemons, from Braille Records, 
FIVE TREAD DROP DOWN. Bosse Warmed, 
Scandinavian saxist of bop bent waxes post-
humously, from EMI Odeon Records, MAJ 
1962. 'Winer Saxophon Mafia, sextet of 
saxes scorch 11 original charts, from Jazz-
haus Musik, DIE SAXUELLE BEFREIUNG. Franz 
Wittek/Wollie Kaiser/Dieter Mender-
scheid/Georg Ruby, German new music 
quartet make "out" attractive, from Jazzhaus 
Musik, MOERS DUISBURG KOLN. Thomas 
Stabenow, German bassist in solo, duet, 
trio, and quartet self-penned settings, from 
T.S. Records, CHIARA. Toto Blanke/Rudolf 
Dasek, two-guitar duo play 10 originals in-
cluding a dedication to Florence Foster Jen-
kins, from Aliso Records, KIRCHENMUSIK. db MAIL ORDER SOURCES 

If your local record store doesn't carry these 
records, try writing NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC 
10012; Daybreak Express Records, POB 250 
Van Brunt Station, Brooklyn, NY 11215, 
Roundup Records, POB 154, N. Cambridge, 
MA 02140; or North Country Records, Cadence 
Bldg., Redwood, NY 13679. 

JAZZ PLAY-A-LONG SETS new! 

BOOK & 2-RECORD SET 

FOR VOCALISTS & INSTRUMENTALISTS! 

18 favorite standards from the cream of 
the golden age of songwriting. Includes 
transposed parts, chords and lyrics. Rhy-
thm section is Hal Galper.piano, Steve 
Gilmore-bass and Bill Goodwin-drums. 

JUST FRIENDS 
ON GREEN DOLPHIN STREET 

OVER THE RAINBOW 
STOMPIN AT THE SAVOY 

LAURA 
BLUE MOON 
and 12 more!  VOL.34-$13.95 

$9.95 per set (LP & Book) unless indicated. 

by Jamey Aebersold new! 

BOOK & RECORD SET 

FOR VOCALISTS & I NSTR ENTAL I STS ! 

10 favorite bossa nova's played by Hal 
Galper-piano; Steve Gilmore.bass, Bill 
Goodwin-drums, Includes   

GIRL FROM IPANEMA 
MEDITATION 

WAVE 
QUIET NIGHTS OF QUIET STARS 

DF.SAFINADO 
ONCE I LOVED 
HOW INSENSITIVE 
LITTLE BOAT 

SUMMER SAMBA 
ONE NOTE SAMBA 

VOL.31-$9.95 

ENDORSED BY THE PROS! new! FOR VOCALISTS & INSTRUMENTALISTS! 

11111••••••• 
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BOOK & RECORD SET 

Eight soulful ballads played by a great 
rhythm section . . . Hal Galper.piano, 
Steve Gilmore-bass and Bill Goodwin. 
drums. Transposed parts complete with 
melody, chords and lyrics! Includes: 

LOVER MAN 
YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT LOVE IS 

SKYLARK 
YOU'VE CHANGED 

SOUL EYES 
CHELSEA BRIDGE 

LUSH LIFE 
BALLAD BLUES 

VOL.32-$9.95 

LI VOLUME 1-"A NEW APPROACH" Beg./Int. level. Chapters on 
melody, modes, Blues scale, Pentatonic scale use, ear training, 
articulation, blues melodies, chromaticism, etc. Required scales 
and chord tones written in each measure. Blues in F and Bb, 
Dorian minor tracks, cadences, cycle of Dom. 7ths, IIN7's, 24-
measure song ... transposed parts too.  $9.95 
D VOL. 1 "A New Approach" & VOL. 21 "Getdn' It Together" will get 
you started on the right track!  $21.90 
El VOLUME 24 MAJOR & MINOR-for AU. Instrumentalists & 
Vocalists. Contains Book, 2 stereo LP's, and a special 7" EP 
demonstration record featuring J. Aebersold playing sax. Set 
covers ALL Major & Minor keys at comfortable tempos-30 
extenderEacks to practice with. Transposed parts. This set is 
designed to help you gain confidence regardless of your ability. Use 
for warming up-pick a different key each day. Piano, bau, drums 
rhy. section.   PRICE $11.95 

0 VOLUME 21 "GETT1N' IT TOGETHER" For all musicians regardless 
of ability and for jazz players in particular. Use for daily warm-ups, 
scale/chord practice, etc. Don't overlook this disciplined compre-
hensive (but exciting) method of practicing or improvising in all 
keys: Major, minor, Dom. 7th, Lydian, Sus. 4, Half-dim., Mel/Har. 
minor & Blues Bb and F. "get your chops together" 2-LP Set $11.95 
D VOLUME 2 "NOTHIN' BUT BWES"-Beg./Int. level. 11 different 
Blues in various keys and tempos. This volume is truly fun to play 
with. Rhythm section on LP grooves! Scales and chord tones are 
written with transposed parts and melodies.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 3 "THE II/V7/1 PROGRESSION"-Int. level. Probably the 
most important musical sequence in modern jazz. A must for all 
jazz players! Supplement includes 11 pages of IIN7/1 exercises to 
be applied with LP 8 tracks to improvise with and practice in all 
keys.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 4 "MOVIN' ON"-Int./Adv. level. A challenging collec-
tion of Aebersold & Dan Haerle tunes. Book contains melodies and 
needed scales/chords for all instruments.  $9.95 

El VOLUME 5 TIME TO PLAY MUSIC"-Int. level. Similar to Vol. 4 
except the songs are much easier. Modal Voffle, Killer Pete, 
Groovitis, etc. Next logical Vol. after Vol. 3. Lots of variety. $9.95 

D VOLUME 6 "ALL BIRD"-Adv. level. 10 songs written by Charlie 
Parker. Ron Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, piano; Ben Riley on 
drums. Record has excellent Bebop feel! Best way to learn these 
famous tunes.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 7 "MILES DIWIS"-Int./Adv. level. Eight classics by 
Miles Davis. Four, Dig, Solar, Tune Up, & Milestones, etc. $9.95 

D VOWME 8 "SONNY ROLLINS"-Int./Adv. level. Nine classic jazz 
originals written by Sonny Rollins. Contains 9 of Rollins most 
famous tunes, in their original keys $9.95 

VOWME 9 "WOODY SIUM"-Int./Adv. level. Eight jazz originals 
written by Woody Shaw. Little Ree Fantasy, Blues for Wood, 
Moontrane, Tomorrow's Destiny, Beyond All Limits, etc.  $9.95 
D VOWME 10 "DMID BAKER"-Int./Adv. level. Eight beautiful 
originals by David Baker. One of the most prolific composers in jazz 
today. Tunes offer a wide variety of styles and tempos.  $9.95 

VOWME 11 "HERBIE 14ANCOCK"-Beg./Int. level. Eight of Her-
bie's greatest songs. Maiden Vome, Cantaloupe Island, Water-
melon Man, Dolphin Dance, Jessica, etc.  $9.95 

El VOLUME 12 "DUKE EWNGTON"-Int. level. Nine all time favor-
ites. Satin Doll, Perdido, Solitude, Prelude to A Kiss, Sophisti-
cated Lady, Mood Indigo, I Let A Song Go Out of My Heart, In A 
Sentimental Mood, "A" Train.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 13 "CANNONBALL ADDERLEr - Eight songs made fa-
mous by Cannonball: Work Song, Del Sasser, Unit 7, Jeannine, 
This Here, Scotch & Water, Saudade, Sack of Woe.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 14 "BENNY GOLSON"-Int./Adv. level. Killer Joe, Along 
Came Betty, Are You Real, Whisper Not, I Remember Clifford, 
Stablemates, Blues March and Ease Away Walk.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 15 "PAY1N' DUES"-Int./Adv. level. Nine familiar chord 
progressions every dues-paying jazz great has played ... part and 
parcel of the jazz repertoire. Based on standards!  $9.95 

El VOLUME 16 "TURNAROUNDS, CYCLES & 11N7'1"- Int./Adv. level. 
A 2-record set continuation of Vol. 3, but much more in depth. 
Covers all keys, most playing situations and common harmonic 
formulae. Includes Joy Spring.   $12.95 

ID VOLUME 17 "HORACE SILVER"- Eight songs. Song for My Father, 
The Preacher, Sister Sadie, Jody Grind, Peace, Nutville, Silver's 
Serenade, Gregory is Here. Rhythm sec, same as Vol. 18..59.95 

CI VOLUME 18 "HORACE SILVER"-Int./Adv. level. Eight songs. 
Strollin', Room 608, Rica's Dream, Mayreh, Ecaroh, Etc. 
R. Carter, K. Barron, Al Foster.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 19 "DID UEBMAN"-Int. level. Brite Piece, Lookout 
Farm, Slumber, Oasis and others. Rhythm section: Richard 
Bierach, Frank Tusa, Al Foster.  $9.95 

VOLUME 20 "JIMMY RANEY"-Int. Level  $9.95 
Contains special EP recording of Jimmy playing transcribed solos. 
Chord progressions to ten standards. Great bebop study. 

D VOL 22-STANDARDS 13 songs, 2 LP's. Long awaited set of 
standards for all instruments. Set includes these songs: Easy 
Living, I Remember You, If I Should Lose You, Lover (2 versions), 
My Ideal, My Old Flame, Soon, The Nearness of You, Stella by 
Starlight, Tangerine, Out of Nowhere, Wives & Lovers, & It Could 
Happen To You. Rhythm section is Dan Haerle, Ed Soph & Todd 
Coolman. Lyrics included,  ( Book & 2 LP's) $12.95 

D VOLUME 23-ONE DOZEN STANDARDS. Lyrics and melodies 
transposed for all instruments. Angel Eyes, But Beautiful, Every-
thing Happens To Me, Hereb That Rainy Day, I Should Care, 
Imagination, Like Someone In Love, Polka Dots and Moonbeams, 
Violets For Your Furs, Will You Still Be Mine, You Say You Care, and 
Personality. Rhythm section is Michael Weiss, piano; John 
Goldsby, bass; J. Higgins, drums  (Book & 2 LP's) $12.95 

D VOLUME 25-17 ALL-T1ME STANDARDS. Lyrics and melodies 
transposed for all instruments. Summertime, Speak Low, Septem-
ber Song, Old Devil Moon, The Party's Over, My Funny Valentine, 
My Favorite Things, Love Is Here To Stay, I Love You, I Could Write a 
Book, I Can't Get Started, Foolish Heart, Come Rain or Come 
Shine, and A Foggy Day etc. Rhythm section is H. Galper, piano; 
S. Gilmore, bass; B. Goodwin, drums.   (Book & 2 LP's) $12.95 

VOWME 26 "THE SCALE SYLLABUS" played by David Liebman & 
J. Aebersold. 2 LP's & supp. Hear soloing on ALL scales jazz 
players use. You too can play along.  $9.95 

VOWME 27 "JOHN COLTRANr -.Mr. P.C., Some Other Blues, 
Naima, Like Sonny, Spiritual, Blues Minor, Crescent, The Promise. 
R. Carter, bass; H. Mabern, piano; A. Nussbaum, drums $10.95 

D VOLUME 28 "JOHN COLTRANE"-Impressions (slow), Impres-
sions (fast), Giant Steps (slow), Giant Steps (fast), 26-2, Up 
Against The Wall, Dear Lord, A Love Supreme, Mr. Day, Countdown 
(medium tempo). R. Carter, H. Mabern, A. Nussbaum. .. $10.95 

D VOLUME 29 "JIMMY RANEY"-Ten JAZZ DUETS. In Stereo-you 
can play with either channel, or both. Book & LP.  $9.95 

D VOLUME 30A & 306 RHYTHM SECTION "WORKOUT". Play with 
the pros . . . solo or comp! Valuable tips & suggestions, too. D. 
Haerle, Ed Soph, J. Petersen, T. Coolman. VOL 30A designed for 
KEYBOARDS/GUITAR. VOL. 306 designed for BASS/ 
DRUMS Each $9.95 

JAMEY AEBERSOLD 1211-D AEBERSOLD DRIVE 
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150 USA 

HOVV TO USE: ... each volume includes a quality stereo record and a coordinated booklet with parts FOR AU. INSTRUMENTS. The volumes do not necessarily 
pt progressively difficuR. Popularly termed The Most Widely Used Jazz Method On The Market! Suggested order of study, Vol. 24, 1, 21, 2, 3, 5 . 



NEW ITEMS JAZZ SOLOS/TRANSCRIPTIONS DAVID BAKER BOOKS 

DRUM WISDOM by Bob Moses  
12 TEXTBOOK for JAZZ IMPROV. by Ron Naroff   
12 JAI/ KEYBOARD by Jerry Coker. For basic tech  
I: ART FARMER TRPT. SOLOS Trans. by Don Erjavec 
D MODERN WALKING BASS TECHNIQUE by Mike Richmond $10.00 
0 DRUMS: CUTTING THE CHARTS. Big band bk., C. Morey $4.95 
O CARMINE CARUSO-Musical calisthenics for brass .. $9.95 
CI TRUMPET, MODERN TECHNICAL STUDIES by Pat Harbison. First 

Book to incorporate all modern jazz scales into practical 
studies. A modern Herbert L. Clark!  $9.95 

D JAZZ/FUSION FAKE NOOK. Songs by C. Corea, H. Hancock, M. 
Tyner, W. Shorter, F. Hubbard, J. Pastorius, W. Shaw, E. 
Dolphy et al 80 composers-484 pages  $32.00 

D RAY BROWN'S BASS METHOD. Spiral bound.  $12.95 
D BILL WATROUS "TROMBONISMS" by Watrous/Raph $8.95 
D LIP FLEXIBILITIES by Dr. Colin. D Trpt, D TBone $8.50 

ARRANGING CONCEPTS "COMPLETE" by Dick Grove  $31.95 
0 "N.D." 30 KENNY DORHAM Songs for piano.  $8.95 
ID ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM PianoNocal book  $4.95 
D THE JAZZ EXPERIENCE by Joseph Levey  $8.95 

LENNIE NIEHAUS-JAZZ CONCEPTION for SAX: Basic 12#1, 
E#2, $5.00 @. D Int. D Adv. $13.00@. 5 songs for Sax 
Section and rhythm section 0#1, 0#2  each $12.00 

D COMBO CHARTS by the "Jazz Messengers". Write for list ea. $10 
McCOY TYNER-" Inception To Now". Piano book ... $9.95 

0 ADV. TECH. for MODERN DRUMMER by Jim Chapin ... $7.00 
D A GUIDE FOR THE MODERN RHYTHM SECTION S. Houghton 

Book, record, parts  $25.00 
O DILL DOBBINS: "Cont. Jazz Pianist" E #1 O #2 @ $25.00 
O FAKE BOOKS, Contemporary. D S. Nestico, 0 V. Feldman, 
D L. Niehaus, El B. Holman, 12 S. Rogers, D D. Grove, 
D M. Lowe, E L. Bellson. Melodies and chords Each $8.95 

INSTRUMENTAL JAZZ INSTRUCTION-Kuzmich Bash . $22.95 
$5.95 
$12.00 
$6.95 
 $6.95 

GUITAR BOOKS 

0 GUITAR ELECTRONICS-A workbook by Don Brosnac $13.95 
D HISTORY of the GUITAR in JAll. 274 pages.  $17.95 
D JAll GUITAR TECH. in 4TH'S by Jack Grassell  $7.00 
E BARRY GALBRAITH "GUITAR IMPROV" Book and LP play-a-long 

set. Volume 5  $11.90 
D BARRY GALBRAITH Vol. 3 "GUITAR COMPING". Transcribed 

guitar comping & bass lines in treble clef. Milt Hinton on bass 
w/Barry. Bk. 8. LP set  $11.90 

D BARRY GALBRAITH GUITAR METHODS. 0 #1 Logical Finger-
ing. 0 #2 Daily exercises. El #4 BACH two-part inven-
tions. (bk & LP). Each book $4.95; LP is $8.95 

D THE EVOWTION OF GUITAR TECHNIQUE by Jack Grassel. Helps 
solve common tech. problems  $5.95 

D JIMMY RANEY Play-along LP, Bk Vol. 20  $9.95 
D JIMMY RANEY "Duets" Play-along LP/BK Vol. 29  $9.95 
D C. CHRISTIAN-transcribed solos, concert key  $8.95 
D DJANGO REINHARDT-16 solos (great book!)  $8.95 
D WES MONTGOMERY GUITAR B001( by Steve Khan. Improvisa-

tions 8: interpretations of 17 of Wes' solos  $5.95 
D WES MONTGOMERY JAZZ GUITAR SOLOS off record. 22 tran-

scribed solos  $9.95 
D JAZZ GUITAR WORKBOOK. Theory by M. Crum  $4.95 
D GUITAR THEORY & TECHNIQUE by J. Smith  $12.95 
D JAll GUITARISTS. Interviews from Guitar Player Mag $8.95 
[7] SCALES & CHORDS for JAll/ROCK GUITAR by Chris Wilson. 

Spiral bound, 172 pages  $20.00 
ID JAZZ STYLES & ANALYSIS for GUITAR transcribed & annotated 

by Jack Petersen. 74 solos from 64 guitarists  $9.95 

DRUM BOOKS 

D JOE MORELLO-Master Studies for drums.  $8.95 
D LATIN-AMERICAN PERCUSSION by B.Sulsbruck. Bk & 3 caso. 

The best book out on Latin Percussion!  $35.00 
O DRUMS: DM AFRO-JAZZ RHY. CONCEPTS by L.Nazzaro $6.95 
E JIM BLACKLEY'S SYNCOPATED ROLLS for the MODERN DRUM-

MER. Complete revised 2 volume edition  $20.00 
1: HI-HAT INTEGRATION by J.Prins. HiHat Independence $6.95 
E TEXTBOOK of DRUM SET EXERCISES. 25 charts   $3.95 
D ED THIGPEN-RHYTHM ANALYSIS & BASIC COORDINATION for 

DRUMS. Good primer book  $4.95 
E ITS TIME for BIG BAND DRUMMER, M.Lewis/C.DeRosa $9.50 
E TED REED BASS DRUM TECHNIQUE  $2.50 
E SYNCOPATION for the MODERN DRUMMER by Ted Reed $4.00 
E THE SOUND of BRUSHES. Ed Thigpen. Book & caso. . $12.95 

BASIC BEATS for the working drummer  $3.95 
D JACK DE JOHNETTE & CHARLIE PERRY-THE ART OF MODERN 

JAZZ DRUMMING. Principles and techniques of drumming 
that are applicable to fusion and rock as well as jazz $15.00 

D DRUSHFIRE by Willis Kirk. An innovative method for develop-
ing brush technique  $13.50 
VIBES, Four Mallet Tech., D.Samuels #1;D # 2 @$14.95 

BASS BOOKS 

Di STEVE GILMORE BASS LINES off Vol. 25 LP's  $4.95 
_, JAll RIFFS for BASS Rick Laird  $4.95 
.2 RON CARTER BASS LINES off VOL.15 Payin' Dues LP.  $4.95 
D FUNK-E-TUBES for Electric Bass. Step by step approach to 
THUMB & POPPING style.   Book & Cassette $9.95 

1 PAUL CHAMBERS-20 Bass Solos by J. Stinnett  $10.95 
D LEFT HAND GYMNASTICS for ELECTRIC BASS by Scott Reed. 

Technique building book. D #1, D #2  @ $6.95 
7 RON CARTER BASS LINES off Vol. 6 record of play-a-long 

series, w/chord symbols. A must for bassists!  $3.95 
7 THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. An indispensable aid 

to developing a total musical concept  $14.50 
7 EVOLVING UPWARD-Bass Book I I by Rufus Reid-Book on 

thumb position for acoustic bass  $7.50 
7 RAY BROWN'S BASS METHOD Spiral bound, 136 pages $12.95 
3 RUFUS REID BASS LINES transcribed off records Vol. 1 and 3 of 

play-a-long series. Exactly as recorded.  $4.95 
7 HARMONICS for ELECTRIC BASS. by Adam Novick  $7.95 
1 NO NONSENSE ELEC. BASS. D # I, D #2, 0 #3 . @$5.95 
3 BIG BAND BASS by John Clayton  $8.95 
J THE IMPROVISOR'S BASS METHOD by C. Sher. Endorsed by E. 

Gomez, R. Reid, etc. Transcribed lines & solos  pica 
7 BEBOP BASS a collection of bass lines and solos  $4.95 
7 THE BASS LINE NOOK by Am Evans. Great book for construct-

ing and performing good walking bass lines  $5.95 
7 "DOUBLE VISION" Electric bass duets. Bk & cass  $9.95 

D MIKE DRECKER SOLOS off records  $5.95 
E DIM LIEBMAN SOLOS-2 transcribed tenor solos w/cass. 

David is on one channel, rhy section on other $5.00 
D CUFFORD DROWN SOLOS 16 solos trans. by Ken Slone $8.95 
D PHIL WOODS SAX SOLOS. 11 transcribed solos.  $5.95 
D STAN GETZ SOLOS off records  $5.95 
D RED RODNEY TRUMPET SOWS  $8.95 
D C. PARKER-14 solos  0 C, D Eb @ $8.95 
0 CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK of 60 transcribed solos. 
0 Concert key; D Eb; O Bb  ea. $9.95 

CI CHARLIE PARKER SOWS FORM) and C keys. 9 solos transcribed 
off records w/piano accompaniment $4.95 

D JOHN COLTRANE SOLOS in Bb key. Blue Train, M. Notice, Lazy 
Bird & 5 others by Don Sickler  $5.95 

O WOODY SHAW SOLOS 16 solos for Bb instruments.  $8.95 
0 JOE HENDERSON SOLOS. 7 original songs and transcribed solos 

in Bb key by Don Sickler  $5.95 
D MILES MIS-11 solos  :I C, 0 Bb @ $8.95 
D T. MONK-8 tunes & solos (concert key)  $8.95 
0 BUD PO'NELL-6 transcribed solos  $8.95 
D 28 MODERN JAll TRUMPET SOLOS transcribed by Ken Slone 

and edited by Jamey Aebersold. Solos are in Bb key with 
chord symbols. Bk #1 D; Bk #2 El  ea. $5.95 

D DIZZY GILLESPIE SOLOS for Db and C keys. 14 transcribed solos 
off records by Dizzy with piano accomp.  $8.95 

El LOUIS ARMSTRONG SOLOS in Bb key only. 20 beautiful solos by 
Louie exactly as on records  $4.95 

D SONNY ROLLINS SOLOS. 0 C; 0 Bb  Each $8.95 
C BENNY GOODMAN SOLOS. D C; D Bb   @ $am 
LI MILES DAVIS SOLOS with Original Recordings! 10 solos by 

Miles with a LP record of Miles playing the solos. Book and 
LP set. Hear & see Miles' solos together! Bk/LP .... 19.95 

0 JAZZ STYLES books by David Baker. D MILES DAVIS, 
0 S. ROLLINS, 0 C. BROWN, D F. NAVARRO . ea. $9.95 

El BEBOP JAll SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated with 
J. Aebersold's play-a-long records Vol. 10 & 13. Great way to 
improve sight-reading and learn the language of jazz. 
0 Concert, El Bb, 31 Eb, D Bass  Each book $4.95 

D TROMBONE, STYLES & ANAIYSIS by David Baker. History of the 
trombone via trans. solos, 157 solos in bass clef off records 
by known trombonists  $18.50 

D ALTO SAX, STYLES & ANALYSIS by Harry Miedma and David 
Baker. 125 transcribed and annotated solos  $12.50 

ARRANGING St COPYING 

D MODERN ARRANGING TECHNIQUES by G. Delamont $20.00 
D "INSIDE THE SCORE" by Ray Wright. Revealing the jazz 

arranging secrets of T. Jones, B. Brookmeyer 8: S. Nestico 
 Book $25  Elk & LP $32.00 

D THE JAZZ COMPOSER'S COMPANION By Gil Goldstein. Great 
composing book w/interviews  $12.95 

El COMPOSING for the JAZZ ORCHESTRA by Wm Russo & Reid 
Hyams. Textbook, workbook & cassette of examples $18.95 

D THE ART OF MUSIC COPYING by Clinton Roemer. Copyist Bible 
for composer, arranger, student, teacher  $18.95 

D STANDARDIZED CHORD SYMBOL NOTATION by C. Roemer & C. 
Brandt. Uniform system for musicians  $5.95 

0 THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER & COMPOSER by Russ Garcia. 
Standard text for big band writing, O #1, O #2 @ $14.95 

JERRY COKER BOOKS 

D IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker (paperback). Excellent 
introduction to jazz theory  $5.95 

D THE JAll IDIOM by Jerry Coker (paperback).  $3.95 
D PATTERNS for JAZZ by Jerry Coker et al. Excellent book for 

daily practice. Teaches you to play in all keys and really helps 
develop your ears! Can be used with Vol. 21 
12 Treble clef; D Bass Clef @ $18.00 

0 LISTENING TO JAZZ by Jerry Coker. Paperback  $8.95 
D A COMPLETE METHOD FOR JAll IMPRCNISATiON by J Coker. 

New book by master teacher. W/play-a-long cassette $20.00 

PIANO BOOKS 

. _i TRANSCRIBED PIANO VOICINGS by Jamey Aebersold. FIRST 
OF ITS KIND. Comping to the volume 1 record! With hands, 
chord symbols and other markings. Learn about chords and 
voicings on piano  $4.95 
: JAll KEYBOARD by Jerry Coker. For basic tech $6.95 
' PIANO: Practice Routines- 4th, Ext. Dom. & Aug llths$5.95 
: THE JAll STYLES OF CHICK COREA 10 songs  $7.95 
i JAZZ IMPROV. FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Dan Haerle. Creating 
melodies- use of left hand-soloing and much more. 
D Basic Concepts $4.95; D Inter. $3.95; D Adv. $4.95; 
D 3 Volumes complete  Spiral bound  $14.013 

Li CHICK COREA: 16 tunes including Spain, 500 Miles High, La 
Fiesta and You're Everything  $7.95 

D DILL EVANS #1, 6 transcribed songs- Interplay, Time Re-
membered, Very Early, etc $4.95 

0 DILL EVANS # 2, 5 transcribed solos and 1 song  $4.95 
D BILL EVANS #3, 5 transcribed solos and 15 songs off 

records- Paris Scope, Elsa, Peace Piece, etc.  $4.95 
BILL EVANS # 4, 4 transcribed solos for piano  $5.95 

El DILL VMS #5, the 70's (8 songs)  $4.95 
HORACE SID/ER: 53 transcribed songs exactly as recorded by 
Horace  Sister Sadie, Nica's Dream, etc.  $8.95 

El THE ERROLL GARNER SONGBOOK 21 songs based on recorded 
versions. Just like Erroll plays-two hands  $7.95 

D JAZZ/ROCK VOICINGS for the CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD 
PLAYER by Dan Haerle. A must for any keyboard player who 
needs new voicings!  $5.95 

D A STUDY IN FOURTHS by Walter Bishop, Jr.  $4.50 
D TECHNIQUES & THEORY for POP KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Preston 

Keys. Thorough book, Int/Adv.  $7.95 
D INTERPRETING POPULAR MUSIC at the KEYBOARD by Jeri 

Southern. Excellent book, spiral bound  $12.00 
0 ART TATUM PIANO SOLOS-23 solos by the master  $5.95 
0 GARY BURTON, The Music of. 22 songs for keyboard . 17.95 
12 CHICK COREA, THE ESSENTIAL Chick's greatest songs $8.95 
D CARLA BLEY, The Music of. 26 songs for piano   $7.95 
D HORACE SILVER PIANO BOOK. 41 songs  $9.95 
D ART TATUM 6 piano solos   $6.95 
D BILLY TAYLOR "Jazz Piano History" paperback   $11.95 

,j ARRANGING & COMPOSING for SMALL ENSEMBLE  $19.95 
JAll PEDAGOGY by DAVID BAKER. A comprehensive method 
of JAll EDUCATION for teacher 8: student  $22.95 

D D. BAKER'S MODERN JAZZ DUETS, Vol. 1, Cookin% Treble D 
Bass D; Vol. 2, Smokin', Treble 0 Bass CI  @ 

D ME BAKER ADVANCED EAR TRAINING BK w. Cassette $12.00 
D J. J. JOHNSON MONOGRAPH by David Baker. In-depth study of 

J. i's style. Transcribed solos, too.  $5.95 
0 JAll QUIZDOOK  $2.95 

C. PARKER MONOGRAPH by D. Baker. In depth study of 
"Bird" includes 4 transcriptions  $5.95 

O JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker. A practical theory book 
aimed at performance. Comprehensive method of study for 
jazz players. Spiral bound. Revised edition.  $18.135 

D THE JAZZ SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated to Vol 5 & 6 
play-a-long records. Excellent sightreading. Can use with 
LP's. 
D Concert, D Bb, D Eb, O Bass  ea. $4.95 

0 EAR TRAINING for JAZZ MUSICIANS book with 2 cassettes by 
D. Baker. Designed to aid hearing and recall   $22.00 

O CONTEMPORARY TECHNIQUES for TROMBONE  $30.00 
0 THE BWES-HOW TO PUY by David Baker. Exhaustive study 

of the blues  12 Treble  O Bass  @ $9.95 
THE BEBOP ERA by D. Baker. D Treble or 0 Bass 
D vol. 1, $8.95; D Vol. 2, $8.95 D Vol. 3, $8.95 

D CONTEMPORARY PATTERNS D Treble D Bass  @ $9.95 
D EAR TRAINING TAPES FOR THE JAZZ MUSICIAN David Baker. 5 

books with cassettes. 2 #1 intervals, D #2 'Marls, Three 
Note Sets 4 & 5 Note Sets, D #3 Seventh Chords, Scales, 
LI #4 Major Melodies, limarounds,1-V17 Formulae, D #511-
V7 Patterns. With book & cassette  Each vol. $8.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Li MAN'S ETERNAL QUEST by P. Yogananda. 57 lectures $5.50 
El 12 KEYS TO JAll CONCEPTS by Chuck Marohnic $8.95 

THREE OCTAVE SCALES & CHORDS for sax by Joe Allard $4.95 
0 STUDIO RECORDING for MUSICIANS. Survival manual $14.95 
D TROMBONE METHOD (Tenor) by Buddy Baker  $8.95 
D The EDGAR CAYCE PRIMER by Herbert B. Puryear. The 

wisdom of the sleeping prophet revealed. Discovering the 
path to Self-Transformation  Sa.ss 

D THERE IS A RIVER. The story of Edgar Cayce by Thomas 
Sugrue. The one book that has opened the door for millions 
of people to an awareness of the spirit within.  $2.50 

O VOCAL IMPROV.-AN INSTRUMENTAL APPROACH by Patty 
Coker & D. Baker. GREAT book W/cassette  $20.00 

J JAZZ STYLES by Mark Gridley, paperback  $19.95 
D LENNIE NIEHAUS-DEVELOPING LUZ CONCEPTS. 45 pieces, 

treble clef. Great sightreading  $8.85 
D REPOSITORY OF SCALES & MELODIC PATTERNS Yusef Lateef. 

Large spiral bound book, 270 pages with a wealth of 
patterns, licks & ideas  $25.00 

D 87 TUNES FOR IMPROVISATION. Originals by D. Haerle, 
R. Matteson & J. Petersen. Lead lines combo bks. Order by 
instr. D C. Treble, D Bb, D Eb, D Bass Clef Ea. . 19.95 

CI CASSETTES-PLAY-ALONG. 7 cassettes aligned with above 
book  $35.00 
HOME RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS by Craig Anderton. Make 
professional-quality recordings at home  $14.95 
BIRD UVES by Ross Russell, Story of Charlie Parker $12.00 
JUMBO JAZZ FAKE 800K  $29.95 

1:1 JAZZ: LISTENERS GUIDE by J. McCalla  $10.95 
D DAILY STUDIES for SAXOPHONE by T. Kynaston  $5.95 
D CHARLIE PARKER 2 LP ALBUMS. Contains 30 songs, 22 of 

which are in the OMNIBOOK! Savoy 2201.  $11.95 
D JIMMY HEATH-31 compositions  $5.95 
O CHEM CONTEMPORARY JAZZ/ROCK PATTERNS 

TrebleE # 1; 0 #2  @$5.95 
NU-ART technique exercises D treble clef CI bass clef 
 @14.95 

D PATTERNS for IMPROVISATION by Oliver Nelson. Treble clef 
book of 81 different patterns & songs  $8.00 
ENCYCLOPEDIA of IMPROVISATIONAL RHYTHMS & PATTERNS. 
D Treble clef   $16.95 CI Sass clef  $15.00 

0 LOOKOUT FARM-A case study of improvisation for small jazz 
groups. By Dave Liebman & group. Two sound sheets and 
transcribed solos. Excellent book!  $9.95 

CI THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE DIRECTOR'S MANUAL by Rick Lawn. 
Very informative! Book & record  $16.00 

D TAKE THE LEAD by Stan Seckler. A basic manual for Lead 
Altoist in jazz band  $5.00 

D NEW CONCEPTS IN UNEAR IMPROVISATION by Ray Riker. 
Textbook study of scales/chords. Treble clef  $7.95 

0 WORKBOOK for NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISATION w/ 
cassette practice tape. Workbook in concert key  112.00 

0 AUTOBIOGRAPHY of a YOGI by Paramahansa Yoganada. 
Paperback of life as it really is   $2.50 
SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Dan Haerle. 21 scales in 
all twelve keys in treble & bass clef  $6.95 

D JAZZ TRUMPET TECHNIQUES by John McNeil. Special book 
designed to help solve certain problem areas of jazz trumpet 
playing. A much needed book  $3.85 
PENTATONIC SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Ray Ricker. 
Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz with many 
exercises and licks. Portions of solos by Corea, Hancock, 
Farrell, Henderson, Jarrett, and Shorter  $7.95 

El TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT in FOURTHS by Ray Ricker. An 
advanced book of the treatment of fourths.  $7.95 

0 "WITCH HUNT" LP featuring Jamey Aebersold, alto/tenor; Dan 
Haerle, piano; Rufus Reid, bass and Charlie Craig, drums. 
Chord progressions and two solos provided  $5.95 

D COMBO CHARTS by J. Aebersold, David Baker, Horace Silver. 
Dan Haerle & SUPERSAX. Write for catalog 
HOW 10 CREATE JAZZ CHORD PROS by C. Marohnic $5.9b 
SAX SOUND MIRROR by Ploeger. Makes sound bounce back tu 
ears. It really works  $17.00 

D THE JAZZ LANGUAGE by Dan Haerle. Outstanding new theory 
text for individual or group jazz study. For improvisation or 
composition.  $955 
MUSIC AS THE BRIDGE by Shirley Winston. Based on the Edgar 
Cayce readings.  $3.95 

0 CIRCULAR BREATHING for all wind players  $5.95 
D FLEXIBILITY & IMPROV PATTERNS by Rich Matteson & Jack 

Petersen. El Treble. D Bass  @$ILO° 
D RINI SHANKAR: LEARNING INDIAN MUSIC Bk & cos%  $29.95 
CI HORACE SILVER COMBO ARRANGEMENT Trot. Ten & Rhy. 

Doodlin'. The Preacher, Room 308 & Creepin' In .. $5.00 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

11:31 For list of 1000 assorted DISCOUNT Ian records write to: 
"DOUBLE-TIME" JAll . same address 

FREE 
CLINIC BOOK 

WITH EACH 
ORDER OF 

$25 
OR MORE. 

a 

a 

"VISA" 
"MASTERCARD" 
customers call 

Toll- Free 
1-800-662-2255 
PAUSE for RING 
and Steady Tone 
then dial 258. 
ONLY GOOD ON 
TOUCH-TONE 
PHONES 

115 Minimum 

0 ORDER: Send check or money order. Postage and handling charge 95C for 1 to 3 items in U.S. Free postage for 4 items or more. FOREIGN add $3.90 for 
BK./LP set and $1.30 each additional set. Foreign book rate $1.00 for 1 BK. and 75e each additional BK. NO CAD. ... USA FUNDS ONLY. 
ISA It MASTERCARD welcome ... MINIMUM $15. See right hand border on ordering. Dealer inquiries welcome. SEND TO: JAMEY AEBERSOLD 1211-0 AEBERSOLD DRIVE, NEW ALBANY, IN 47150 USA 



BLINDFOLD TEST 
'!" SAM NOTO. NOSTALGIA (from EN-TRANCE!, Xanadu). Noto, trumpet; Fats 
Navarro, composer. 

That was Fats' tune that we opened with 
at the Starlight. I have no idea who it is. 
What I like about the trumpeter is that 
he's adventuresome, and achieved what 
he went for. There were a few suspen-
sions that I don't understand, but I give 
him credit for being a spontaneous 
player. Three stars. 

El ABBEY LINCOLN. WHEN MAUNDY 
SINGS (from STRAIGHT AHEAD, Candid). 

Personnel as identified. Rec. 1961. 

That was Abbey Lincoln and Booker Lit-
tle, on a poem by Paul Lawrence Dunbar. 
I don't care for the way it was set to music 
because the words all came out on top of 
each other and you couldn't digest the 
meaning. She's a unique singer and has 
her own sound. She has the courage of 
her convictions and does what she wants 
to do; I respect her for that. Yet she 
needs proper production, and her tal-
ents are not used here to her benefit. 
Booker Little was a great trumpeter; 

the shortness of his life was a true tragedy 
and a great loss. His trumpet was not 
important to the performance; it 
could've been any other solo here. He's 
capable of much more. Two stars. 

Ell MILES DAVIS. n _JANGO (from LEGRAND 
JAZZ, Columbia). Davis, trumpet; John 

Lewis, composer; Michel Legrand, arranger. 

That's John Lewis' composition, and I 
like the way the MJQ play it better. The 
arrangement sounded a little schmaltzy 
with the harp in it, but I like this, too. 
The trumpeter sounded so much like 
Miles Davis that it must have been, be-
cause I can't imagine anyone wanting to 
sound so much like someone else. Yet 
there were no surprises, and I usually 
hear surprises in Miles' playing. Three 
stars. 

4 FLETCHER HENDERSON. STAMPEDE (from STUDY IN FRUSTRATION, Columbia). 
Henderson, composer, leader; Rex Stewart, Joe 
Smith, trumpet; Coleman Hawkins, tenor saxo-
phone. Rec. 1926. 

Wasn't that Fletcher Henderson? Cole-
man Hawkins? That was not Louis Arm-
strong first; the second trumpet sounded 
more like him, but he didn't have that 
open exuberance. The first solo sounded 
set up; it's no sin to set up a solo, but it is if 
it sounds set up. That must have been very 
early; I know why Duke said in Music /s 
My Mistress that he wanted his band to 
sound like Fletcher Henderson's. Three 
stars. 

Art Farmer 
BY FRED BOUCHARD 

I ooking just as solid and distinguished as 
his flugelhorn sounds, Art Farmer re-

cently made one of his more and more 
frequent trips to the States from Vienna, 
where he made his home in 1968 and is a 
well-known and welcome face on the Euro-
pean theater of jazz. 
Thanks to the recent trend towards record 

company reissue programs, a great deal of 
Farmer's lyrical, compelling early trumpet 
and later flugelhorn work is available on 
labels like Prestige and Contemporary 
(both under the aegis of Fantasy's Original 
Jazz Classics). More current samples of Art's 
art can be heard on his own Concord Jazz 
albums (A Work Of Art, CJ-179 and Warm 
Valley, CJ-212) and as a member of the 
reconstituted Jazztet (Moment To Moment, 
Soul Note 1066), of which he was a co-
founder. 

At 56, Farmer still appears quiet strong, 
and thoughtful, and wastes as few words 
as he does notes. He listened for structure, 
content and shading, made unflappable 

and judicious comments throughout his 
only Blindfold Test since db, 9/8/77. He was 
given na information about selections 
played. 

nKENNY WHEELER. 'SMATTER (from 
GNU HIGH, ECM). Wheeler, flugelhom, 

composer; Keith Jarrett piano. 

Sounded like Freddie Hubbard. The 
trumpeter was never dull or boring and 
had a big, fat sound. He was able to 
improvise well on a form that doesn't 
sound easy to me; he met it head on and 
didn't sound constricted. He wasn't 
afraid to hold a note and played some 
nice things. When he stopped I couldn't 
wait for him to come back, he was so 
dynamic. Not that the pianist wasn't 
good, too. Five stars for the trumpeter. 

6 WOODY SHAW. WE'LL BE TOGETHER 
AGAIN (from FOR SURE!, Columbia). Shaw, 

trumpet; unidentified string section. 

Sounded like Freddie Hubbard. Very 
well played, but the playing didn't have 
much to do with the song. It lacked mood 
to me. A nice loose rhythm section could 
have worked better than the strings. Too 
much was asked of too few strings. For 
the trumpeter, two stars. When I hear a 
ballad, I like more atmosphei c. 

GEORGE RUSSELL. LISTEN To THE 
NM SILENCE, PART I (from NEW YORK BIG BAND, 
Soul Note). Russell, composer, leader; Stanton 
Davis, trumpet. 

It could've used a bridge in it, some hills 

and valleys, more contour. Yet I kind of 
like the intensity. It started off in a dark 
mood, with a slow subde development in 
that ostinato figure. The trumpet solo 
had some humor to it. It reminded me of 
some of George Russell's things. Could it 
have been the Vienna Art Orchestra? 
Two stars. 

8 ET BAKER. LITTLE WING (from 
DAYBREAK, SteepleChase). Baker, 

trumpet; Doug Raney, guitar; Niels-Henning 
Orsted Pedersen, bass; Richie Beirach, com-
poser. 

It started at a certain dynamic level and 
never picked up from there. It was well 
played, no faults with the level of execu-
tion or articulation, but it got kind of 
monotonous. It's hard to build or change 
colors within the confines of a duo, but 
you have to try. No rating. 

9 DUKE ELLINGTON. UP AND DOWN (from SUCH SWEET THUNDER, Columbia). 
Ellington, composer, piano, leader; Clark Teny, 
flugelhom. 

Give it all the stars you've got! That's one 
of my favorites. Duke Ellington and Billy 
Strayhorn are "beyond category!' This 
has form, it swings, the solos are great. 
Clark was used very effectively, and per-
formed what he was asked to do per-
fectly. db 
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M illions of people write 
music—at least 13 million 
in the U.S. alone. Yet only 

a few thousand make a living at it, and 
they know the excitement of having their 
music reach a large audience. 

Whether you're interested in song-
writing, composing or arranging, there's 
a way to dramatically increase your odds 
of joining that select group of successful 
writers. The acclaimed Grove School of 
Music in Los Angeles now offers three 
extraordinary one-year study programs 
for writing music. 

These programs are three key reasons 
why students from more than 30 countries 
have found the Grove School to be the most 
practicalplace to launch their careers in 
the music business. All Grove instructors 
are working professionals based here in 
the entertainment capital of the world, 
where opportunities in the contemporary 
music scene are at your doorstep. 

le Writing hit songs. 
The craft of writing hit songs is the back-
bone of the Grove School's Songwriting 
Program. No other school offers a program 
completely dedicated to all the disciplines 

you'll need as a 
professional song-
writer. 

Not only will 
you learn to better 
express your ideas 
through expanded 
knowledge of mu-
sic concepts and 
styles. You'll also 
develop your abil-

ity to produce and arrange compelling 
demo recordings of your songs, with 
studio facilities and skilled musicians 
available to you. And you'll be offered 
music business classes from top industry 
executives, learning how to attract interest 
in your music and how to protect yourself 
when the deal-making starts. 

Finally, you'll have the option of splitting 
your studies between Songwriting and our 
Professional Synthesist Program, using the 
newest synthesizers and electronic equip-
ment as songwriting and recording tools. 

tediernes 

How to make a living . • 

wnthig 
2. Composing and Arranging. 

To compete as a pro-
fessional composer, 
arranger or orchestra-
tor, you need to be ver-

satile and to work quickly. 
In the Grove School's Com-
posing and Arranging 
Program, you'll develop 

speed and accuracy in 20 
different styles of music. 
You'll learn how to handle 
projects for television, 
radio, records, jingles and 
live performance, with 
additional courses in film 
scoring, synthesizer appli-
cations, music copying 

and vocal arranging. 
In 40 weeks, you'll write and conduct 

25 charts—from 5-piece band to 50-piece 
studio orchestra. Every chart will be 
performed and recorded. Prominent 
guest instructors range from Henry 
Mancini to Tom Scott to Nelson Riddle. 

3. Scoring film and television. 
Even graduates 
of other leading 
music schools 
come to Los 
Angeles for the 
Grove School's 
outstanding 
Film/Video Composition Program. 

HOLLYWOOD 

It's a chance to study and work in 
the city where television shows and 
movies are made. You'll work only with 
actual professional films and TV shows, 
using the original timing sheets. You'll 
compose, orchestrate and conduct 37 
different film cues, and each will be 
performed and recorded with session 
musicians. 

Because of the importance of synthe-
sizers in film music today, this program is 
divided between six months of acoustic 
orchestration and six months of projects in 
our state-of-the-art Synthesizer Lab. 

4 e Getting a competitive edge. 
You can start any of the three Grove 
writing programs in July or January. You 
may qualify for financial aid. And if 
you're concerned about getting a college 
degree, our fully accredited programs 
can be a part of your B.A. Degree in 
Commercial Music through our affil-
iation with Laverne University. 

So if you want to make a living 
writing music, we'll send you 
more information. Just send us 

the coupon 
below and 
see how you 
can get a 
competitive 
edge, or 
call us 

at (818) 985-0905. 

• 

Mail coupon to: Grove School of Music 
Dept. W 
12754 Ventura Boulevard 
Studio City, California 94604 

Please Print: 

Name 

Street 

City 

State ZIP 

Phone ( 

I'd like to know more about: 
D Songwriting Program 
O Composing and Arranging Program 
O Film/Video Composition Program 

I'd also like information on these programs: 
0 Synthesizer and Musicianship Program 
O Keyboard Program 
O Recording Engineering Program 
Cl Guitar Program 
O Vocal Program 
O Bass Program 
O Percussion Program 
D Professional Instrumental Program 
O General Musicianship Program 
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PROFILE 
Henry 
Kaiser 
Influences as diverse as Asian 

cultures and Delta blues, 
augmented by the latest in 
electronic technology, make 
this free-thinking guitarist's 
music unlike any other 

BY BILL MILKOWSKI 

Most guitarists, particularly rock and 
blues players, can count on one hand the 
number of musicians who have signifi-
cantly affected them. The three Kings 
(Albert, B.B., Freddie) are perennial fa-
vorites in this department. Chuck Berry, 
the Ventures, and Jimi Hendrix are fre-
quently mentioned as prime inspira-
tions. The more esoteric blues guitarists 
may name Hubert Sumlin, Guitar Slim, 
or Jimmy Reed as motivating forces, 
while the younger crop of today's players 
would no doubt point to the likes of Jeff 
Beck, Jimmy Page, and Eddie Van Halen 
as guiding lights. Jazz-oriented guitarists 
might even include various horn and 
keyboard artists who inspired them to 
extend their vocabularies—John Col-
trane, Miles Davis, McCoy Tyner, and the 
like. But still the number of major influ-
ences could be contained on a single 
page. 
A list of Henry Kaiser's musical influ-

ences, however, would unfurl like the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and encompass musics 
from nearly every corner of the planet. 
And as this self-described compulsive 
listener sees it, they are all related some-
how. From the rough-edged Delta blues 
of Skip James and Bukka White to the 
exotic sounds of Indian sarod master Ali 
Akbar Khan and Korean kayagum 
player Sang-Won Park, they are all linked 
by one unifying element—passion. 
"There are things in common that I 

find in the music of many different coun-
tries; the feeling of the blues, for in-
stance," says Kaiser. "But there are also 
many alien qualities; people in other 
cultures seem to have developed music to 
express many different emotions and 
feelings that we do not have expressions 
for in Western music. I find this espe-
cially apparent in Korean music. So I like 
to go out and search for these new 
areas—emotional and technical—and 
then I try to bring them home into my 

life and into my guitar." 
You can hear strains of Korean kaya-

gum on Book Of Gold from his latest solo 
album, It's A Wonderful Life (Metalan-
guage 124). But it's not a kayagum hes' 
playing, it's an Epiphone Blackstone 
acoustic guitar. Moreover, a lot of Kaiser 
fast behind-the-bridge vibrato and bend-
ing on this album came from listening to 
traditional Vietnamese music per-
formed by Tran Van Khe on a steel-
stringed zither. "He crafts emotional me 
Iodic and rhythmic improvisations that 
are propulsive, exciting, and at times 
almost blues-like," he says. 
Many of the non-tempered sounds, 

exotic textures, and odd intonations fea-
tured on the more than 20 albums Kaiser 
has played on may have been derived 
from the musics of Japan, China, In-
donesia, or Okinawa. For the past eight 
years, Kaiser has tried to expose more 
people to these non-Western musics as 
the host of a weekly radio program on 
KPFA in Berkeley, California. "On this 
show I play all of the music that I love, 
and some of it can be quite strange to the 
average listener. For instance, I could sit 
and listen to Korean music all day, and it 
may sound like cats howling on the roof 
to somebody else. But I do get a lot of 
calls and letters at the station from lis-
teners who are surprised by how much 
they've enjoyed and learned from the 
exotic listening:' 
Of all the world musicians that Kaiser 

has studied from his massive record col. 
lection, India's Ali Akbar Khan stands as 
the monumental influence on him. "For 
me, he is the greatest musician and im-
provisor on the planet," says Kaiser. "He 
plays his instrument, the sarod [a 25-
stringed fretless lute-like instrument 
with four main playing strings] with the 

greatest technical command and emo-
tional depth of anyone that I have ever 
heard. I have more than 60 different 
albums by him and all of them are excel-
lent. I have learned more about emotion 
in music, about different types of scales, 
different right hand plectrum tech-
niques, note bending, and musical devel-
opment from listening to Ali Akbar 
Khan than to any other musical artist!' 

Kaiser's interest in the blues is also 
quite strong, particularly the Delta 
sound. There an unmistakable Delta 
blues stamp on Jinx Blues, a Willie Brown/ 
Son House composition on his 1981 dou-
ble-album, Aloha (Metalanguage 109). 
And there's mare of the same with Special 
Rider Blues and Hard Time Killin' Floor 
Blues, two Skip james tunes on Who Needs 
Enemies? (Metalanguage 123), done with 
frequent collaborator Fred Frith. 

"I've had a lot of fun learning pieces by 
Skip James and Son House," says Kaiser. 
"They are some of the most intense and 
emotional music that our country has 
produced. I've carefully listened to other 
acoustic blues artists like Charlie Patton, 
Fred McDowell. Robert Pete Williams, 
Blind Willie Johnson . . . these guys were 
making up their own musical rules. A lot 
of their music can be really strange and 
eccentric, but I enjoy those rough edges 
and strange contours that seem to have 
been sanded off by the historical evolu-
tion of the blues in more recent forms." 
While Kaiser is attracted to the purer 

forms of world music and acoustic blues, 
he is also intrigued by electronics. "I was 
a science-minded kid all through ele-
mentary school and high school. I had no 
kind of musical experience at all until the 
middle of college, about 12 years ago, 
when I started playing guitar." 
What made Kaiser pick up the guitar 
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back then was hearing the music of Brit-
ish avant gardist Derek Bailey. "I was 
really impressed by what he did, emo-
tionally more than technically. I could 
identify with his sound. I heard a record 
and that made me get the guitar. Then I 
tried to figure out technically what he 
was doing. I took his playing apart just 
the way somebody would learn a blues 
lick. Then I saw him about a year after 
that and things instantly became a lot 
clearer?' 

Bailey employs many unorthodox 
methods of sound production even 
though he uses regular acoustic and elec-
tric guitars with standard tuning. By 
playing closely voiced tone clusters, natu-
ral and artifical harmonics, oddly voiced 
wide intervals, and unorthodox plec-
trum attacks, Bailey has created an en-
tirely new vocabulary for the guitar, and 
it's one that Kaiser has assimilated into 
his own style. 

"I consider Derek Bailey to be among a 
handful of the greatest innovators that 
the guitar has known. He began develop-
ing this new vocabulary in the late '60s, 
basically because he felt that he needed a 
greater palette of colors and techniques 
to be able to play the kind of music that 
he imagined." 
What Kaiser imagines goes even a step 

further. Combining his diverse range of 
musical influences with his own elec-
tronic know-how, he has evolved a sig-
nature sound that can only be described 
as guitar fantasia. Listening ton's A Won-
deiful Lift, it's hard to grasp the fact that 
all the multi-textured sounds are being 
performed live in real time by one 
guitarist. On the lengthy title cut, for 
instance, there are clearly several voices 
at work. The effect is puzzling and 
slightly disorienting, to say the least. 

Kaiser attributes this interest in achiev-
ing multiple voices through the use of 
digital delay processing to the influence 
of minimalist pioneer Terry Riley. "A lot 
of my solo material owes a lot to him, par-
ticularly an album called Shri Camel (CBS 
Masterworks 35164). To me, this album is 
a model of how to use digital technology 
to achieve a transcendent and expressive 
performance. Riley basically plays 
modal, polyphonic improvisations on an 
electric organ that has been re-tuned to 
different just-tempered intonations, and 
he processes the signal through several 
digital delay loops. However, instead of 
sounding like someone playing over a 
repeating tape loop with feedback, Riley 
sounds like several people playing quite 
complex music together?' 

Kaiser's dense, tense clusters and oth-
erworldly textures are achieved by 
processing his signal through a Lexicon 

Super Prime Time in series with a Lex-
icon PCM-42 and an MXR Pitch Trans-
poser. That all goes through a Howard 
Dumble Steel String Singer amp and is 
augmented by a Dbx 160X compressor 
and a Zeta Polyfuzz to help him attain 
other colors in his varied palette. He 
generally plays two or three guitars 
through this setup—a 1970 black Fender 
Telecaster with Modulus Graphite neck 
and Bartolini LCH pickups (which he 
used on It's A Wonderful Life and on his 
guitar parts for Herbie Hancock's album, 
Sound-System); a 1958 sunburst Fender 
Stratocaster with Modulus Graphite 
neck, one stock Fender pickup and one 
Zeta Hex pickup, and a Floyd Rose trem-
olo; and a red 1977 Gibson 335 (which he 
used on Aloha). 
By skillfully manipulating those sepa-

rate outputs from the different digital 
delays and panning them through a 
mixer, Kaiser creates the illusion of over-
dubbing. "Through sleight of hand you 
can make it seem like there's a lot more 
going on than there really is," he ex-
plains. "I'm really interested in the ad-
vances made recently in digital technol-
ogy. I think, for me, that's what the whole 
thing in music is about right now. But the 
irritating thing is there's going to be a 
three-to-five year wait before the tech-
nology of, say, the Synclavier gets down to 
an affordable level. So I'm just kind of 
sitting around waiting?' 

In the meantime, Kaiser continues his 
ambitious experiments with digital 
processing and Linn drum program-
ming. The Linn drum tracks he laid 
down for the Frith/Kaiser studio project, 
Who Needs Enemies?, were among the 
most inventive and eccentric yet devised 
on that drum computer. He says that his 
Linn drum programming on that album 
was greatly influenced by expatriate 
composer Conlon Nancarrow. 

"Mr. Nancarrow is a 64-year-old Amer-
ican who relocated to Mexico in 1940. 
Since that time he has composed exclu-
sively for his own customized player pi-
anos (recorded on 1750 Arch Records). 
Nancarrow believes that human players 
are not capable of the technical demands 
that he feels are necessary for his compo-
sitions so he laboriously punches out his 
own player piano rolls by hand to match 
his scores. And the music produced is 
not at all mechanical-sounding. On the 
contrary, it brims with fire, emotion, life, 
and humanity. And it's true that his stud-
ies are metrically too complex to be 
played by a human, which is also one of 
the advantages of the Linn drum. You 
can program things on it that can't be 
played or even dreamed of by humans. 

"I can't play drums at all," Kaiser con-
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tinues. "I have no idea how to. But 
because of the way that a human can 
interface with a machine, thanks to mi-
crocomputer technology, it becomes pos-
sible for people to play things and ex-
press themselves musically in ways that 
they couldn't before. That's what inter-
ests me. Computers, I think, are going to 
change the whole way that we produce, 
consume, and appreciate music radically 
within the next 10 years:' 

Kaiser studied economics at Harvard 
University around the same time he be-
gan delving into the work of improvising 
artists such as Derek Bailey, saxist Evan 
Parker, and German guitarist Hans 
Reichel. Another big influence during 
this formative period was rock renegade 
and surrealist Captain Beefheart. 

"Beefheart's 1969 album, Trout Mask 
Replica (Reprise 2027), had a big effect 
on me," he says. "The guitar playing by 
Bill Harkleroad (Zoot Horn Rollo) and 
Jeff Cotton (Antenna Jimmy Semens) is 
just about the most exciting guitarwork 
that I know of. Beefheart's own guitar 
parts have their roots in country and 
Delta blues. Lots of slide playing is evi-
dent. But on this album there's a lot of 
chord work and complex harmonization 
between guitars and bass that go far 
beyond what anyone else has attempted 
in rock music. And while this music is 
very rigidly structured and totally com-
posed, I feel in it a special kind of energy 
and conviction that I usually hear only in 
more improvised forms." 
Upon graduating, Kaiser got involved 

in film production, working on industrial 
training films and television shows for 
PBS. He says that experience has paid off 
handsomely today. "I have a production 
background from working on projects 
where time was money, and I've sort of 
applied that a lot to making records. I'm 
putting out high quality product and 
doing it very economically. The whole 
solo album I just did (It's A Wonderful Life) 
cost about $250 to record at most. All the 
records that I have produced at Meta-
language (the Berkeley-based label coop-
eratively owned by Kaiser, pianist Greg 
Goodman, and members of the Rova 
Saxophone Quartet) have been made 
very economically!' 
While Kaiser continues an ongoing 

relationship with Fred Frith, the Rova 
Saxophone Quartet, Greg Goodman, 
and the group Material, he constantly 
seeks out new collaborators to stimulate 
his creative juices. "I've got a short atten-
tion span, I think. Maybe that's why," he 
speculates, adding, "I play with people I 
get along with personally and whose 
musical expression I like. I try to seek 
them out in order to do things together 

with them, so I do tend to play with a lot 
of people you wouldn't expect me to play 
with, given my association with the avant 
garde improvising scene." 
One of those odd collaborations oc-

curred recently at a gig in the Bay Area, 
when Kaiser got together with bassist 
Andy West (formerly of the Dregs), slide 
guitar virtuoso Scott Colby, vocalist Vic-
toria Williams, Canadian new music sax-
ophonist John Oswald, and drummer 
John Hanes. "We came out and played 
one of the things off the Korean record I 
just made with Sang-Won Park and 
drummer Charles K. Noyes (Invite The 
Spirit, Celluloid 5008/9). Then we did 
Mystery Train. Then we did one of Andy's 

jazz-rock things, a Patsy Cline song, 
Walkin' After Midnight, Beefheart's Alice In 
Blunderland, and a Willie Dixon tune—it 
was a pretty strange gig, but a really great 
one too." 
You can't get more eclectic than that, 

though Kaiser keeps trying. He's already 
got an album in the can featuring fellow 
guitarists John Abercrombie and Amos 
Garrett. And he's planning a project for 
this year with Frith and British rock 
guitarist Richard Thompson. You never 
know quite what to expect from the icon-
oclastic Mr. Kaiser. 
As he puts it in his self-written liner 

notes from Aloha: "The only rule that I 
operate by is that there be no rules." db 

Larry Novak 
A fixture in Windy City clubs 
for nearly three decades, this 
pianist is the epitome of the 
well-rounded studio/band/ 

teaching musician. 

BY JON BALLERAS 

"I like to think of myself as one of the last 
of the generalists," commented Larry 
Novak, as he settled back into a comfort-
able-looking couch in the living room of 
his home in a northern Chicago suburb. 
And this musical director, pianist, con-
ductor, composer, arranger, and teacher 
used the term generalist with precision, 
for his activity on Chicago's musical scene 
has encompassed everything from bebop 
to impressionistic small group jazz, from 
backing singers doing show tunes and 
torch songs to cutting jingles and com-
posing music for mental health and ecol-
ogy series on the Public Broadcasting 
System. How does a single musician de-
velop such varied talents? 
Born in Chicago, Novak began his mu-

sical training at age five, with studies in 
such traditional piano literature as Bach, 
Beethoven, and Chopin. But, he says, 
music didn't come together for him until 
his early teens, when he studied with 
Max Stelter at Walter Deller's School of 
Music at Kimball Hall. "Stelter," Novak 
explains, "made me aware of more things 
than just the notes—of orchestration 
and structure and harmony and of the 
art and science of music:' 

In a more informal yet equally signifi-
cant way, Novak's musical outlook was 

shaped shortly after this time by pianist 
Bill Evans who Novak met when Evans 
was playing flute with the Fifth Army 
Band at Fort Sheridan, Illinois. Novak 
recalls that Evans "was still playing like 
Bud Powell, but was starting to stretch 
out from there, doing things like listen-
ing to Bartok and analyzing him and 
talking about it:' " Bill," Novak continues, 
"had a great deal of influence on my 
direction, because of his linear playing. 
After Bud Powell, he was the only one 
who really paid attention to detail. His 
voicings, his orchestration, the way he 
went about constructing his solos, his 
mood—it wasn't just a bunch of mathe-
matics to Bill. He made music:' 
After a stint in an Army band in which 

he held down a trombone chair, Novak 
returned to Chicago to head up the 
house trio at the London House, a now 
sadly defunct supper club which was on 
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the North edge of the Loop and con-
sistently booked first-string jazz groups, 
including those of Oscar Peterson, 
Teddy Wilson, Cannonball Adderley, 
Herbie Hancock, and George Shearing. 
Such a club was not merely a choice gig 
for Novak, it was a place where he could 
interact with some of the most capable 
jazz players. "If I had a question about 
something," Novak recalls, "I could ask 
George, or Oscar, or Dizzy Gillespie, and 
they were free with information. The sit-
uation wasn't as competitive as it is now. 
Jazz was an important thing to do, but it 
wasn't blown out of perspective. The 
people who were playing it weren't self-
important because they were doing it. 
They just had fun with it. They enjoyed 
doing something artistic and were grati-
fied that someone enjoyed what they did. 
And they wanted to communicate and 
discuss it:' 

During this formative time, Novak was 
especially influenced by George Shear-
ing, who he got together with on long 
afternoons when the two pianists drank 
tea, talked about music, and traded ideas 
at the keyboard. "Shearing's orchestra-
tion within what he does is just as beauti-
ful and wonderful as his solo line play-
ing," Novak respectfully points out. 

After several years at the London 
House, Novak moved to Mr. Kelly's, a 
sister club of the London House, which 
featured such show business-oriented 
acts as the Platters, Helen Reddy, and Bill 
Cosby, as well as such jazz stalwarts as 
Sarah Vaughan, Buddy Rich, and Nancy 
Wilson. Novak's title at this club, which 
he stayed at for 14 years, was musical 
director and his job required him to play 
piano, conduct, and pen charts as the 
occasion required, as well as to play jazz 
sets between acts. Novak's heading up the 
band at Mr. Kelly's represented another 
opportunity to learn and broaden his 
versatility. "It was a unique situation," 
Novak points out, "to have a job locally 
that would change ambience every two 
weeks. Mel Tormé, for example, would 
be there for a couple of weeks and then it 
would be a totally different situation with 
whoever was after that, say, the Smothers 
Brothers:' 
Novak later toured with Peggy Lee, 

among other performers, and his re-
marks on working with her give a clear 
indication of how finely honed his talents 
had become. "Conducting for such a 
perfectionist was another strata," Novak 
explains with pleasure. "It was great fun 
to work with someone who had as high or 
higher standards than you have and ex-
pected absolute perfection at every per-
formance. Not one song or even one 
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CAUGHT 
ONE NIGHT 
WITH BLUE NOTE 

TOWN HALL 

NEW YORK— Record company founder 
Alfred Lion had great ears for the most 
vital jazz players of the '40s, '50s, and 
'60s. Among the former Blue Note lead-
ers who've survived, Art Blakey, Kenn 
Burrell, Walter Davis, Lou Donaldson, 
Herbie Hancock, Joe Henderson, Fred-
die Hubbard, Bobby Hutcherson, Jackie 
McLean, Cecil Taylor, McCoy Tyner, and 
Tony Williams helped make this Janus-
faced concert tribute to the label being 
revived by Bruce Lundvall at Capitol/ 
EMI special enough to deserve the vid-
eotaping, filming, and audio-recording 
it was afforded. Michael Cuscuna and 
emcee Hancock kept the five-and-a-half-
hour production rolling, so that only the 
last two ensembles tried my patience. But 
the question remains: Is there a future 
beyond reissues? 
The new Blue Note signatories are 

guitarist Stanley Jordan, whose short set 
didn't jell until the end of his blues 
jumpin' Jack—he's played better; flutist 
James Newton, who deftly recreated Eric 
Dolphy's classic Hat And Beard with 
Hutcherson, Williams, and Ron Carter, 
then recalled James Spaulding 's solo on 
the vibist's Little B's Poem; and tenor saxist 
Bennie Wallace, whose a capella blowing 
was responsibly rambunctious and who 
stood firm when Cecil McBee and Jack 
DeJohnette launched their support. Also 
due from BN/EMI are projects from 
Burrell/Grover Washington (here, with 
drummer Grady Tate and bassist Reggie 
Workman they essayed a tepid Nica's 
Dream and Summertime), a straightahead 
date from Stanley Turrentine (whose A 
Child Is Born feature left me unmoved), 
and Charles Lloyd/Michel Petrucciani 
(the pianist a tasteful, mildly stimulating 
accompanist to the hollow-toned saxist/ 
huffy-puffy flutist's nice ideas and incon-
sequential realization, despite McBee 
and DeJohnette's presence). Without a 
young rhythm section—say, Kenny 
Kirkland, Charnett Moffett, and Marvin 
"Smitty" Smith—can there be a new Blue 
Note stable? 
The best performances by far were 

from the veterans. For example, pianist 
Walter Davis suggesting the nuances of 
Monk and Bud Powell, helped by Blakey 
and Workman, then bringing up Bobby 
Timmons' Moanin' with ripsnorting 
Johnny Griffin, subdued Curtis Fuller, 
and Freddie Hubbard. Hub may be stuck 
in the style he perfected long ago, but he 
came to play strong, long, vivid phrases 
and high squeals on Paper Moon. With 

From Left, Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter, Freddie Hubbard, Joe Henderson, and Tony Williams. 

Hancock sitting in, and bassist Carter, 
Hutcherson stopped tinte on his ballad 
Bouquet. Hubbard returned with tenorist 
Henderson and the great, splashing 
Williams, for Canteloupe Island, Recorda 
Me, and Maden Voyage—all sounding 
fresh, with Hancock refiguring his every 
voicing. 

After an intermission, club owner Max 
Gordon was introduced to plug the Vil-
lage Vanguard's 50 years. Then came the 
LloycliPetrucciani and Wallace demon-
strations. McCoy Tyner swung Sweet And 
Lovely all alone but beautifully. Even bet-
ter, McLean, trumpeter Woody Shaw, 
Tyner, McBee, and DeJohnette tore into 
Appointment In Ghana, Passion Dance, and 
Blues On The Corner. Here were the 
heights of the Blue Note sound; McLean 
and Shaw, both currently without record 
contracts, cut their solos to the bone and 
sinew of the songs, while the rhythm 
section was on the ball. Cecil Taylor's 
solo, which followed, didn't seem out of 
place at all. Hank Mobley came onstage 
just to tell a joke on Lou Donaldson, who 
kicked off organist Jimmy Smith's set 
with slippery bop licks. Smith, Burrell, et 
al funked on 'tit 2 a.m. 
Of the speechifiers, artist Reid Miles 

was best, saying if he'd known the label 
was going to take off; and reissue his 
work 20 years later, he'd have charged 
Lion more for some 900 album cover de-
signs. Sound engineer Rudy Van Gelder 
looked happy, Lion appeared justifiably 
proud. Lundvall beamed in delight. But 
somebody could have at least mentioned 
Horace Silver, and a roll call of the Note-
worthies in absentia—among the living, 
Don Cherry, Omette Coleman, Richard 
Davis, Elvin Jones, Andrew Hill, Sam 
Rivers, and Wayne Shorter; among the 
departed. can you imagine a Blue Note 
night without memories of Clifford 
Brown?—would have been more appro-
priate a stalling action than the naming 
of '80s celebrities—what's Sting got to do 
with it? He didn't even show up. A party 
next-door, with hors d'oeuvres, drinks, 

and a jam session (pianist Ronnie Mat-
thews and bassist Ray Drummond 
backed a lineup of aspirants) lasted 
nearly until dawn, by which time Blue 
Note had re-established quite a bit of 
good will. — howard mandel 

CHARLIE DANIELS' 
VOLUNTEER JAM 
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM 

NASHVILLE—Germany is associated with 
Oktoberfest, New Orleans with Mardi 
Gras, and Kentucky with the Derby. In 
comparison, the II-year-old Volunteer 
Jam, with host Charlie Daniels, is just a 
child, but a very wild child indeed. Nash-
ville experiences Jam fever with tickets 
usually selling out a few days after going 
on sale. The one-night event corrals peo-
ple from all over the world to participate 
in the festivities. In the past few years, 
the Volunteer Jam has turned into a 
major worldwide media event, broadcast 
live over a network of pay cable television 
services, U.S. radio stations, and the 
Voice of America overseas. This year 
Showtime cable television videotaped 
the Volunteer Jam for later special 
broadcast. 
A very large party takes place annually 

in the convention area below the Munici-
pal Auditorium stage. Hundreds of mu-
sic industry figures and VIPs are treated 
to a variety of food and drink. Closed 
circuit coverage of the live musical pro-
ceedings upstairs are broadcast on a 
large screen television, and tv monitors 
are scattered throughout the banquet 
area. 
The unknowing might think of 

Charlie Daniels as strictly a cicw artist, 
known for his million-selling albums like 
Million Mile Reflections, or his big hit, Devil 
Went Down To Georgia. But Daniels claims 
to love all kinds of music and attempts to 
infuse different styles into his own, try-
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Little Richard (center) and Charlie Daniels (right). 

ing to escape the "Southern rock" restric-
tions many critics and fans put on him. 
For that reason, Daniels is respected 
among his peers, and in past years has 
brought together an almost unbelievable 
array of musical talent that cuts across 
stylistic boundaries.—the Woody Her-
man big band finds itself sharing the 
stage with the funky soul of James 
Brown; Rufus Thomas easily starts a 
dance craze with his Funky Chicken, or 
Papa John Creach duels fiddles with 
Daniels. Other past participants have in-
cluded Billy Joel, classical violinist Eu-
gene Fodor, Leon Russell, George Thor-
ognod and the Destroyers, Stevie Ray 
Vaughan and Double Trouble, and Jump 
'N The Saddle to mention a few. 
Of course, the Volunteer Jam boasts a 

heavy helping of Nashville's number one 
musical export. Rey Acuff, the Dirt 
Band, Willie Nelson, Larry Gadin, and 
Boxcar Willie are just a handful of the 
homegrown c&w acts to grace Daniels' 
all-embracing stage. 

Country took a larger part of the pro-
ceedings this year than at past Jams. Gail 
Davies. Bill Medley, Eddy Raven, Ala-
bama, Roy Acuff, Nicolette Larson, and 
Emmylou Harris each performed. Amy 
Grant sang gospel, Kris Kristofferson 
debuted songs from his soon-to-be-re-
leased album, Dickey Betts, former 
Allman Brothers guitarist. traded hot 
licks with Daniels (on guitar this time). 
Ted Nugent brought his fiery rock & roll 
and Papa John Creach, a Jam regular, 
added his scorching blues fiddle. 
The highlight was undoubtedly a ma-

niacal performance from Little Richard. 
Daniels' band backed him and kicked 
into his classics Tutti Frutti and Lucille, 
prodding him to return to his old rock & 
roll. Instead the born-again preacher 
tore into what he calls his "message mu-
sic" from atop a white grand piano. He 

drove the crowd to a frenzy, eventually 
throwing his boots and shirt to the au-
dience. Toward the end of the evening he 
came back to sing background harmony 
with Kristofferson, as Daniels and the 
assembled musical multitude jammed on 
into the night. tourne 

LESTER BOWIE'S 
BRASS FANTASY 

SWEET BASIL 

NEW YORK—Horst Liepolt first pre-
sented a festival of new jazz in 1975 in 
Australia, calling the festival "Music Is 
An Open Sky." When he moved to New 
York in 1981 he was disheartened that the 
better jazz joints didn't offer the newer 
music. So, he and his partners, Phyllis 
Weisbart and Mel Litoff, determined to 
offer jazz new and old and in betwixt at 
Sweet Basil. And to celebrate the 10th 
anniversary of Liepolt's "Open Sky" they 
presented 15 nights of new directions in 
jazz, starting with Gunter Hampel and 
ending with Anthony Braxton. Among 
others playing were notables Bill Dixon, 
John Carter, and the World Saxophone 
Quartet. And, as the house was often full 
and the audience enthusiastic, the fes-
tival was a success. Lester Bowie's Brass 
Fantasy was a highlight. 
Bowie gathered a nine-piece band, in-

cluding eight among the best and the 
brightest of brass.: Malachi Thompson, 
Bruce Purse. Stanton Davis, and Bowie 
on the trumpets, Steve Turré and Craig 
Harris on trombones, Vincent Chancey 
on french horn, Bob Stewart on tuba, 
plus Philip Wilson at the drums. Bowie, 
in his trademark white lab-coat, played 
solo at first, some blucsy musings from a 
New Orleans back porch. Soon he was 

joined by other voices in a full-blown 
spiritual, When The spirit Comes Back. 
Bowie preached, his trumpet shouting 

loud above the faithful—but the music 
wasn't always sanctified; the sacred and 
the profane intermingled. Craig Harris 
talked about the C.C. Rider. Malachi 
Thompson was downright wicked, call-
ing for his Sugar. Bowie returned at the 
climax, ever the pointillist, not playing 
lines so much as assembled sounds: quick 
squeaks or squawks or his breath alone 
fluttering through the trumpet, playing 
the microphone with the finesse of a 
Sinatra. 

Steve Turré stole the show on his own 
Macho, a feature for his virtuoso solos on 
conch shells. At first he played two mid-
dle-sized conchs, the alto and the tenor 
(as it were). Mostly he growled, his fin-
gers thrusting in and out of the shells— 
but then, as Wilson cooked up some 
Afro-Caribbean gumbo behind the horns, 
Turré switched to smaller (soprano and 
sopranino) shells and he was playing, 
flutter-tongued trills and trombone-like 
smears with his fingers as the slide. Often 
he played two shells at once—and I 
herewith announce my vote for Mis-
cellaneous Instrumentalist of the Year: 
Steve Turré, the Rahsaan of the conchs! 

Everyone in the band is a Talent 
Deserving Wider Recognition. Turres 
turn on the conchs was only one aspect of 
one of the most imaginative and most 
unheralded young masters. After ump-
teen years as a sideman, his trombone 
playing and his all-around musicality 
ought to be acknowledged with at least 
an up-front recording. Harris, too, plays 
the whole history of the trombone, from 
gut-bucket to the stars. Chancey's french 
horn was, again and again, a warm 
breeze, the calm of even the wildest 
storms Bowie and Wilson whipped up. 
Stewart's tuba was both anchor and 
heartbeat. Davis and Purse were fea-
tured, but Malachi Thompson was an-
other revelation of the night, often 
Bowie's alter ego, sometimes insinuating 
a counterpoint to Bowie, or the response 
to Bowie's call. 
The first set climaxed with Webop, a 

straightahead bebop head with a Flying 
Home flourish even Hamp might envy. 
Bowie's wit is infectious—at least two of 
the soloists flirted with the Flintstones 
theme. Part two's highlights included The 
Great Pretender, complete with doo-wop 
"woo-woos," and a new Bowie reggae to 
celebrate Bob Marley's birthday. 

This is a band that ought to be re-
corded—but I expect it will always be so 
much more fun when it's so live. Bowie's 
Fantasy is indeed fantastic. 

—michael bourne 
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SAXOPHONISTS 
TIRED OF BEING BURIED BY ELEC-

TRIC INSTRUMENTS AND DRUMS? Do you 
desire more VOLUME AND RESONANCE? (X 
course you do! Up until now an increase in volume 
meant a decrease in the quality of sound. 
INTRODUCING THE FIRST MOUTH-

PIECE to give you the volume you need with the 
quality you desire, at a price you can afford. 
Finally a BALANCED SOUND at a higher sound 
level. 
DUE TO TREMENDOUS POPULAR DE-

MAND, master mouthpiece maker DAVE 
GUARDALA is now offering two tenor sax 
mouthpieces—a high baffle studio model and a 
traditional baffle larger bore model (soprano, alto 
and baritone coming soon) that are just like his 
$500. custom-made mouthpieces [machined, (not 
cast) from a solid brass bar] used by top pros: 
MICHAEL BRECKER, DAVE LIEBMAN, 
BILL EVANS, PHAROAH SANDERS, LAW-
RENCE FELDMAN, etc., at a price of $150. 
You can still have a mouthpiece made any way 

you want for $500., but if you like these models, 
$150. is a real bargain. It is machined to the same 
close tolerance as the $500. custom-made model 
USING THE LATEST STATE OF ART COM-
PUTERIZED MACHINERY. Dave picked the 
two models the pros like the most and is offering 
them to you for $150. 
EACH MOUTHPIECE IS PERSONALLY 
TESTED BY DAVE GUARDALA AND THE 
BAFFLES ARE HAND FINISHED. 

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE BROCHURE 

that contains detailed information about these two 
mouthpieces. And you will see why the mouth-
piece you have been waiting for has finally arrived. 

CONTACT: Dave Guardala 
NEW HORIZONS MUSIC CO. 

3 Mineola Ave., Hicksville, NY 11801, USA 
Phone: 516/433-3795 

 Worldwide inquiries invited.  

27th Anniversary 

1985 SUMMER 

JAZZ CLINICS 
JAMEY AEDERSOLD 

Director, Combo / Improvisation Clinics 

Univ. of No. Colorado 

Ill. Wesleyan Univ.   Jun 30-Jul 5, 1985 

Univ. of Louisville, KY   Jul 14-20, 1985 

  Jun 9-15, 1985 

VOCAL JAZZ IMPROVISATION CLINIC 
Illinois Wesleyan University 

University of Louisville 
PATTY COKER—Instructor 

I We will again feature a 2-day seminar on 
"HOW TO TEACH IMPROVISATION" 
with JAMEY AEBERSOLD, instructor. 

SUMMER JAZZ CLINICS 
PO. Box 221, SOUTH BEND, IN 46624 

Please send me free brochure with full details on 1985 
Summer Jazz Clinics 1 

Nome  

Sneer  

Cry  Store  Zip   

Inurumenr 
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PRO SESSION 
An Analysis Of Michael 
Brecker's Harmonic Style 

BY TRENT KYNASTON 
Trent Kynoston teaches saxophone and directs the jazz ensembles at 
Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo. He has published numerous 
books of solo transcriptions—including Phil Woods Solos, Stan Getz 
Solos, and Michael Brecker Solos—each published by Studio P/R. 
Kynaston plays in the Western Jazz Quartet, a faculty ensemble in 
residence at the School of Music. 

Mii hael Brecker is one of the premier saxophonists on the music scene today. He 
owes a great deal to John Coltrane when it comes to his stylistic approach to 

the tenor saxophone, but he has developed a distinct voice from that influence— 
one that has earned him the utmost respect from musicians and fans throughout 
the world. 
The intent of this article is to identify some of the characteristics that consistently 

appear in Brecker's playing through an examination of his treatment of minor 
seventh and dominant seventh chords. All of the musical examples I have included 
are taken from Brecker's solo on Invitation, recorded in 1977 on You Can't Live With-
out It (Chiaroscuro 185), under guitarist Jack Wilkens' leadership. This album 
demonstrates straightahead bebop playing, but the concepts discussed below can 
be found in his playing in every style. 

Minor Seventh Chords 
Over minor seventh chords ( ii7) Brecker uses the Dorian scale almost exclusively. 

Other than playing chromatically through these chords, the most common 
variation is his regular use of the Major seventh. You will note in examples 1-3 
below, while the chord change is a Dm', Brecker uses a C# more often than C 
natural. (Examples 4-7 illustrate the same usage over Am' and Bm'.) When you 
replace the C in the D Dorian scale with Gil, the resulting scale is a D ascending 
melodic minor. (I specifically refer to the ascending portion of the scale because 
jazz players generally do not use its altered descending pattern.) Brecker makes 
good use of this scale. Not only does the Cit add a great deal of brightness and for-
ward motion to the Dm' chord, it also forecasts the color of the flatted fifth (raised 
11th) of the V' chord to come. Many players use the Major seventh over a minor 
seventh chord as a chromatic leading tone, but Brecker outlines the note from 
every angle. It is too prominent to simply be a passing or neighboring tone. 

Dominant Seventh Chords 
Most of the unique colors in Brecker's playing come from his treatment of 

dominant seventh chords. Over these chords he regularly uses what many have 
called the Coltrane scale—a Diminished-Whole Tone scale (also known as a Super 
Locrian scale, see ex. 8). Others have called this same scale Lydian/Mixolydian or 
Lydian/Flat Seven (ex. 9) or Lydian/Augmented (ex. 10). It is also the ascending 
melodic minor scale I mentioned earlier (ex. 11). Since the notes in all four of these 
scales are exactly the same, I prefer to use the melodic minor terminology because 
it is one of those basic scales that almost everyone learns very early. The question 
then is how to apply it in a jazz context. 

All Coltrane disciples use the scale built a half-step above the root of the 
dominant seventh chord (ie. BI, melodic minor over A'). (Note the tones that are 
present in this application. Using the example of BI, melodic minor over A', the BI, 
is the flatted ninth of A', the C is the sharped ninth, DI, = is the flatted fifth, F 
is the raised fifth, G is the seventh, and A is the root. The application gives you the 
essential notes of the A' chord—root, third, and seventh—plus all of the impor-
tant color, or altered tones.) I have presented numerous examples ( 12-18) below, in 
various keys, to illustrate how Brecker uses this scale. (A scale analysis is indicated 
in parenthesis above each example.) You can see in example 13 that he uses the 
straight Mixolydian scale over the first part of the change and then shifts to the 
melodic minor, leading chromatically to the next chord. Many will argue that he is 
using the tri-tone substitution (ie. Fr in the place of C'), which may be true, but the 
notes, with occasional chromatics, almost always add up to the melodic minor 
scale. (If you consider the true chord in example 13 to be the tri-tone substitution 
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(Fr) then the scale could be a Lydian/Mixolydian based on FS—thus the rationale 
for inventing that scale.) 
Although all of the examples I have presented came from one particular solo 

recorded several years ago, Brecker used these scales extensively then and still 
does today. Much of his solo on Chick Corea's Quartet No. 1 (Warner Bros. 3552), re-
corded in 1981 (also in the earlier mentioned publication) is built on a modal scale 
that is derived from the notes of the indicated A' chord, and the adjacent Bbm 
chord. (The resulting scale [ex. 19] is once again the 131, melodic minor with an E 
chromatic passing tone added.) Throughout this solo he outlines the Bb m tonality 
against the A'. 

Brecker does not use this scale exclusively when playing over dominant seventh 
chords—both blues scales and diminished scales (along with the Mixolydian) are 
common in his solos, but the melodic minor is his obvious favorite. Another very 
important feature of his playing involves his use of Pentatonic scale patterns within 
the harmonic structure we've been looking at. This is also a Coltrane characteristic 
that Brecker has developed to an art. Add this to a very fluent chromaticism and 
you have the basis of the Michael Brecker harmonic/melodic concept. Once you get 
past the analytical approach I encourage you to closely study some of the other 
aspects of his style, such as his marvelous creativity, sound, technique, intonation, 
energy, stylistic flexibility, and the like. Good Luck! 
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*new 

Straps 
for alto, tenor, baritone, 

soprano—bassoon 

End Plugs 
for alto, tenor, baritone 

Reed Burner 
trims alto, tenor, soprano, 

baritone & clarinet reeds 
takes the place of 
five reed clippers 

Mouthpiece Caps 
and ligatures—for 

alto, tenor & clarinet 

Clarinet Barrels 
short, medium & long 

, 
Clarinet "Bis" Key 

(Patented) makes some 
impossible passages 

possible 

Clip On 
Music Stands 

ask for info. - Santy 

Runyon s 
Dynamic Etudes 

excellent modern passages 
for sax, clarinet or flute 

High Notes 
altissimo high note finger chart 

Custom Injection 
Moldin 

our specialty—we have 
open press time. 

Let us mold your musical products. 

RUNYON MUSICAL RESEARCH 
& DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 1018, OPELOUSAS, LA 
1-318-948-6252 
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01964 STEINBERGER SOUND 

Pat. No. 4,192.213 

INTL. PATS. PEND. 

Evolution. 
It's not an easy thing 

for those who live in the past 

to accept. For the rest, 

The Steinberger Guitar. 

e7M emnem 
475 OAKLAND AVE • STATEN ISLAND. NY • 10310 
(718) 447-7500 FREE BROCHURE 

FOWLER BOOKS 
NEW! Fowler Guitar Series 

Book 1 Chord Voicing Systems $10.00 
Learn standard chords in every voicing by 
a new transfer process 

Book 2 Chord Progression Systems 10.00 
Learn every kind of standard progression 

Book 3 Advanced Chord Systems 10 00 
Learn extended chords in every voicing 

Book 4 Advanced Chord Progressions 10 00 
Create your own modern chord progressions 

FOR KEYBOARD 
Take Another Look at the Keyboard 12 00 

Master every chord and scale 
Visual Keyboard Chord Progressions Book I 10 00 

Play the new visual motion system 
Visual Keyboard Chord Progressions Book Il 10 00 
Manage minor key progressions 

FOR BASS 
Take Another Look at Linear Bass Patterns 10.00 

Build long lines from short tetrachords 
(includes fingering guide by Tom Fowler) 

Fingerboard Forms for Bass 5.95 
Control chords and arpeggios 

NEW! FOR FLUTE 
Compositions for Flute: Solos. Duets & Trios 6.00 
by Steven C. Fowler 

Add postage I book $1.00 
and handling 2 books $1.50 

or more books $2.00 
Colorado residents add 6.5% sales tax. 

TOTAL ENCLOSED   

If not at your (oui dealer send Check or Money Order (US dollars, to 

FOWLER MUSIC ENTERPRISES 
808 S. AlkIre St. — Lakewood, CO 80228 

(303) 986-7309 

Name  

Address  

City  

State  Zip  

PRO SESSION 
Henry Kaiser's Solo on 
Omaha —A Guitar Transcription 

BY STEVE VAI 
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PROFILE continued from page 51 

vowel was thrown away. It was total con-
centration. She expected the best!' 

Stints on and off the road with such 
artists as Frank Sinatra, Shirley Mac-
Laine, and the Pointer Sisters round out 
Novak's resumé, as well as film scoring 
and doing specials for the Public Broad-
casting System, extensive studio work, 
and several jazz piano albums. But what 
does this diverse experience as a high 
grade musical generalist add up to? 
Novak answers the question this way: "I 
really think that you can communicate all 
kinds of feelings to audiences, to people. 
It can be a real, touching human thing. If 
you can communicate feelings and ideas 
without words, you can make an impres-
sion on people. I've done it and have 
been in situations where it's happened, 
where the impression I was communicat-
ing came to fruition. And it wasn't for the 
applause. That's not the idea at all. The 
idea is to be able to take what you feel and 
transmit that to someone else. It's a feel-

ing that goes on, if someone gets in-
volved in the music with you, if you really 
get immersed in what's happening 
around you—in the swell and the swirl of 
the music. I've been fortunate on a num-
ber of occasions to do that and so I keep 
striving for that every time I play. I'm 
talking about tenderness and beauty, and 
other feelings we feel as human beings." 
As Novak spoke, Gary, his 15-year-old 

son and a drummer, ushered his friends 
into the family's basement for an after-
noon rock rehearsal. "I'm really having a 
great deal of fun with my son," Novak 
commented. "You might say I grew my 
own drummer!' Announcing the work in 
progress for their first record together 
and recalling his son's appearance with 
Novak's trio at the 1982 Chicago Kool 
Jazz Festival, Novak added that Gary "is 
probably one of the best drummers I've 
ever played with. He knows exactly what 
I want and can read me before I get to 
anywhere I want to go. So, playing with 
him is fun!' 

Perhaps Larry Novak isn't one of the 
last of the generalists after all. db 

Naropa 
Summer 
Institute '85 
Curturefusion 
SUMMER MUSIC PROGRAM 
JUNE 17 - AUGUST 9 

A Celebration of World Music 

Acoustic and electric guitar and studio recording techniques 

Robben Ford, Steve Tibbetts 
African, Cuban, Haitian, Indian, and 

Brazilian Percussion 
John Amira, Bira Almeida, 

Kobla Ladzekpo, 
Benji Wertheimer 

Composition, Improvisation, and 
Ensemble Performances 
Paul McCandless, 

  Bill Douglas 
Our summer brochure is available on request. Please write to NAROPA INSTITUTE, 
Dept. DB, 2130 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, Colorado 80302 or call (303) 444-0202. 

CIUSQcs_ 

SERIES 
PRESENTS 

THE ALLAN HOLDSWORTH 
GUITAR BOOK 

This first time publication on Allan 
contains: 
• Full transcriptions of Allan's 

greatest tunes 
• Complete with Master Classestrn 

full performance notes and 
technique tips 

• Standard notation and 
tablature 

• Clear chord diagrams of Allan's 
highly original chord progres-
sion charts 

• Photos 
• Up-to-date biography 
• Full discography 
• Allan's personal comments on 

each tune 
PRICE $ 9.95 

AL DI MEOLA 
A GUIDE TO CHORDS, 
SCALES, & ARPEGGIOS 

A new and exciting guide to learn-
ing the basic tools that every 
guitarist should know in order to be 
a good player and musician. Con-
tains Al's own Lesson Plan System, 
tunes, blues patterns, jazz chord 
exercises, playing and practicing 
tips. Order now and you'll receive, 
absolutely free, the cassette tape 
guide on how to use the Lesson 
Plan System in the book! 
PRICE $ 12.95 

AL DI MEOLA 
CIELO e TERRA 

A matching guitar transcription 
book to Al's first solo acoustic 
guitar album! 
PRICE $ 9.95 

Just send your name and address 
with your CHECK OR MONEY 
ORDER, plus S2.00 for postage and 
handling for each book to: 

21st Century Music Productions 
P.O. Box 1816, Wayne, NJ 07470 

Ask for our free catalog with your 
order! Dealer Inquiries Invited 
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PRO SHOP MUSIC and SOUND PRODUCTS 

KEYBOARD COUNTRY 

Roland's JX-8P Synthesizer 

The ROLANDCORP US (Los Angeles) has 
added to its synth line with the JX-8P; a 
six-voice polyphonic synthesizer which 
offers dynamic response and after-touch 
as a MIDI controller, and a new spec-
trum of sounds as a MIDI sound module. 
In addition to its 12 Digital Counting 
Oscillators, 64 presets, 32 programmable 
presets (expandable to 64 via MC-16 
cartridge), two envelopes per voice, and 
complete MIDI compatibility, the 
JX-8P's Amplitude Modulation (AM) 
synthesis mode creates clangorous bell 
and percussion sounds plus others based 
on complex waveforms, with absolute 
fidelity of pitch throughout the key-
board's range. Other features include a 
61-key, five-octave keyboard, six key-
board modes, two-position Stereo cho-
rus, Hold pedal, and Memory Protect 
switch. 

Music Technology's DK-600 

Recently unveiled by MUSIC TECHNOL-
OGY INC. (Garden City Park, NY) is the 
DK-600, a programmable polyphonic 
synthesizer that features six voices (with 
two DCOs each) and keyboard dynamic 
control. The 95 programs offer a wide 
sonority range; the 12 digitally con-
trolled oscillators can create unlimited 
synthesized sounds with excellent pitch 
stability (no special tuning required). A 
digital/analog converter combined with 

three low-frequency oscillators enables 
modulations with a rich, fat sound. The 
DK-600 also offers simple real-time ad-
justment of all parameters, programma-
ble dynamic envelope generator, and 
MIDI connections. 

Syntech's Plug-And-Play Music System 

SYNTECH (Canoga Park CA), a music 
computer peripheral company, intro-
duces a MIDI keyboard and interface 
card which will allow the user to compose 
and play music on an Apple or Com-
modore personal computer. It may also 
be plugged into a home stereo system, 
headphone, and amplifying system. The 
Plug-And-Play can be used as a medium 
for composition, with music pro-
grammed directly on software, or as a 
real-time musical keyboard. 

GUITAR FAMILY 

Ashley Guitars 

A new division of ASHLEY COMMUNICA-
TIONS INC. (Northridge CA) premieres 
with two models of Ashley Guitars. In the 
tradition of the Fender Squire series, 
Model I features three pickups (split-coil 
lead position Humbucker plus two sin-
gle-coil pickups) with a push-pull pot for 
switching from humbucking to single-
coil position on the lead pickup. The thin 
but extra-wide neck measures 13/4  inches 
at the nut, with the 16-inch radius fret-
board's 22 jumbo frets, adjustable truss 
rod, and a 17° angled headstock. The 
double-cutaway contoured body houses 
a heavy gauge tremolo bar and five-
position switch (allowing for seven dif-

ferent possible settings when used in 
combination with the push-pull pot). 
Model II offers many of the same fea-
tures with two pickups (both split-coil 
Humbuckers) and two push-pull pots. 
They come with ebony or maple finger-
boards and a choice of five colors, and 
are affordably priced. 

GHS Strings 

GHS (Battle Creek MI) has developed 
three new string sets for Steinberger 
and/or Steinberger-licensed basses and 
guitars. In addition to their original 
stainless steel wrap strings (endorsed by 
Andy West, formerly of the Dregs), dou-
ble-ball end bass strings are now available 
in their Pressurewound series; nine and 
10 gauge double-ball end sets are also 
available in their Boomers series. 

SOUND GEAR 

hure's Prologue Mics 

Ideal for beginning singers/musicians 
and home audio/video recording, the 
new line of Prologue microphones from 
SHURE BROTHERS (Evanston IL) present 
quality performance at an economy 
price. Each of the three basic models are 
available in high or low impedance for 
easy connection to mixing boards, guitar 
amps, tape decks, or video recorders. 
The Prologue 10H (high impedance) 
and 10L (low impedance) are probe-type 
mics for low-profile stand use in vocal or 
instrumental situations. The "ball" de-
sign of the 12H and 12L add increased 
durability and maximum "pop" protec-
tion, while the 14H and 14L models 
combine the benefits of a "ball" with a 
professional matte finish and locking 
switch. Each model features all-metal, 
die cast construction, on/off switches, 
three-pin audio connectors, swivel 
adapter, and vinyl drawstring case. db 
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WERTICO cont. from page 27 

direct result of how we feel at that par-
ticular timer 

Wertico compares the method of Ear 
Wax madness to the approach of much of 
the ethnic music he loves to listen to at 
home. "I do listen to some of the com-
mercial music today, just to stay in touch. 
Because after all, it is the real world. But 
if you find that you've hit a slump or you 
feel like you're getting out of touch with 
yourself from playing with too many 
drum machines or whatever, you start 
wondering why you're even playing mu-
sic to begin with. At that point, if you go 
listen to some ethnic music you can get 
back to the root of why you started play-
ing. When you put on African field re-
cordings you hear a whole different 
thing than the clean, controlled sound of 
commercial music today. You don't hear 
a click track or any EQ. You just hear 
pure expression from their souls. And 
that's the kind of approach we take with 
Ear Wax Control. I never want to lose 
touch with that energy force. And I don't 
think I ever will, because it means too 
much to me:' 

Yet another ongoing side project is 
Spontaneous Composition, a group with 
bassist Doug Lofstrom and saxist Rich 
Corpolongo that he describes as "a free 
trio which is bordering on classical:' And 
he also plays in a quartet with virtuoso 
harmonica innovator Howard Levy. This 
all takes place, of course, when he's not 
on the road or in the studio with the 
hardest working man on ECM's roster, 
Pat Metheny. 

Says Wertico of that prized gig: "When 
I get done playing a set with Pat I feel 
like I've done everything I would have 
wanted to do musically. It's a very fulfill-
ing feeling. It's not like when you're 
playing in certain bands and you're not 
doing this type of thing that you happen 
to enjoy—where you say, 'Man, if only I 
could swing on one tune: But with Pat 
I'm constantly switching gears. There's 
such an incredible range of dynamics in 
his music. Every tune is so different. I 
have to make the drums sound like a jazz 
kit on one tune, then feel like a rock kit 
on the next. One minute you're using 
brushes and the next minute you're 
bashing the shit out of the drums. We 
run the whole gamut in one set and that's 
a fantastic feeling. I couldn't think of a 
better gig:' 

Interestingly enough, as Wertico looks 
back over his 32 years, the person he 
credits with helping him to get where he's 
at today is his high school band director 
at Cherry-Grove High School in Cary, 
Illinois. "His name is Donald Ehrens-
berger and he's still at Cherry-Grove. 
And the thing about him was he gave me 
carte blanche as far as my creativity, 
which is really unusual. Most band direc-

tors want to put you in with everybody 
else and you end up losing your identity. 
But this guy gave me so much room it's 
hard to believe. I mean, I was writing 
free drum cadences for the marching 
band—these really hip things where 
we'd just blow. If there was something 
that I really liked, he would just let me do 
it. He never stifled me. So I'd say that 
meeting Mr. Ehrensberger, and forming 
Ear Wax Control, were two of the most 
important things in my career as far as 
just letting me be what I wanted to be at 
the timer 
Another turning point in Wertico's 

musical development came at Western 
Illinois University, where Gary Chaffee 

I \ 
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was his drum instructor. Wertico was a 
freshman when the Cannonball Adder-
ley group came to campus for a seminar/ 
performance. Wertico was lucky enough 
to sit in with the group and he held his 
own. After the concert, Wertico got to 
talking with Cannonball's drummer, Roy 
McCurdy, about playing and studying. "I 
told him, 'Man, I don't want to be here. I 
want to be playing: And he said, 'Yeah, 
you should: Wertico heeded that advice 
and quit school the very next day. "Gary 
was a great teacher but I don't think I was 
a great student. I just wanted to do things 
my own way. I've always been geared 
toward that kind of thing—doing it in an 
unorthodox way, however I felt:' db 
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MICHAEL SHRIEVE 

JONATHAN MOFFETT 

DENNY CARMASSI 

Seven great rockers. Seven distinctive drum 

sounds. But they all come together on Remo— 

the Sound Choice in drumheads. Weather King, 

CS Black Dot, FiberSkyn 2, PinStripe, PowerStroke, 

PTS—in white, transparent, Ebony and 

new Starfire Chrome and Gold films. 
The choice is yours—at drum shops now. 

Send in a copy of this ad, $4 and your size for jEl value Remo T-shirt. Limit I per ad. 

REMO, INC. 12804 RAYMER ST., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605 U.S.A. 
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db music shop Rates: Minimum 20 words per ad. One issue, $2.50 per 
word; 3 consecutive issues, $2.10 per word; 6 consecutive 
issues, $1.80 per word; 12 consecutive issues, $1.60 per 
word. All ads prepaid, no agency commission. Copy and full 

payment for each issue must arrive by the 25th of the 3rd month preceding db cover date. Single prepayment for 6 consecutive 
issues earns 5% discount; single prepayment for 12 consecutive issues earns 10% discount, down beat/Classified, 222 West 
Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606. 

BOOKS 
85 GUIDE TO BUSINESS-OF-MUSIC SCHOOLS & CA-
REERS (264 schools, 262 music organizations, 75 + ca-
reers)—$5.95. Rapaport: HOW TO MAKE AND SELL YOUR 
OWN RECORD (enlarged edition)—$12.95. Baskerville: MU-
SIC BUSINESS HANDBOOK (3rd edition)—$18.95. Dearing: 
MAKING MONEY, MAKING MUSIC—$12.95. MUSIC BUSI-
NESS PUBLICATIONS catalogs (books and cassettes) 
$2.00, or free with order. Add $1.65 p/h per order. MBPub, P.O. 
Box 1191, Elmhurst, IL 60126. 

PLAY BY EAR? Any Song or Solo—Quickly! Precisely! 
IMPROVISE like the masters. Exciting New Method. Free 
Information! Write Today. BATES MUSIC, 5256 Beard South, 
Minneapolis, MN 55410. 

CHARLES COLINS WORLD OF MUSIC BOOKS. Write or 
call for FREE CATALOG, plus BONUS COUPONS. Charles 
Colin, Dept. DB-5, 315 W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019. (212) 
581-1480. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES  
START YOUR OWN music school with a complete "how to" text 
containing over 70 tested forms, The Business of Education 
is a 150 page three-ring binder with print ready forms that will 
help you launch your business—$60. Soft cover edition $15. 
Send check or money order to NAMM, 5140 Avenida Encinas, 
Carlsbad, CA 92008. 

INSTRUMENTS 8. ACCESSORIES  
SAM ASH MUSIC STORES Mail Order Service. Deal with the 
professionals. N.Y.C.'s largest inventory and best prices on 
musical instruments, sound and recording gear. 1-800-
645-3518; N.Y. State 1-800-632-2322. 

FREE Jazz fk PoeOOK & GIFT CATALOG 

SOPRANO SAXES—$289 
Bb Straight Imperial Special! Top Players Like Ill Save SI 

Tiny Pocket Trumpet—$189 
Bb 9 I hes Long Use Your Mouth Big Tmpt Sound! 
Fluehorn $229, Valve Bone $279, Chromatic Tuner. $149.95 
FREE Cases & mp ALL NEW! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Order now: IMPERIAL, Box 171-DB, Plainview, NY 11803 

1985 Pro-Line Guide 
* Before you buy a Guitar, Amp, Mixer, Speaker 

or P.A. System, get the FREE 84 page 
CARVIN Color Catalog! See top groups like 
Jefferson Starship, Alabama. Pat Benatar, Roy 
Clark, Heart and Missing Persons play 
CAR VIN, 

* Compare Carvin's exceptional values. Buy 
DIRECT at Pro-Net prices — saving you 
hundreds of dollars. 

* Hundreds of models to choose from including 
exotic wood guitars, guitar amps, recording 
mixers, equalizers, 800w amps, crossovers, 
concert systems with EV, MagnaLab & Celes-
tion spks, mics, etc. 

Write: GARVIN, Dept. DB85, 1155 Industrial Ave. 
Escondido, CA 92025. PH 619-747-1710 

FREE CAR VIN CATALOG 
Free Catalog $2 for Rush 1st Class Mail 

I Name  

I Address  _ 

I City 

Ltate Zip DB85 j 

BOB ACKERMAN, THE MOUTHPIECE DOCTOR—Custom 
Sax & Clarinet Mouthpieces. Mouthpiece Refacing & Crafting. 
Write or Phone for Free Catalog: Bob Ackerman, 5127 W. Am-
herst, Dallas, TX 75209, (214) 357-6951. 

WE BUY USED BRASS & WOODWINDS. TOP S. Send INF. 
Rayburn Music, 263 Huntington, Boston, MA 02115. (617) 
266-4727. Emilio or David. 

2834 Central St. Evanston, IL 60201 
(312) 491-0075 • Send tor our FREE CATALO 

New hours for 1984: Mon-Toes-Wed-FA 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Closed Sunday Thum 10 a.m.-8 p.m.rSat, 10 a.m.-4  

Attention WIND PLAYERS 
& VOCALISTS: 

You can use our PITCH & ENVELOPE FOLLOWER to 
control SYNTHESIZERS using wind instruments or 
voice. Write or call for free brochure & patch diagrams. 

GENTLE ELECTRIC, Dept, 3 
P.O. Box 132, Delta, CO 81416 

  (303) 874-8054  

MUSIC 
LIBRARY OF JAZZ GUITAR solos, transcriptions, and 
cassette lessons for pickstyle and fingerstyle guitarists. For 
FREE list write: Mr. Herron, P.O. Box 842, Severna Park, MD 
21146. 

RECORDS/TAPES 8. VIDEOTAPES  
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service—foreign orders wel-
come—send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybes Jazz, Box 24504, 
Crave Coeur, MO 63141. 

CASSETTES ONLY ! 

THREE GOOD REASONS TO GET 
YOUR CASSETTES FROM 

MUSIC BIT MAIL 
1. SELECTION 

Simply no one can get you the cassettes we 
can. As fine a selection of jazz cassettes as you 
will find in the U.S.A 
2. PRICE 

Along with the best selection all our cassettes 
are at a spectacular price. 
3. SPEED 
We process your order as soon as we get it. No 
six weeks wait for you or us. 

We think these three reasons are good enough 
to get your business. Mail the coupon below to 
receive our free jazz cassette catalogue. 

FREE JAll CASSETTE CATALOGUE 

NAME  

ADDRESS 

ZIP  

II TYPE OF CASSETTE PLAYER YOU OWN 
?I co 
RI Mail to: Music By Mail 

8th St. New York, N.Y. 10011 17 West  
n 

LIPIL-36.46.4i3C1M "n1166•661.14erti - 

ii 

e 

RARE MODERN JAZZ, JAZZ VOCALS, Big Bands, Dixieland 
Ips. Monthly lists. First Edition Records, Box 1138-D, Whittier, 
CA 90609. 

HUGE JAZZ record auction: Thousands of rare LP's. Free List. 
Gary Alderman, P.O. Box 9164, Madison, WI 53715. 

JAZZ RECORDS World's Records delivers throughout the 
country and around the world. Large selection of contemporary 
and hard-to-find domestic and import albums. Big Band, 
Rhythm & Blues, Dixieland, Western Swing + more. Write for 
our free supplement: World's Records, P.O. Box 2613, Dept. B, 
San Rafael, CA 94912. 

RARE JAZZ/BIG BAND/VOCAL AUCTION: Blue Note, Pres-
tige, Debut, Nocturne, Skylark, etc. All speeds. Robert 
Ronzello, Box 2584, New Britain, CT 06050-2584. 

JAZZ VIDEO, RECORDS & BOOKS. Ellington, Basie, 
Mulligan, Condon, etc. FREE LISTS! JAZZLAND, Box 366, 
Dayton, OH 45401. 

JAZZ LP'S: Cutouts, reissues and imports at set prices. 
THCC, Dept. BD, P.O. Box 107, Drexel Hill, PA 19026. 

85-12" LP's; old radio, movie sound-tracks, jazz, big bands, 
swing, personalities. FREE CATALOGS. TRAN, Box 1023, 
New York, NY 10009. 

pengthns gott 

250 titles from 
blue note — France, USA, Japan 

S7.00-S13.00 

compact disc — 

jazz Ip's — 

500 listings trono 
46 labels - large & small 

Discount Prices! 

Over 20,000 Jan 
titles in stock 

Steel us yaw wan titto or writs far our catalogs: 

flewslatter FREE 
Complete Japanese Impon Catalog E2.00 
International Jere Compact Disc Catalog  $1.00 

L; the penguin 
3342 N. Clark 
Chicago, IL 60657 
1312) 348.2944 

WHERE TO STUDY 
DR. MAURY DEUTSCH: Arranging, composition, instructions; 
private-correspondence, send for catalog. 150 W. 87th St., 
NYC 10024, (212) SC4-4722. 

Atlantic Center for the Arts 
Three Weeks Study with 

Jazz Musician CHARLIE HADEN 
August 5 — 23, 1985 

Brochure — 1414 Art Center Ave. 
New Smyrna Beach, Fla. 32069 

Or call 904/427-6975 

ET CETERA 
CHARLIE PARKER T-SHIRTS? Also Mingus, Dolphy, "Bebop 
Lives", Ellington, Holiday (ladies shirts also), Powell, Dexter, 
Monk, Dizzy, Coltrane. Original Designs. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. S-M-L-XL, $8.00. Heavy weight shirts. BIRD LIVES, P.O. 
Box 175D, Readstown, WI 54652, 

SONGWRITERS RESOURCES and SERVICES is a non-
profit organization dedicated to the education and protection of 
songwriters. For free information, write or call SRS, 6772 
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028. (213) 463-7178. 

subscriber. 
We must know your new address 

six weeks before you move. 

You will then continue to receive every issue 
without Interruption. Also' enclose your cur-
rent down beat oddress label. The numbers 
on your label ore essential to Insure prompt 
ond accurate service. Send It to: 

down boot Subscribers Service 
222 W. &lams St. Chicago, II. 60606 
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What McHenry offers, you can't buy by mail. 

71 here's a simple lesson Mark 
McHenry teaches all his kids 

in the Kokomo (Indiana) 
High School band that can mean 
a lot to the rest of us in music. He's 
shown them by his own example 
the key to success. 

By any standard, his program is 
indeed doing well. 
When he took over nine years 

ago, there were 30 kids in a band 
barely able to play the school's own 
fight song, and a booster organiza-
tion completely unable to muster 
as much as $2,000 a year in total 
receipts 

"Before I came:' he confided. 
'the program was in shambles?' 
Today it's anything but His files 

reveal that this 100-member band 
now performs more difficult, more 
meaningful music and drills each 

year The booster organization can 
raise more than $40,000 a year in 
profits - in spite of a struggling lo-
cal economy. 

The band has brought home a 
great deal of ' hardware:' as he calls 
it, from state and regional competi-
tions. Trophies crowd his office, dis-
play case, and band doset. 

They've been invited to play 
before both Presidents Ford and 
Reagan, and given McHenry the 
highest honor and the praise of the 
people of Kokomo. 
And along the way the kids have 

learned from him the key to suc-
cess: cooperation. It's as true for the 
program in general as it is for any 
single performance. 

Everyone - the school board 
members, the administration, the 

downbeat 
For Contemporauy Musicians 

boosters, all the teachers and local 
music retailers - everyone shares in 
the band's success. And McHenry's 
the first to admit it. 
-Together we've made it happen?' 

he's proud to say. 
We at down beat and up beat 

magazine ask you to take a hard 
look at the band program in your 
hometown. Remember, one kid 
can't carry the band, or one direc-
tor, the program. Success requires 
the active participation of the direc-
tor, the administration, the retailers, 
and the community in general. 
Everyone. 
The greater the teamwork be-

hind the scenes, the better the per-
formance in front of the crowd It's 
as simple as that. 

"But you'd be amazed at the dif-
ference:' said one who knows. 
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AD LIB 
Lundvall 
Enlivens A 
Legacy 

BY JEFF LEVENSON 

Bruce Lundvall looks very much like the 
prototypical corporate executive—fit, 
impeccably groomed, and at times given 
to the kind of mannered boardroom 
optimism one expects of a high-level 
management figure. Yet one thing sets 
him apart from similarly placed individ-
uals: beneath the veneer of the busi-
nessman, there beats the heart of a jazz 
fan. Even while alluding to career objec-
tives, or discussing the overall marketing 
strategies he hopes to employ in his new 
position, the true Lundvall emerges—a 
man who loves the music. This acquired 
predilection should be comforting to 
most jazz fans, because Lundvall has 
been entrusted with the responsibility of 
upholding perhaps the most valued rep-
utation in the jazz record business. He is 
reviving the legendary Blue Note label. 
The long, illustrious tradition of Blue 

Note dates back to 1939, when Alfred 
Lion, a native of Berlin with a passion for 
American jazz, settled in the States and 
recorded boogie woogie keyboard giants 
Meade Lux Lewis and Albert Ammons. 
Shortly thereafter, in a company bro-
chure issued by Lion, Blue Note's bold 
yet simple creed was offered to the rec-
ord-buying public: Blue Note Records are 
designed simply to serve the uncompromising 
expressions of hot jazz or swing, in general. 
Any particular style of playing which repre-
sents an authentic way of musical feeling is 
genuine expression. By virtue of its signifi-
cance in place, time, and circumstance, it 
possesses its own tradition, artistic standards, 
and audience that keeps it alive. Hot jazz, 
therefore, is expression and communication, a 
musical and social manifestation, and Blue 
Note Records are concerned with identifying 
its impulses, not its sensational and commer-
cial adornments." 

In the years that followed, Blue Note 
stuck to its original statement of purpose, 
Lion and partner Francis Wolff support-
ing the efforts of Swing Era artists like 
Earl Hines and The Port of Harlem 
Jazzmen, and then backing the burgeon-
ing bebop movement by recording giants 
like Miles Davis, Bud Powell, Fats 
Navarro, Tadd Dameron, and Thelo-
nious Monk. In the '50s and '60s, years 
considered by many to be the label's 
golden period, Blue Note expanded its 
roster to include, among others, Sonny 
Rollins, Jackie McLean, Wayne Shorter, 

Kenny Dorham, Horace Silver, Lee Mor-
gan, Bobby Hutcherson, and Herbie 
Hancock. Throughout the ever-shifting 
stylistic periods of jazz the label made its 
mark by properly emphasizing the music 
above all else. 
The importance of maintaining this 

Blue Note tradition is not lost to its 
current-day president. "In thinking 
through the direction of the label," 
Lundvall points out, "I decided that it 
had to be a label of great integrity, and it 
had to continue in the manner in which it 
was started by Alfred Lion. The com-
pany's whole image, and its approach to 
the music and the musicians have had a 
tremendous impact on the jazz world 
over the years. We have to move ahead in 
that way." 
Lundvall arrives at Blue Note by way 

of Columbia and Elektra Musician. As 
president of CBS Records, he had been 
instrumental in launching the careers of 
numerous pop and rock artists. In his 
first jazz signing he brought Herbie Han-
cock to the label, and in subsequent years 
followed with Al Di Meola, Arthur 
Blythe, Paquito D'Rivera, and Wyntora 
Marsalis, all of whom represent a partial 
listing of the CBS jazz roster under 
Lundvall's tenure. 
While at Elektra Musician, he success-

fully shaped a label that, by his own 
admission, "attempted to represent the 
musician's point-of-view." He is especially 
proud of the fact that he recorded a 
broad spectrum of artists, and that "their 
vision was reflected in the records we 
made, not my vision as the person run-
ning the company?' 

Will things be appreciably different 
now on Blue Note? "The main thing," he 
explains, "is that I must sign artists who 
can develop the future of the label, artists 
who have long-term career potential. In 
doing so, I'll stay with the pure music. 
We're not going to do a lot of crossover 

records, or attempt at achieving Top 40 
airplay. We're going to try to find the 
brightest, young, serious talents, and 
we're going to try to sign the major 
players who are in the mainstream of the 
music. Some can be very avant garde; I'm 
not saying that I wouldn't be interested. 
But I'm not going to do a lot of fusion 
records, or funk records, or commercial 
crossovers—not that I object on princi-
ple to that stuff, but I don't think it fits 
the image of Blue Note' 
Among Lundvall's first releases is 

Stanley Jordan's major label debut, Magic 
Touch; a collaboration between Grover 
Washington Jr. and Kenny Burrell, To-
gethering; a Charles Lloyd/Michel Petruc-
ciani group album entitled A Night In 
Copenhagen; and George Russell's grand 
orchestral work, The African Game. 

In tandem with the release of this 
newly recorded music, the label has em-
barked on an ambitious back-catalogue 
reissue program, coordinated by pro-
ducer Michael Cuscuna. Initial offerings 
include noteworthy Blue Note classics, as 
well as previously unavailable material by 
Jackie McLean, Hank Mobley, Lee Mor-
gan, and Clifford Brown. In keeping 
with Blue Note's long-standing concern 
for fashioning their records with optimal 
sound quality—most of the original 
albums featured the distinctive engineer-
ing touch of Rudy Van Gelder—the re-
issues will be digitally remastered and 
pressed on virgin vinyl. The buyers, 
Lundvall feels, "will get their money's 
worth." 
"You have to remember," he advises, 

"it's not often that consumer allegiance to 
a label is an important variable that man-
agement has to deal with. But this is a 
special case, a special label. And," he 
adds before preparing for his next ap-
pointment on this heavily scheduled day, 
"the history of Blue Note speaks for 
itself?' db 

î 
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Some of the most enchanting clarinet 
sounds ever made can be heard coming 

out of these woods.  
INTRODUCING THE NEW YCL-72 AND 72A 
PROFESSIONAL CLARINETS FROM YAMAHA. 

If you set out 
to create the 
best clarinet 

possible, you would have to 
start deep in an African forest, 
a forest with trees that produce 
a very special wood, grenadilla. 
Which, when used in a clarinet, 
is capable of producing the 
richest, most beautiful clarinet 
sounds imaginable. 

Naturally, the new Yamaha 
YCL-72 and 72A, in the keys 
of B-flat and A respec-
tively, are made from 
carefully selected and 
cured grenadilla. 

It's just one example 
of Yamaha's commit-
ment to excellence. 
A commitment that's 
evident in every facet 
of our new clarinets. 
From excellence 
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in engineering, demonstrated 
by four years of prototype 
testing, to excellence in mate-
rials (consider the wood and 
the silver plated 17 key, 6 ring 
mechanism). This excellence in 
craftsmanship is evident in the 
exceptional evenness of scale 
in all registers, resulting in truly 
superb intonation and response. 

The new YCL-72 and 72A 
are part of a new family of 
extraordinary clarinets. 

If you want to play the very 
best you can, you should have 
one of these finely crafted 
instruments for your 
very own. 

YAMAHA 
Play the very best you can. 



Introducing two new standards 
for playing the standards. 

Take a good look at the two latest Selmer (Paris) saxophones, the S80 soprano and 
baritone. Two instruments that match the same high standards of refined tone and 

responsive action already established by the S80 alto and tenor. Two instruments with 
the same sound and feel from the top of the soprano to the bottom of the low-A 

baritone range. 
You'll notice this yourself when you play some Porter or Monk in the light, airy range 

of the soprano and hear the precise S80 intonation. Or when you run through 
some Ellington or Mercer in the gutsy baritone range and feel the fluid S80 action. 

Try some of your old favorites on the S80 soprano or 
baritone, now at your local Selmer dealer's. One of these The Selmer Company mral 

saxophones is bound to become a new favorite of yours. Post Office Box 310 . Elkhart, Indiana 46515 

SELMER • BUNDY • SIGNET • BACH • MERCEDES 
GLAESEL • LUDWIG • MUSSER 


